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South Shivers

Temperature Drops
To 33 in Florida

N. Y. Sfafe
Gets Eight
Inchesof Snow
LINE BLOCKED . . . Thirty-two cars of a Northern
Pacific freight train derailed at Becker, Minn., Monday.
Crews were expected to have the lines open today. NP trains
detoured over Great Northern tracks from the Twin Cities to

Baker Quiz
Resumes in
Washington

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate
Rules Committee
quizzed star witness Don B.
Reynolds again in a closed
meeting today before opening
public hearings in the Bobby
Baker case.
Also attending the executive
session was Sen. John J. Williams, R-Del., whose charge
that $25,000 was tunneled from
Reynolds through Baker to the
Kennedy-Johnson campaign in
I860 kicked off the latest round
of the probe.
Sen. B, Everett Jordan, DN.C., chairman of the Rules
Committee, would not say what
would be covered in the closed
meeting. Earlier it had been
announced Reynolds was to be
the leadoff witness.
Reynolds has said Baker, a
former secretary to the Senate
Democrats, and Matthew H. McCloskey, a veteran Democratic
fund raiser , were linked in an
illegal diversion of $25,000 to the
1960 Kennedy-Johnson campaign fund.
McCloskey, ambassador to
Ireland in the Kennedy administration , has denied knowledge of
any payoff. Baker , in earlier
hearings, invoked his constitutional privilege under the Fifth
Amendment to refuse to testify
on matters that might incriminate him.
The new round of hearings
stems from a speech Sen. John
.1 Williams , R-Del., made to the
Senate Sept. 1. He charged that
the alleged payoff came from
the government contract a McCloskey corporation held for
construction of the Washington ,
D.C , Stadi um.
Quoting Reynolds , Williams
said McCloskey paid the silver
Spring, Md-, insurance man $35 ,O00 too much for a performance
bond on the project , with Reynolds to keep $10 ,000 nnd the
remaining $25 ,000 of the overpayment to be tunneled throufih
Baker into the Kennedy-Johnson
fund. Federal law forbids corporations from contributing to
political campnipns.

Engineer Killed

St. Cloud. Here, wreckage of the cars is shown strewn across
both sides of the double track in small village southeast of
St. Cloud. CAP Photofax)
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Three Wrecks
In Minnesota

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A Great Northern engineer
was killed Monday night when
his switch engine rammed a
slow-moving freight in St. Paul,
It was one of three accidents
in Minnesota involving trains
Monday.
Killed was Edward I. Persell,

House Fires
Take Lives
Of 12 Children

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
House fires took the lives of
at least a dozen children early
today.
Seven died in a two-story
brick dwelling in Baltimore,
Md. Five perished as flames
destroyed a home near Midway
in north central Kentucky. Another child was in serious condition.
The Baltimore fire was described by Deputy Fire Chief
Roland Wetf as "very suspicious. "
The motlier, Mrs. Marion
Smith , and four children, all
sleeping in -the basement, survived. Wett said the seven dead
were all sleeping on the second
floor.
In the Kentucky fire , the parents, Mr and Mrs. Charles
Spencer, saved a 5-week-old
son.
Cause of the Kentucky fire
was unknown.
M ^amm—————————-----------------------
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CHRISTMAS SEALS light IB and
other RESPIRATOR Y DISEASES

51, of northeast Minneapolis. A
switchman, Richard Lockhart,
25, of Hilltop, was treated at a
hospital for cuts and bruises. The accident happened on GN
tracks near Midway Stadium.
The switch engine, pulling eight
flatcars loaded with truck trailers, rammed the caboose of a
Chicago and North Western
train heading for the Minneapolis yards.

vote on which the United Sta'es
could invoke Article IS of the
U.N. Charter. |t provides that a
U.N. member more than two
years in arrears on its dues
shall lose its vote in the assembly. The Soviet Union 's! refusal
to pay peacekeeping assessments has put it in that category.
Informed sources doubted the
United States would agree to the
brief postponement. They said
the United States wants a longer
deferral of the matter and also
a Soviet commitment to negotiate on future peacekeeping arrunKcrrients,

Secretary-General V Thant
had proposed such a temporary
solution providing for the assembly to take up only noncontroversial matters on which
there was unanimous agreerncnt until its Christ ma a recess.

UNITED N A T I O N S , N.Y.
(AP) — AJex Quaison-Sackey of
Ghana, slated for election today
as president of the U.N. General
Assembly, will have two distinctions in the office.
He will be the youngest president and the first African Negro
in the post in the 19 years the
assembly has been holding annual sessions.
Quaison-Sackey is only 40.
The youngest previous president
was Paul-Henri Spaak, now foreign minister of Belgium, who
was 47 when he presided over
the first session in 1946.

Leonard Lee, 62, Minneapolis,
was riding in the caboose .of the
C & NW train but was not hurt
even though the caboose was
bounced over the engine by the
impact.
Lockhart said the switch train
was moving about 30 miles an
hour down an incline when he
Quaison-Sackey has been head
spotted the other train.
of Ghana's U.N. delegation since
Meanwhile, Northern Pacific mid-1959. He is a broad-faced,
crews were expected to have broad-bodied man of something
traffic restored some time today
at Becker , southeast of St.
Cloud, where 32 cars of a 60-car
NP freight derailed Monday
noon. There were no injuries.
Traffic was being detoured
over Great Northern tracks between the Twin Cities and St.
Cloud. It was believed a broken
wheel or axle on a freight car
spilled the cars off the tracks ,
one of them almost ramming
the Becker depot.
In a third accident , Paul M.
Bartlett of Stillwater suffered a
broken leg when his truck was
struck by a Soo Line train at
Withrow , in Washington County.
It was the second truck-train
crash in the county in about 24
hours.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY" Mostly cloudy and occasional
light snow tonight and Wednesday. Little temperature change
tonight , low 10-15. A little colder
Wednesday , high 15-20.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today.
Maximum , 10; minimum, fl;
noon, 19; precipitation , light
snow.

Showdo wn in U.N.
May Be Postponed

NATIONS , N.Y.
UNITED
<AP> - The United Nations
awaited U. S. reaction today to a
Soviet proposal to postpone
briefly the showdown in the
<;cncrul Assembly over the Soviet Union 's refusal lo pay for
U.N . peacekeep ing operations
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei G romyko proposed that the
•opening meeting of the assembly 's 1%4 session this afternoon
¦confine itself to routine notions
by acclamation. These would
include election of J.lcx Quaison-Sackey of Ghana as president nnd perhaps of Ihe 13 vice
presidents , and the admission of
Malwai , Malta and Zambia to
U.N. membership. Then the assembly would recess for a day
or two lo allow more time for
negotiations on the financial
Issue.
This would forestall ¦formal

Ghana Lawyer
New Chief of
U.N. Assembly

This would permit negotiations
until February, when the Christmns recess ends.
Gromyko rejected Thant's
proposal Monday, saying the
Soviet Union "categorically opposes" postponing important
matters on the assembly agenda
"for a long period or indefinitely " He said his government
"believes the General Assembly
should start and continue its
work in accordance with normal
procedure. "
The Soviets have threatened
lo quit the United Nations If
Ihey lose their vote in the assembly. They contend that only
Ihe Security Council has the
power to start and finance
peacekeeping operations and
that the peacekeeping assessments for (he Congo aiwi Middle
East oprutions are illegal because they were voted by the
General Assembly.

Alex Qualsori-Sackey
First African Negro .in Post
more than medium height
whose ways reflect the two cultures, African and European,
that produced him.
He studied at Oxford and read
law at Lincoln's Inn in London,
His English is good. He wears
tailored Western clothes by day,
but he sometimes puts on a toga
of brightly checked West African kente cloth for Ghanaian
receptions at night.
He habitually carries a leather-thronged , brilliantly painted
stick , an African symbol of authority. Though not a tribal
chief , he is related to tribal
chiefs.
His
official
biographical
sketch lists his hobbies as golf ,
fishing and reading detective
stories. But he is also an expert
on African drums. He once performed on them at a New York
night club).
Quaison-Sackey
was born
Aug., 9, 1924. in Winneba, 40
miles west of Accra on the Gulf
of Guinea. His homeland was
then the British colony of the
Gold Coast.
Alter the Gold Coast became
independent Ghana on Marcli 6,
1957, he was assigned to the
Ghana high commissioner's office in London. He was on Ghana 's delegation to the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
in Geneva that same vear and
remained with the office until
1959, when he was sent to the
United Nations. In 1061 he was
named n vice president of the
General Assembly. He represented Ghana on the Security
Council in 1962-M.
He live?) with his wife nnd five
children in a commodious house
with a large garden in suburban
New Rocliclle.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Record-shattering cold pierced
the Southland today as arctic
air held fast in the states east
of the Rockies.
The mercury plunged to 33 degrees at the Tampa, Fla., airport breaking the previous record low for Dec. 1 of 34 set in
1957.
Other record minimum* for
the date were reported at three
capitals — Columbus, Ohio, with
7 degrees; Nashville, Tenn.,
with 17; and Raleigh, N.C. with
15.
Morning low reading were 12
below at Pellston, Mich., and, 7
below at Marquette County Airport, Mich. At the same time it
was 61 at Key West, Fla.
Scattered snow in the New
York State left five inches on
the ground at Rochester, three
at Syracuse, one at Buffalo and
in many parts of the Adirondacks. Temperatures ranged
from. 3 above at Boonville in
the western Adirondack foothills to 22 in New York City.
Florida farmers and citrus
growers welcomed a cold wave
today that drove temperatures
below or near freezing in the
northern and central sections of
the state. The cold, dry air
helped to firm and sweeten oranges, tangerines and grapefruit and to overcome fungus
and insect problems that developed during one of the warmest Novembers on record.
There was a hard freeze over
the entire state of North Carolina. Mt. Mitchell, the highest
point east of the Mississippi
River, recorded 6 degrees below zero with -bout Vk inches
of snow on the ground. Wilmington, in North Carolina 's
southeastern corner on the
ocean, had a low of 25.

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING TIME . . . Looking almost like a scene from a Christmas
card is this home in La Porte , Ind., where

Mariner Has 2-Day
Lead in Mars Race
By DIAL TORGERSON
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) U.S. spacecraft Mariner A sped
at 7,226 miles an hour today toward distaift Mars — two days
ahead of a Soviet rival in history 's first interplanetary race.
Mariner is due on the outskirts of Mars July 14.
Somewhere behind it — perhaps even in the same trajectory — is the Zond 2 cosmic rock-

•

*

Johnson Meets

With Taylor

Taylor, U.S. envoys to Saigon,
has been conferring with Secretary of State Dean Rusk , Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara and other policy makers since Thanksgiving and
these officials presumably had
recommendations ready for the
President in advance of the
White House session.
For several days, however,

et the Russians fired Monday.
Mariner 's builders at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory here admit Zond 2 might get there first.
Mariner is cruising now, its
speed pre-set, moving in a perfect position for the next crucial
stop in its 350-miIlion-mile
flight: a midcourse maneuver
to refine its trajectory. It probably will come later this week.
The midcourse maneuver

may increase Mariner 's speed
slightly, enough to cut a few
hours on a 229-day journey .
Soviet scientists, aware of
Mariner 's schedule, could rig
Zond 2 to pass it, if simple
speed is their goal, JPL experts
said.

Robert J. Parks, JPL' s assist*
ant director for lunar and planetary projects, said, "It depends
on whether the Soviets are attempting to minimize the flight
time or maximize the payload. "
.The Russians' last attempt to
shoot a probe to Mars was in
19G2. Its radio failed 3V. months
out. It was programmed for a
259-day trip, 30 days more than
Mariner 's current expedition.
Scientists were inclined to
doubt that Soviet scientisits
formation about Mars even If it fired Zond 2 to pass Mariner 4
succeeds in passing close to the as a cold war gambit.
planet.
Similar troubles silenced the
last
Soviet
Mars
probe ,
launched Nov. 1, 1962, while it
was still more than six million
miles from Mars . Zond 1, another Soviet space effort launched
last April 2, apparently failed on
an unannounced mission. Scientific observers thought -Venus
was Its target.
The Americans, who have By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Unless they mend their ways
successfully
probed Venus,
launched Mariner 4 toward hurriedly, Minnesota drivers apMars on Saturday. It is reported parently will chalk up another
working as planned at the be- record of traffic tombstones this
ginning of a Tte-month trip to year.
The state heads Into the final
the reddish planet .
month of the year with the highThe American and Soviet way toll standing at 761 , twenty
launchings came close together higher than a year ago. The
because the position of the earth year-long toll for 1963—a record
and Mars are favorable now for —was flOl.
the
complicated
trajectory
At the current rote of well
needed. Such favorable periods
over
two deaths a day, that reccome only every few years.
Zond 2 was launched "in ac- ord will easily be surpassed.
Latest victims included:
cordance with the program for
George M. Norbye 63, Prazee,
space explorations ," Tass said.
killed Monday night when his
First a multistage rocket went car and a cattle truck collided
into orbit and then the space- in Frjuee,
craft was blasted away on its
Martha Stoefen , (11 , Arlington,
trip. This blast "imparted to tho killed In a collision near Vicautomatic station a velocity toria , in Carver County, Monnecessary for reaching the tra- day.
jectory of the movement toward
Linda Norling , 18, Coon
Mars ," the announcement said. Rap ids, dead of Injuries suffered
The same techni que is used in in a Thanksgiving Day crash in
launching deep U.S. space Frldley .
probes .
Eva Young, 74 , IWlnneapolla ,
who died Monday of a ThanksGood tei lows Fund giving Day collision In south
Minneapolis.
Previously listed
$525
Norbye 's enr collided with a
semi-trailer
rig driven by MarChrist Klee
3
vin Simonson, 32 , of Roseau ,
_
Anonymous
who was not hurt. A passenger
John , John and Virginia 5
in th« car , Alphonsc Stich , 54,
A friend from Peternon 1
Frazee, was hospitalized in DeWinona Athletic Club
15
troit Lakes ln serious condiDiocese of Winona
tion. Officers said the car apChancery Stiff
24
parently had just pulled out of
A Friend
2
I a driveway onto Highway 10
Total to daU
IMS I when the crash occurred.

*
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Russ Ship Not
Working Well

In South Carolina there were
freezing
temperatures over
most of the state. Caesars head
reported 10 above and Myrtle
Beach had 25.
Rain
and
strong winds
whipped the lowland sections of
the Northwest and widespread MOSCOW (AP) — A Soviet
snow fell from the northern space probe has joined AmeriRockies east to New England. ca 's Mariner 4 on the long road
A warming trend was Indi- to Mars, but the Russians ancated for much of the Midwest. nounced today that their spaceThe mercury failed to move craft is not working properly.
much above zero in some parts Zond 2 — Zond is Russian for
of the northern Midwest Mon- probe — was launched Monday
day after early-morning read- from a heavy satellite circling
ings as low as 31 below zero in the earth, an official AnnounceValley City, N.D.
ment said. Radio .) reports
Clear skies covered most of showed its power supply "is apthe southern half of the nation. proximately 50 per cent below
The mewury dropped to 29 in the expected," the announceMobile , Ala., and Shreveport, ment by Tass, the Soviet news
La., 28 in Jackson , Miss., and 32 agency, said.
in Pensacola, Fla. It was 22 in
This indicated it might not be
Atlanta and 15 in Louisville. Miami's low was 54.
able to send back scientifi c in-

WASHINGTON (AP) -President Johnson met today with
his top military and diplomatic
advisers, including Ambassador
Maxwell D. Taylor, to decide
whether new steps should be
taken to intensify the war
against Communist guerrilla
forces in South Viet Nam.
The long-debated issue of
whether air strikes should he
ordered against Communist
supply lines through Laos or
supply bases In North Viet Nam
was reported up for discussion
and possible decision.

more than 12 inches of snow fell Monday.
Many roads were blocked by the deep snow
in northwestern Indiana. (AP Photofax)

administration leaders have
been cautioning against speculation that radical changes in
U.S. policy were in the offing.
The President himself declared
at a news conference last Saturday that he did not expect any
"dramatic announcement" to
follow today 's meeting.
Informant! nald any dfelisions
affecting the conduct of the war
undoubtedly would be kept secret until they could be put into
action.
Taylor said in advance of his
return to Washington
last
Thursday that air strikes
against the Red supply lines ,
which run from North Vict Nam
through the jungles of Laos , and
against infiltration bas«s in
North Viet Nam could help
overcome the Viet Cong drive
for control of South Viet Nam.
He cautioned that there were
arguments (or and against such
courses.

Care Needed to
Avoid New High
State Road Toll
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Truck With Camper, Jeep, Racer
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Judges Agree
To Hatfield's
Switch Here

It looks like Winona can call
Judge Arnold Hatfield its own
district judge, beginning with
the January term of court.
A meeting of Third Judicial
District judges Monday in Rochester expressed its approval
of district judge-elect Donald
T. Franke's desire to have
chambers in Rochester, his
home. And Judge Hatfield, Wabasha, had already expressed
a willingness to move his chambers to Winona.
THE FORMAL vote on shifting of chambers will not be
taken until Jan. 4, when Franke
is siworn in as iudge at Rochester to succeed Judge Leo F.
Murphy of Winona . However ,
the "consensus of opinion" at
the Monday meeting favored
Hatfield's move to Winona, according to District Judge 0.
Russell Olson, secretary of the
district group.
The practice of Wisconsin lawyers in Third District courts
and proposed procedural rules
changes also were discussed at
the three-hour meeting Monday
morning and noon.
The district judges decided to
reciprocate the practice of Wisconsin courts in allowing members of the Minnesota bar to
try cases in Wisconsin.
Thus, Wisconsin lawyers may
appear In Third District courts
under these three conditions :
First, all ple adings (preliminary papers in a case) by Wisconsin attorneys must be at
least co-signed by a Minnesota
attorney.
Second, a Minnesota attorney
must be present to assist at any
case tried by a Wisconsin lawyer. Third, a Wisconsin attorney, at the discretion of the
trial judge , may conduct the
case he is participating in .

2 Colleges Ask Three Charged Snow Tempers Cold
Greater Flood
With Sales of
Federal Funds Strong Beer
ProtectionArea
Check Starts
For Libraries

Two Winona colleges have The present $1,398,000 program
applied for almost identical is for the complete plan. It
amounts in federal funds to includes about $100,000 for
help finance construction of site acquisition, already acnew libraries.
complished and not a part of
The College of Saint Teresa the $750,000 state appropriation.
is asking $460,529 toward a
The complete plan provides
$1,381,587 project, which in- a building three storiesvjall ,
cludes a $1,140,000, library running east toward Johnson
structure and associated pro- and then northward, occupying
jects.
about a quarter of a block.
Winona State College, through The 50,000-square-foot buildthe State College Board, is ing would be connected at two
asking $466,000 toward a $1,398,- levels and integrated with pre000 expansion of Max-well Li- sent Maxwell facilities, probrary.
viding principally more reading
Sister M. Camille , president stations and more free standing
of SAINT TERESA, said that stack space.
preliminary sketches for the
Work on plans and specificaTeresan library — it now does tions has been interrupted pendnot have a separate library ing the outcome of the federal
building — have been drawn application.
and it is hoped that construcIT IS MADE to the Minnetion can begin in the spring
or early summer. Additional sota Higher Education Facilicontributions also would be re- ties Commission. Today is the
deadline for applying for the
quired.
The library will be built at I federal money for college exWest Wabasha and Vila streets. pansion.
Minnesota 's share under the
Dr. Nels Minne, president of
WINONA STATE COLLEGE, 1963 federal law is $5 ,019,166.
said that the "addition" to! Of the allocation, $3,825,151 is
Maxwell library, if sufficient ; set aside for public and prifunds are secured, will be lar- i vate four year colleges and priger than the present structure , j vate junior colleges. The reIn 1963 the legislature appro- ! maining $1.1 million is earpriated $750,000 for an additionY marked for public junior colwhich would have financed a leges and will not be allocated
portion of the complete plan. until spring.
'

Truck Skids Into
Train at Lake Cify

Three county bar operators
were arraigned today in municipal court on charges of selling
strong beer on Sunday.
Two Rollingstone men asked
for, and received, continuances
to Dec. 11 before they plead to
the charges. Cyril Schmidt, operator of Schmity's Bar, and
William Klinger, operator of
Bill and Betty 's Bar, both in
Rollingstone, told Judge John
D. McGLll that they would like
time to consult lawyers.
Anthony Schell, operator of
Swede 's Bar , Stockton, pleaded not guilty to selling a sixpack of strong beer to a state
Liquor Control Commission inspector Sunday; and Judge McGill set trial for Dec. 11 at 10
a.m.
All three men were released
without bail on their pergonal
recognizance. All three are
long-time county residents. Warrants were served on them late
Monday afternoon by Sheriff
George Fort.
The alleged offenses occurred
Sunday, when it is illegal in
Minnesota to sell liquor containing more than 3.2 percent
alcohol. Ronald Pearson allies in a complaint that Schell
sold him a six-pack of strong
beer at his bar Sunday.
Leonard O. Skoglund, assistant chief of enforcement for
the commission, alleges that
Schmidt sold him a six-pack of
"strong" beer and that Klinger
sold him a six-pack of "strong"
beer and a half-pint of whisky.
Conviction on the charges
could le ad to revocation of the
bar-owners licenses.

Snow moving into the Winona
area tempered the cold wave
and brought moderating temperatures to the city with a prediction of slightly higher temperatures tonight but a return
to colder conditions Wednesday.
Mostly cloudy with occasional
light snow tonight and Wednesday is the forecast for Southeastern Minnesota and Western
Wisconsin . A low of 10-15 is
forecast for tonight and a high
of 15-20 for Wednesday.

ON THURSDAY fcelow normal
temperatures (29-3. daytimes
and 12-18 at night) are seen
with precipitation unlikely.
After dropping to a season
low of —4 Monday morning, the
temperature started a slow
climb from 8 at noon Monday
to 18 this morning. At noon today the reading was 19.
A year ago today the high
was 31 and the low 13. Highest
Dec. 1 reading on record was
60 in 1962 and the low for the

November: From 76 to -4
—Temperature—

Degree
Max. Min. Mean Normal Days
1964
November . . . . . 76 —4 :!S,56 35.1
793
81
22 49.21 46.3
672
October
34 60,33 62.5
140
September . . . . 90
101
43 68.86 70.4
A ugust
—
100
52 76,02 75.4
—
July
40 67.B9 68.8
—
.. . 97
June
92
43 63.04 56.5
61
May
87
20 47.33 47.7
663
April
63
6 29.64 32.3 1,096
March
0 2.J.90 18.9 1, 191
February . . . . 51
53 —6 22.35 17.3
922
January
/ Totals
December ... 46 —16
November
63
17
Totals for all of 1963

1963
11.03 21.5
41.53 35.1

5,542
1,673
704
7.494

Precipitation
DESPITE THE bitter below
Inches
zero
cold on the last day 1 of
Total Normal
the month, the November aver1.54
LSI age was nearly four degrees
higher than normal, mostly due
.35
2.49
to the high 60 and 70 readings
5.61
3.76
at the start of the. month.
2.57
3.62
Mean for the month was 38.56
.66
3.70
as contrasted with the normal
1.20
4.70
November figure of 35 . 1 and last
4.81
4.06
year's 41.53.
2.06
2.31
High for the month was 76 on
1.12
1.62
Nov . 3 and the low , of course,
.12
l.Ol
—4 on the 30th. A total of four
.31
1.08
and one-half inches of snow fell
during the month but only an
20.35 29.9«
inch and a half remained at the
close. Precipitation , including
.47
1.11
both rain and snow , fell on 11
1.31
1.61
days and totaled 1.54. Normal
21 .41 31.07
for the month is 1 .61 and last
year 's was only .47. Although
the fall was near normal the
total for the year still was nearly 10 inches under normal . For
the -1 months of 1964 precipitation had reached 20.35 with normal for the year 29.96.
IN" FIGURING November degree day^, the difference between the mean and 65 and a
figure used by fuel dealers and
others to measure the cold, a
total of 793 was recorded for
the month. The figure last year
was 704. Normal for the month
is 873.

Kiwanis Sponsors
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) and hit a diesel on its side. The
JUDGE OLSON said that the
rural Lake Citian escaped impact threw his vehicle around Scouting Meeting
—A
above rules are similar to proso it stood parallel to the track.

visions made in Wisconsin for
the practice of Minnesota lawyers. They insure that a client's
interests are protected, Olson
said.
He pointed out that each state
has its own rules of procedure,
notably the rules under which
evidence wiU be admitted by
the court. A Wisconsin lawyer
would not usually be familiar
with Minnesota procedures, and
vice versa.

Injury this morning when his
empty cattle truck skidded into
a Milwaukee Road passenger
train.
Edwin Bremer was proceeding west at the Monroe Street
crossing when No. 1, the Pioneer Limited, approached from
up river. He applied his brakes

Talk on Banding

LA CRESCEN-r;, Minn. (SpeA former Winona man has ; cial) — Billy Kistler, 7-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
pleaded guilty in a W ashington |
Kistler, La Crescent, who reI
state federal court to transport- i ceived burns over 40 percent
ing a car stolen in Winona I of his body Sept. 15, still is a
across state lines.
[ patient at St. Francis Hospital,
Wayne Richer, 23, pleaded La Crosse, where he is underguilty to the charge Monday going skin grafting.
He is learning to write with
at a hearing in U.S. District
r
his
left hand because he can no
Court and will await sentencing
while an investigation is con- { longer use the right hand for
ducted. Richer suffers from ¦ this purpose — the thumb was
acute diabetes , authorities said. i burned beyond saving. Able to
The car, a 1964 model, was walk around his room occastolen from the lot at Quality sionally , he is being tutored
Chevrolet Co., 105 Johnson St., through the La Crescent public
the night of Nov. 10. It was school.
recovered, along with its driver,
Richer, by the Island County GIRL HOSPITALIZED
Bonnie Oevering, 15, 366 W.
sheriff at Coupeville, Wash., the
Mark St., was admitted to Comfollowing weekend.
City police turned the case munity Memorial Hospital toover to the FBI for prosecution. day for observation after hurtThe car has been sold in Wash- ing herself in a gym class at
ington through Quality Chevro- Winona Senior High School. Her
let's leasing" agent. It belonged doctor said that he was unable
to L. William Bailey , 510 W. to discover any injury but that
Broadway, a salesman at the the girl would be kept in the
hospital for further examinadealership.
Transporting a stolen auto tion.
across state lines carries up to
a 5-year prison sentence as pen- riage to a New Mexico girl
alty.
three years ago. He was on
Richer was raised in Winona probation for an offense in Oklabut had not lived here, except homa at the time of the car
for brief periods, since his mar- theft , authorities said.

Clyde Oliver, assistant chief
of police, estimated damage to
Bremer's truck at about $700.
He said damage to the diesel ,
which the truck hit head-on,
was only slight. The impact
held up the train about 15 minutes. Time of the accident was
8:37 a.m.

| Burned La Crescent
\ Boy Try ing to Learn
To Write Left-Handed

Ex-Winona Man
Birders to Hear Admits Car Theft
|

An illustrated talk on bird
banding and other birding activ ities by Mr; and Mrs. Carl
Johnson, Rochester, Minn., will
be one of the features of Wednesday's meeting of the Hiawatha Bird Club of Winona at
7:30 p.m. at Lake Park Lodge.
A second feature will be the
decorating of a "birds' Christmas tree" by club members and
several Winona Girl Scouts.
The decorations will consist of
small suet balls, peanut butter
cups, pop corn and cranberry
strings and other food tidbits
enjoyed by our winter resident
birds.
The tree, which has been
donated by Miss Florence Dickerson, Lake Boulevard, chairman of the club's special projects committee, will be set up
in a suitable location by the
Park-Recreation Board. Club
members and Girl Scout volunteers will keep the tree supplied
throughout the winter months.
Bird club President Francis
Voelker announced that the annual bird census will be taken
in the Winona area Jan. 2, instead of the earlier date previously announced.

The Winona Kiwanis Club will
host a "Together We Organize "
dinner meeting at 6:30 tonight
at the Senior High School Cafeteria to explain the Boy Scout
program and how local organizations may sponsor . Scouting
units.
W. E. Morse, executive director , WIDA , will be chairman of
the project for the Kiwanis Club
with Kocco Russo, manager,
Northwest Co-op Mills, v i c e
chairman. Ten local institutions
will be represented.
Ray Arnoldy, chairman, organization and extension committee , Sugar Loaf Boy Scout
District, said the meeting would
be to interest more organizations to sponsor units and make
it possible for more boys to join
the program. Only 18 percent
of Winona boys are in the program now.
John Hughes, district earning chairman, and a group of
local Scouters were present at
a wild game dinner and camp
promotion meeting at Camp
Kahler, Rochester, M o n d a y
night.
George Hedrick , region deputy Scout executive, St. Paul,
said Gamehaven Council was
25th of 538 councils in the United States in percentage of
Scouts attending long - term
camps. It had 64 percent of eligible Scouts attending. Sugar
Loaf District had 297 Scouts and
Explorers from 18 units in
camp.
The meeting approved May
21-23 for .the annual Whitewater
spring camporee set the 1965
camp fee at $16 per week , including insurance, approved a
two-week junior letder training
camp and approved the use of
the camp Hok-Si-La for the Region 10 camp school.

The Weather Bureau's 3fcday forecast, issued today,
predicted colder than usual
weather for this area for
December.

VATHING SAID he . may reopen his business on a smaller
Hc-ale in another location.
When smoke began coming up
through the registers about
]0<:30 a.m. Monday, Vathing atte mpted to set off the siren, but
it was frozen soundless. So he
w*nt out Ihe back door to the
fire station around the corner,
took the fire truck out. sounded
the siren on it , and pulled it up
in front of his building.
Hokah and RuHhford fire departments also were cailled and
helped fight Ihe blaze until
nearby buildings were out of
rinnger. Houston firemen stayed
_r the scene all night.
Vuthing was pushed back hy
smoke from entering front and
back doors lo get his records
but with the help of other businessmen, soon there to help,
broke a window in buck and succeeded in saving them from his
office.
All other merchandise went,
including a large dismay for
Christmas, except a few used

appliances _lored in the brick plode and add to Ihe holocaust.
portion of the building at one Grant Street in front of the
end and the Ideal farm machin- building was a sheet of ice following the fire from the water
ery to the rear of the store
trained on the flames in near
TANKS OF bottle ftus stored zero weather. Fortunately there
on a platform at the rear of was no wind , or flumes would
the store were quickly moved have been carried to Christmas
by helpers HO they wouldn't ex- streamers strung across the

street and spread the flames
farther.
The original part of the building was constructed in the late
18110s by A. P . Johnson. During
1902-03, Sigurd's father , Solvie
Vathing, occupied it. He moved
to another location, then returned to this location. For a

Winter Carnival Button
Sale Starts With Dinner

Dakota Student
Held for Having
Stolen Player

MERIDIAN , Miss. (AP) - A
college student from Dakota,
Minn., is one of three civil
rights workers held on charges
resulting from several burglaries.
He is Joseph M. Morse, 21,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mariua
Morse. Joseph was a student at
St. Mary's College in Winona,
Minn., until joining the civil
rights movement in Mississippi
last June.

Police Report
Two Collisions
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Whitehall Postal
Exam Application
Deadline Ex tended

SHAMBLES . . . Houston firemen Monday were putting
out the last flames which detdroyed the Vathing hardware

Appraisals now are being
made of additional land proposed for inclusion in the city'i
flood control system,
Aid. Jim Mohan said today
that John Steffen and Clarenca
Gehrke, specialists in the field,
have been hired. The appraisers started Monday.
Land evaluations in the Shiv*
Road area are to be submitted to the Army Corps of Engineers. The values arrived at
will help determine whether to
position a new levee farther east
than originally planned .
At present, the dike is scheduled for a site about 1 ,500 feet
east of Mankato Avenue dik#
road. The City Planning Commission and council have asked
that plans be amended, placing
the dike on the old Chicago
Great Western right of way.
This would expand the protected
area by about 500 acres.
Comparative appraisals will
be made, giving the land's present value and its potential va|y
ue if brought into the flood con-r
trol area. The appraisers will
make pictures, profiles and
comparisons with similar areas
in other cities. Work will ba
finished by next week.

Temperatures are expected to
j average near seasonal normal
i in the extreme western Dakotas
but go below normal in the remainder of the area.
Precipitation will be above
[ normal over the northern half
i of the region — in North Dakota, northern South Dakota,
He was held under 91,500 bond
northern and central Minnesota
and northern Wisconsin. Near on charges of having a stolen
normal amounts are expected record player in his possession.
(His parents told a newsman
elsewhere.
Buttons for the 1965 Winter
Dec. 11, Tn-college dance, i Climbing temperatures and that Morse was one of eight
Carnival went on sale today Oaks; Jan. 16, boxing show, 1 falling snow greeted the arrival persons arrested last Friday.
with Mayor R. K. Ellings pur- Catholic Recreation Center; ; of December in WISCONSIN to- All were associated with COFQ
j —the Congress of Federated Orchasing Button No. 1 from Mil- Jan. 17, square dance festival; day.
of civil rights
,
general
chairman
teen-age
dance;
Jan.
Jan.
22,
ton Knutson
The snowfall began in the ganizations
for the event.
23, queen pageant, old-time northwestern section of the groups. The parents said tha
The buttons will give their dance; Jan. 24, matinee and state and was due to spread suspects' story was that tha
i wearers entry to a week-long evening stage show, WSH audi- through the southeast later to- record player was a gift from
I day, bringing accumulations of the family of one of them.)
. round of variety events during torium.
< the J anuary event, including Negotiations also are under 1 to 3 inches.
Also held were Sandra Watte
I athletic shows, dances, stage way for a basketball game Despite the upward trend, of Lakeview, Ore., and Vincent
1 shows and the queen corona- featuring members of the Minn- temperatures still were well be- Cummuskey, 18, ol New York
I tion pageant. Sponsoring the esota Vikings professional foot- low normal for the season. A City. Cummuskey was charged
I Jan. 16-24 carnival is the Win- ball team, Knutson said, and low of 1 above zero was record- with burglary, Miss Watts with
perhaps the Harlem Globe ; er early today in. the Superior- being an accessory.
! ona Activity Group.
Trotters
as well. This also Dtiluth area and at Park Falls.
The button-sale start coinWausau reported 6, Eau Claire
cides with naming of Jack would be a button-admission and Milwaukee , La Crosse and
! Wabasha Co. Crash
event.
Frost XV tonight at the Oaks.
Racine 10, Madison 12, Lone
The outgoing Jack Frost is
Rock 13 and Beloit 15 .
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)
Arnold Stenehjem . Prince FrosBeloit reached a high of 21 — No one was injured but there
ty of the Gopher Realm is RobMonday , with other maximums was $100 damage to a school
ert Kelly. The Badger Realm
ranging down to 4 above zero at bus and $300 to a car when
i Frosty is Richard Darby.
j Superior.
their left fronts collided on an
An innovation this year is the
Light snow was falling at mid- icy curve a mile northeast of
queen pageant which replaces
i morning today at Superior, Eau Hammond Monday at 4:30
1
the Snow Ball held in other
Hurley and p.m. Charles F. Kelley was
Two collisions were record- Claire, Ashland ,
years. The pageant will be at ed here Monday afternoon and j Green Bay.
transporting five students from
Wjnona Senior High School this morning. No injuries re- Snow and snow flurries are in Hammond School 2374 on WaI the Wisconsin outlook through basha County Road 6 when he
Auditorium Jan. 23. A succes- sulted.
sor to Miss Donna Stead , Miss Eric J. Pawlowski , 19 , 419 I Thursday.
met Harold Bringold, 53, West
Snowflake of 1S64, will be E. 5th St., was driving east on
PELLSTON, Mich., set the Concord. Deputies Everett Lornamed at the revue.
4th Street Monday at 4:45 p.m. national low of 12 below zero enz and Robert Loechler said
Knutson said the $1 button when he collided with a car early today, compared with , the both vehicles were practically
will admit the weare r to a driven south on Walnut Street high Monday of 89 at Miramar , in the center of the road just
total of $15 worth of enter- by Dennis S. Moore, 19, Dres- Calif .
prior to the accident.
tainment — if the person can bach, Minn.
stand the pace. A partial list
The impact spun Moore's car
of events is as follows :
completely around in the intersection. More than $100 damage was done to the right side
of Moore's car, and the same
amount to the left side of Pawlowski's vehicle. Patrolman
Richard D. Peterson investigattime the business was known as ed.
An apparent hit-run collision
Vathing & Lee and later , Vathing & Son when Sigurd went in- occurred today at 1:45 a.m. on
Main Street , 75 feet south of
to business with him.
This morning merchandise 3rd Street. Merlin Duellrnan,
was moved back into Harold' s 4(50 E. Sanborn St., found his
TV Shop, owned by Mrs. Irma parked car with more than $100
r
__ .«. _ __.
Forsythe , and the Legion Club damage to its left rear fen- W" _f ¦KKMINOTON I 11
next door.
der.
The vehicle had been parked
in a diagonal space on the east
side of Main Street. Apparently, the car parked in the next
space north hit Duellmnn 's vehicle when the former pulled
ONLY
out. The accident was not investigated at the scene.
f
+ While-YoU'WaH ,
BUTTON NO. 1 . . . Sale of 1965 Winter Carnival buttons
starts as Mayor R. K. Ellings, right, buys the first one
from Milton Knutson, general chairman and .president of the
sponsoring Winona Activity Group. The Winter Carnival begins Jan. 16. (Daily News photo )

Houston Fire Loss Placed at $60,000

HOUSTON , Minn. (Special)Si gurd Vathtng, whose combinalion hardware , appliance and
implement store and contents
were almost tonlly destroyed by
fire Monday , estimated his loss
th is morning at about -560,000.
He said he had complete Insurance coverage.

day was —12 in 1893. Mean for
the past 24 hours was 14, contrasted with a normal of 26
for this time of the year .
Snow flurries over much of
Minnesota and Wisconsin made
driving conditions hazardous
with icy spots and reduced visibility due to drifting snow .
Only below reading in the
state this morning was —3 at
International Falls where it was
snowing,. Rochester posted extremes of 10 and 6 and La
Crosse had a high of 14 and
a low of 10. In each place snow
was falling today .

and implement store and all its contents at Houston , Minn
(Dally News photo )

WHITEHALL , Wis. - Tin;
deadline for taking applications
for clerk at the Whiteh all post
office has been extended to
Jan. 25, Postmaster Bernard E.
Matchey says Ihe position open
is substitute clerk , nnd there is
apparent lack of interest.
¦
WHITEHALL WOMAN lIUItT
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
—Mrs . Gordon Shepherd fell on
the sidewalk near the door of
the automatic laundry Saturday
about 1 :30 p.m.. breaking her
right arm above the elbow und
shattering the bone below the
elbow. She Is n patient at TriCounty Memorial Hospital here.
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They'll Do it Every Time

' B y Jimmie Hatlo

WORTHINGTON, Minn. (AP)
-St . Mary's Catholic Church
here has been using an English
translation of the Mass since
April 12.
The Worthington church is believed the first in the nation to
have used English in a Roman
Catholic Mass.
The change was authorized by
the Vatican's Ecumenical Council last Dec. 4. Last spring the
American bishops met in
Washington, D.C , agreed upon
an English translation and set
the first Sunday in Advent for
the change.

Cambodian Blow
At Viet Nam
Forces Charged

Zero Goose Hunting
Th«se two geese, probably
from the giant Canadian flock
that winters annually in Silver
Lake at Rochester , were bagged
by two Winona cold weather
goose hunters in the Winona
pool during the weekend. The
geese, following more or less
a regular pattern of flight ,
came into range and that was
that .
The two hunters, Addison
R. Ehlers, 315 Olmstead
St., in dark sweater, and
Dennis Fletcher, 576 W.
King St., are of that little
group that continues to hunt
geese after the close of the
duck season. The goose season runs through Dec. 11 in
Minnesota and Dec . 18 in
Wisconsin.
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One of the high deer hazard areas in Minnesota is
the North Shore along Highway 61 , where the annual
deer kill by cars is one to
the mile. The Lutsen Businessmen's Association that
has tried many methods to
keep the animals off the
highway, including reflectors, offe rs the following
suggestions to reduce the
slaughter:

i Beatles Back on
|Hit Parade Peak

I LONDON (AP) - The Beatles
: swept back to the top of the
! British hit parade today just as
drummer Ringo Starr was
about to lose his tonsils.
The quartet's recording of "I
1 Feel Fine"
went straight to the
: top of British record sales only
j three days after being released.
It is their first new issue in
1 three months.
Rlngo, who is to have his ton( 11 When deer are sighted
sils removed in London 's Uninear the highway, slow clown versity Hospital Wednesday,
enough to make a safe emerexpressed no concern. "In the
gency stop if necessary.
(2) If one deer crosses the ; words of the song, " he said, "I
"
road in front of your car , other feel fine.
deer may be following behind I
the leader and these will prob- several miles.
(4) Traffi c hazard from
ably dash out onto the road
deer
is highest during winwithout looking.
ter months , particularly
<3 ) Signs say ing " Deer : after dark when the driver\«;
Crossing Area " indicate that
vision is reduced and deer
deer may be encountered on | may become confused by
the road anywhere within
headlights.
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|i Humphrey Wants
Kennedy Film
Shown in US.

Former Mondovi
Man Sentenced

Paul Muni Gets
Out of Hospita l

H C H J BI

However, Bishop Edward A.
Fitzgerald of the Winona Diocese saw no reason to wait and
he told St. Mary's Church it
could go ahead. The Rt. Rev.
Msgr. Stanley Hale put the practice in effect April 12, and it has
continued since in St. Mary 's.
St. Mary's has pioneered in
other spheres too. It has been
using laymen to read scriptures
and for other church functions
for as long as five years. For
many years St. Mary's has included
three hymns, sung by
WASHINGTON (AP ) - An the congregation, as part of the
aide said Monday that Sen. Hu- Mass.
bert H. Humphrey, D-Minn.,
feels all Americans should have Many of St, Mary 's parishionan opportunity to see the gov- ers are of German descent, and
ernment-owned memorial film congregational singing of hymns
on the John F. Kennedy admin- is a common practice in the
istration.
Catholic churches of Germany.
The film, prepared by the It has not been prohibited in
United States Information Agen- any Catholic church, but has
cy for showing abroad , is entit- not been done frequently.
led "John F. Kennedy : Years
of Lightning, Day of Drums,"
IUcovers Kennedy's administration from the day of his inauguration till the day of the
drums — the day on which he
was buried.
The Humphrey aide said the ALMA, Wis . (Special) - A
vice president - elect is taking former Mondovi resident was
no part in a congressional move sentenced to a year in the Green
to adopt a resolution urging dis- Bay state reformatory by Buftribution of the film for domes- falo County Judge Gary B.
Schlosstein Monday for breaktic showing.
"But he said he would like to ing probation.
see such a distribution made," David Smith, about 25, had
been placed on probation in 1962
the aide said.
for
of his wife. He
Sen. George S. McGovern, D- was nonsupport
permitted to go to MinneS.D., said today1 he is drafting apolis to work, but was apprea resolution to declare it is "the hended Nov. 16 by Wisconsin
sense of the congress" that the authorities when the Minnesota
US1A should make the film Division of Corrections reported
available to audiences at home he had been uncooperative and
through educational and com- had disappeared.
mercial media.
Represented by Attorney Edwin
Larkin, Mondovi, Smith
The Senate adopted a similar
said on the witness stand he
resolution
by
Sen. Albert Gore, had quarreled with his wife and
Incidentally, there are a
D-Tenn., in 1962 regarding the had gone to Eau Claire, where
good number of mallards
wintering in the open water
US1A film of a visit by Kennedy he stayed five days. Testimony
or seepage area below the
to India and Pakistan. It was showed that he had been diWhitman Dam on the Wis- not acted on by the house but the vorced and remarried in May
consin side of the river . The
film was distributed domesticalwater in the ditches does
ly on the strength of the senate
not freeze. There is a strong
action .
current.
The USIA has no authority to
provide its films for domestic
Highway Deer Kill
i showings since its appropriaDeer kill on highways does | tions are voted solely by activinot end with the hunting sea- ; ties abroad.
son and game authorities and ! McGovern said today he anticdeer hunters are concerned. In | ipated passage of his resolution
Buffalo County, Wisconsin, for | by both houses early in the new
example, the average oar deer i congress.
kill runs about three a week.
A number nearly equal to that
is killed on the highways of
Houston and Winona counties.

Voice of the
Outdoors

Their efforts are centered on
the travel of a small number
of these big geese between the
Big River and Rochester, the
geese come to the river in the
morning and return in the evening. A year ago these geese
• ENDS TONIGHT •
were
hunted quite extensively
"ROUSTABOUT"
in cornfields around Altura and
7:00—9:10— _S4-65«85t
Minneisk a where they settled
SANTA BARBARA , Calif . down to feed en route.
(AP ) — Actor Paul Muni. 69.
They are large birds. The
has been released from Cottage
STARTS If EDa
one Ehlers is holding weighHospital after a month's treated 11 pounds eight ounces.
she's a real smoky kitten I ment for a heart condition.
The other gander was
His physicians said Monday
that he was "much improved. " slightl y smaller. This species is one of the largest
Muni has lived in semiretireof 1be American geese,
ment since 1962.
Since the freezeup of the
miles northeast of Saigon today, sloughs and river , some hunters
but its U.S. Air Force pilot par- move over the ice into the area
achuted to safely. A Vietna mese of tlie sloughs where there is
observer who was in the plane open water, flush the big geese,
was mis.sing and feared dead.
and iiag them as they rise.
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Words of Wisdom
By Mrs. H.H.H.
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Vice President-elect Hubert H. Humphrey's
references to his wife Muriel's words of wisdom will appeal to
at the Americana he good-humoredly quoted
all women . . .
some advice of hers that should be sent to all public speakers . . .
"Darling, " Mrs. Humphrey had told him, "remember, your
speeches don't have to be eternal to be immortal."
"A Vice President, " he then said , "is supposed to be sometimes seen and seldom heard . . . that will be a true test of
character for Hubert H. Humphrey!"
It was the American Jewish
Committee dinner honoring
Atty . Arnold M. Grant .
Senator Pierre Salinger, the
toastmaster, made it the occasion to toss his hat back into
the ring, saying, "I'll go back
to California and try again". . .
Salinger said, "who else can
years old and a
SAIGON. South Viet Nam say he is 39
(AP) — The South Vietnamese former U.S. Senator?" and
kidded,
Defense Ministry charged today Newton N. Minow
Pierre — it's
that Cambodian troops and gun- "Don't worry,
boats supported Viet Cong guer- only 26 years till Medicare" . . .
Bess Myerson of TV
rillas in two attacks Monday on Beautiful
(Mrs. Arnold M. Grant in priunits
near
the
CamVietnamese
vate life), in her high heels
bodian border.
towered over even most men at
A patrol moving within 100 the dinner. Bess was doing a
yards of the border in Chau Doc little jocular politicking for
Province was hit by Communist pretty dtr. Barbara, 17. Bess
guerrillas supported by 100 said to Producer Mervyn LeCambodian soldiers, the minis- Roy, "Barbara says, 'if your
try charged.
friends won't discover you for
the movies, who will?' " . . .
zeroed
In
on
the
Mortar fire
government patrol from across LeRoy said he'd signed Honor
the border, killing three men Blackman ("Pussy Galore" of
and wounding one, the ministry "Goldfinger") for his next
said. The Viet Cong and Cambo- film. "Moment for Moment."
dians withdrew after 20 minutes
FINANCIER IRVING Gelst
when Vietnamese reinforce- says his gal was an hour late
ments arrived, the ministry for their luncheon date at the
added.
Colony. "You see, " she finally
Two hours later, four Cambo- explained, "there was a man
dian patrol boats moved up a following me, and he was walkcanal and blasted an outpost in
"
the area killing one Vietnamese ing very slow.
said it first—if
Remember
I
soldier, the ministry said.
it's ever going to happen, SamIn Phnom Penh, the Cambo- my Davis could be the first
dian capital; the Cambodian Negro President (and also of
chief of state, Prince Norodom course the first Jewish PresiSihanouk, said the talks his gov- dent) . . . what a package deal!
ernment will open Dec. 7 in New He demonstrated a new talent
Delhi, India, with the United at the Circus Saints & Sinners—
States would deal essentially to move people oratorically. In
with the halting of "aggression" a masterful speech thanking
against Cambodia from South them for letting him be their
Viet Nam.
Pall Guy . . . winding up singSihanouk said the question of ing "God Bless America" . . .
Cambodia's frontiers and re- he had a stag audience close
sumption of American aid to to tears. He took some kidding
Cambodia would not be dis(little Jerry Bergen was
cussed. He added that even if first
introduced
as Sammy's rabbi
the talks yield positive results,
"Adam
Clayton
Pincus"). But
Cambodia will break relations
Sammy could
I
kept
thinking,
with the United States immedibe
a
Senator
with
one arm tied
ately if it is attacked again.
behind his back.
A
single-engine
fighter
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : The
crashed or was shot down 33 federal tax bureau has decided
to use psychology on the public,
WINONA DAILY NEWS reports Shelby Friedman—
they're gonna sponsor the TV
TUESDAY. DECEMBER \, 1964
show, "To Tell the Truth. "
VOLUME 109. NO. 9
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Some
Published dally except Saturday and holt
actresses get didays by Republican and Herald Publish- Hollywood
lri[ Company, »50l Franklin St., Winona, vorced for one of two reasons—
Nllnn.
they need the closet space or
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy - 10c Dally, ISc Sunday
the newspaper space.
Oellvered by Carrier—Par week 50 cent!
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
26 week; S1? .7S
52 weeks J25.50
"When a man and woman
By mall strictly In advance; paper (topmarry, they become one. Of
ed en expiration date.
course, they must decide which
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsfed. Winona
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and one—and that is often where
Tretnpealaau counties:
the storm starts."—Pierce Har1 year
$12.00 3 months
M.50
«a,50 1 month
S1.35 ris.
< months
EARL'S PEARLS: Henna
All other subscriptions:
1 year
S15.00 3 months
s< 25 Arond Zack's Thanksgiving Day
4 months
s»,oo | month
V.M
prayer was: "Thank you, Lord,
Send change of address, notices, undelivered copies, subscription orders end other for not making me a turkey. "
mall Hems to Winona Dally News. P.O
Comic Bernie Allen reveals
Box n. Winona. Minn.
that he comees from a broken
Second class postooa paid at Winona.
home : "My kids have broken
everything in it. " . . . That's
earl , brother.
¦
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NEWPORT NEWS, Va. (AP )
— The nation's newest aircraft
carrier, the USS America,
heads seaward today lor her
preliminary acceptance trials.
The America drew rave reviews for her performance on
her builder 's trials , completed
Nov. 20.
Said Capt. Lawrence Heyworth , prospective commanding
officer of the ship: "I am fully
confident , that she is the best
performing carrier built to date.
She handles amaitagly well
with the precision of a small
ship."
The America was christened
last February. She is scheduled
to be delivered Dec. 31 and
commissioned Jan. 7.

Boys' Club
Elects Nixon

NEW YORK (AP ) — Former
Vice President Richard M. Nixon was elected chairman of tha
boaid of the Boys' Club of
America Monday night. He succeeds the late President Herbert
Hoover , who- headed the 104year-old organization, which
claims 600,600 members , for 28
years until his death last month.
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1963 in North Dakota. The couple has one child.
According to testimony, he
was behind $3,160 in payments
to his first wife and is in debt
$4,760.
Smith testified he had worked
for IBM and as a clerk in training for the Chicago & Worth
Western Railway Co. in Minneapolis.
A witness was Harold Aberg,
Whitehall, state parole and probation officer . Garnisheeing of
his wages by Sears Roebuck &
Co. in Minneapolis in October
led to his return here for trial.
District Attorney Pat H. Motley
prosecuted.
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A Cotter High School junior
will play the role of Jesse Stuart in the school drama club's
production of Stuart's "The
Thread That Runs So True. "
He is William Schuh, who will
portray the 18-year-old Stuart
as he begins teaching in a rural
school in Lonesome Valley, Ky.
The three-act play will be presented at 8 p.m. Friday and
Sunday in the Cotter physical
education building, formerly the
Catholic Recreational Center.
Senior Jolean Orzechowski
will play Stuart's counterpart,
Naomi Deane Norris. John
Weimerskirch will play the part
of John Conway ; Elaine Heaser,
that of Bertha Conway ; John
Sagan, Burt; Bonnie Sevallius ,
Grandma Benion ; Theora Gillisrm, Aunt Effie ; Michael Hauser, Uncle Amos; Michael Keller. Bill Coffee, and Candy Olson. Mrs. Woods.
Portraying school children
will be Judy Bilder, David
Brom, John Buchner, Terry de
Grood, Sharon Ehmcke, Steve
Hauge, Pat Heiting, Henry
Kowalewski, Molly Lynch, Sue
Moody, Steve Price, Mary Rakauskas, Keta Seitz, Michael
Sevallius, Ann Speltz , David
Steadman and Patty Stever.

New Carrier
Draws Praise
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Business Mirror

By SAM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) - This is
the month that should allay a lot
of doubts — or confirm them.
October and November have
piled up uncertainties at home
and abroad and many are still
BO clouded they could offer further surprises. In December
they should come under a stronger and more revealing light.
The economy has been given
a setback by the auto strikes.
December should spell out how
much of a setback , or how temporary a one. Even more basic
is the question hanging fire as
to how the new car models will
sell. They haven 't had a convincing chance yet.
The industry still has to prove
it can pull off an unprecedented
fourth straight year of high
sales. And how the auto industry"goes has a~big effect on-how
the rest of the economy goes in
its try also for an unprecedented four years of peacetime
upswing.
This is the month that the
steel unions may spell out their
demands for wage and fringe
benefit increases. And the public may get a better idea of how
much this will cost, of the likelihood of the companies going
along with the demands, of the
chances of a general boost in
steel prices.
Many economists have tagged
this cliffhanger in steel as the
Important one in the question of
whether another round of inflation can be expected sometime
in 1965.
In December the administration hammers out the federal
budget that affects everyone. It
won't be presented to Congress
until January. But in December
the nation usually gets a pretty
good idea of how high government spending will be — and
which industries will gain,
which suffer.
And before the month is over
lt should be clearer too wh_t
will be done about taxes — what
ones may be cut , what ones
might rise. From all this will
come an idea of how much of a
Treasury deficit lies ahead —
that there will be one is sure.
How much of one tells how big a
boost government will be giving
the economy next year.
Whether interest rates will
work higher in coming weeks
may also be clearer before New
Year's Eve. And what effect

this will have on business is still
debated despite the government
assurances that the effect will
be minor.
The confusion is increased
just now by the uncertainties
growing out ot the crisis in the
British pound sterling, the continuing imbalance of the British
economy that brought on the
crisis, and the moves to protect
the pound — and also the dollar
— from renewed raids by speculators.
One thing most people are
counting on is that the American consumer will brush all this
aside and spend with confidence
if not abandon this month. The
biggest December retail sales
ever are widely expected —
some estimating they will top
last year 's by 6 percent.
And the month also seems
sure to bring in a golden flow of
yearend dividends by corporations enjoying a record profit
year. Many brokers are sure
this will spark the usual yearend rally in stock prices.
If all these uncertainties are
resolved pleasantly this month,
Americans will have plenty to
celebrate as 1965 starts.

Cubans Begin
Harvest Early
HAVANA , Cuba (AP) - The
Castro regime began harvesting
Cuba 's 1965 sugar cane crop
today, a month earlier than usual, hoping to finish before the
spring rains. ,
Cuban officials are optimistic
that the 1.65 crop will amount to
5 million tons or mere. Sugar
production, which pays for mQSt
of the country 's imports,
dropped from 6.S million tons in
1961 to 3.75 million in 1964, the
lowest ever.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
dime which can only come up
"tails" every time probably was
made by putting two coins together, a mint official said Monday.
Two bartenders said in Philadelphia last week that they
found such a two-tall coin and
that the Philadelphia mint had
certified it as a genuine U.S.
coin.
The mint official , Frederick
W. Tate, said , "We get these
trick coins from time to time. It
is possible to change dates and
mint marks so that only an expert could tell a change had
been made,
"When two coins are put together they test out as genuine
as fa r as the metal is concerned. It would be almost impossible for a coin to be minted
with tails on both sides. "
He said the mint had not certified the coin found by the two
Philadelphia
Joseph
men,

MIAMI , Fla. (AP)-Narcotics
agents said they watched while
Phillip Welnshenker , 20, cultivated his roof garden. Then
they confiscated his marijuana
farm and placed him under arrest.
Weinshenker pleaded guilty to
setting out 385 marijuana plants
in baskets on the roof of his utility room. He was fined $1,000
and placed on three years' probation in Criminal Court Monday .
Ahearn and William Ryan. He
said the only person contacted
in the mint by Ry an and Ahearn
was a young cashier.
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Specials , Skylarks, LeSabres, Wildcats , \
Electra 225's and sleek Rivieras.The Buicks I
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are rolling again.
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ntyle , the comfort, the dash. Consider the
prices — and the fact that own ing a Buick cost*
a lot less than you expected,
Then pick the car you want , and give It to
yourself aa a rewa rd for waiting. (We're sorry
about that.) Aren't you glad you didf
Wouldn't you really rather have a Buick?
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too!
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« Wrinkles-Away drying for
Wash & Wears saves iron,

.

WALZ BUICK, 225 West 3rd St.. Winona
TUNf IN "inwri l TMnuA? _nnnir >\ ir_c
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WASHER
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j [BUY THEM BY THE PAIR...AN D SAVE!
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Stf yoiJR LOCAL AUTHORlZl.n BUICK D_ AI.FR. AUTH ORIZED BUICK DEALER IN THIS AREA: .
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FIKJ EVr
Only the Frigidaire Jet Action
I
[ \™~. ' lTr,liATI
^
M0ST AUTOMATIC
Washer has the unique Deep
|
Action Agitator ! Moves up and
FRIGIDAIRE
j
down -creates jet currents
WASHER
J
j to help remove evert heaviest soil! _____ _ ^
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All those Buiclcn nrc back in town. Why not
drop In for a test drive?
l e t us dhow you how great the new Buicks
feci. And look. And how jireat you'll feel.
And look.
Consider them all. Give yourself plenty of
time to noak in the beauty of it all. Note the
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Start your savings account today with
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Roof Garden of
Marijuana Seized

The Buicks
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China Relea ses
British Sailors
HONG KONG (AP) - The
Chinese Communists released
today a British naval officer
and eight British sailors whose
cutter strayed into Chinese
waters during a camping trip.
A navy spokesman announced
the nine men had been well
treated and were in good health.
Their 32-foot boat also was returned.

SINGAPORE (AP) - A Malaysian navy patrol boat shot
and sank a motorized sampan
carrying nine heavily armed
Indonesians early today, a navy
spokesman reported.
He said one Indonesian was
killed and his body recovered.
Three others, including one seriously wounded , were taken prisoner. The other five were presumed drowned,
¦
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Malaysia Sinks
This
Dime
Indonesian Boat
Uncertainties at
Always Comes
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> Automatic cool-and-fluff
period after each cycle.
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• No-Heat setting fluffs pitlows, dusts drapes.
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BUDGET

Pink , Aztec Copper , Turquoise , Sunny Ye llow or
Snowcrest White!
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Choice of. colors - .Mayfair
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TO DAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

Ilfeeri^agers Want Nlrnes

W0s TO0|er
Happ ^N

fOf jieliri^
WE HAVE COMMENTED in this coljjimft many times oh the wisdom of publishing the names of juyeriile delinquents
arrested on criminal charges and we have
qupted a Denver judge who long h»s adias
vocated that such names be published
¦
'
a deterrent ^against such offenses.

. Yr Youth Review , published by. members of; Southeastern Wisconsin 's Junior
Achievement, said in its November- issue
that definite steps must be tafceh to curb
juvenile crime.
¦¦ "We
ieel that the publication \of the
:
haihes of juvenile criminals will help,"
the review said.
¦"-. JA is comprised;of young.people 15 to 19
years old. Under/ the guidance, of adult advisers, they set up miniature companies,
manufacture and sett a prpdyct.. Southeastern Wisconsin 's. Junior Achievement lias
2,100 members, with centers in Milwaukee,
RacM and WaukeshaY YY

."THERE ARE two areas where that could
make a cpntnbution — namely, by making
more difficult the . infiltration .along the routes
from North Viet Nam, generally by way of
Laos ; or ¦ striking the i nfTitration sources , the
training areas in North Viet Nam itself. In - so
doing the government of . North Viet Nam WouXl
be reminded that 'if cannot get off unscathed,
that indeed they stand to lose far rhpre than
they have any likelihood; of winning. Y;: .:
"These possibilities do exist, -hut they have
their prosY- an'il coo&: I would add again . that
pure military acti6ri'putsi<3e the ' countryYJust as
pure military Action inside the country, will not
Win. We mpst restore a viable society within
these provinces ; ^. -j ^t_i;,'-'Viet. :.'Nam.- t,YWhat Gen.. Taylor- said has already brought
a significant re-pctiPn in the press oi the country.
The Chicago Tribune; for example, says : . :

THE NEWSJPAPER'S •dit6ri#l siiid rtpv

utatipn was important to teen-agers.

"Juveniles, with, the threat of publicit y,
may think twice before ; attacking an old
man on the street, " the editorial said* "Aiid
parents will be encouraged to exercise
their right and duty to supefyjse. 'A juvenile d°es not undergo any mysterious change on his 18th birthday that
makes him suddenly responsible ,; the '-; air ti.¦
tle
continued.
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¦'An irresponsible adolescent of 14 will
be an irresponsible adult citizen at 24, unless someone or something steps in to
¦
change the course of his life ," > it .' saidY
IN A FRONT; PAGE story, Ypu»h Review sairjL civic leaders 'concerned Dy§r juvenile . delinquency Y^vere split - oyer, ttje
"contrpveMal;question of whether m|bli_atipn of offenders' names Would hj$p&tem
Milwaukee's rising teen-age crimMJRite;''

"ONE OF THE things that may have contributed to the defeat of Sen. Goldwater. in the
presidential election was his estimate of the
situation in Viet Nam. He said that we Were
in an unacknowledged.war but that the administration had no plan^to win , and that it must
either tflke efieetiVe action or admit defeat.
;, "These statements, and the. senator's disr
ciissiori of the difficulties of cutting the Gommuhist invasion and'supply trails, were exploited by his opponents to build up the myth that
he was bellicose and 'trigger-happy, ' yet now
when the adm_nistration spokesman, Gen; Tayr
lor,: refers easaalry'to^^ thie possibility of bomping Y the infiltration routes ¦ from Communist
North Viet Nam into adjoining Laps, and even
of 'striking the infiltration sources, the training areas in YNorth Viet Nam itself , ' no one
cries that the administration is 'trigger-happy '
and will wird lip: getting us in a nuclear -war. "
The New Vork Times, on theY other liapd,
expresses a belief thajt wjiat . GiBn. Baylor is
^
recommending appears to be at variance with
what President Johnspn promised during the
campaign. The Times says :

The; article quoted, among fftnerpM ilwaukee County Judges F- Ry m <tyi if 0 Jr.
and Christ TY Seraphim. :^'r :/ / , - . :$§ $-. [ " .

Y Judge Y Seraphim saidY ''There ^i^ iip
question in my mind that in serious^mes
the;names should be used. I don't b0: tlie
ideal that if you $ve the Yypung hoodlum
he will
of
love and understanding
¦
; stay mi
trouble;": ; ¦;. ¦;• . Y . Y'- - 'V .Y. ;Y Y :. .
YJudge Duffy was quoted as saying:
"Juvenile crime is not something to hide.
It should be brought out into the open, TJie
embarrassment it provides is a real deterrent to;;any future conduct of the youths';
THE ARTICLE also quoted Folic*, Chi«f

Harold A. Breier:

"THE TOTALlTy of Gen. Taylor's remarks
indicate that his real aim in aerial bombardment would riot be merely to interdict , supply lines but to warn the North Vietnamese
that 'they stand to lose far more than they
have any likelihood of winning,'''

' ¦I don't; believe in a soft approach to
juvenile problems. In; some cases, publicity in juvenile cases would not hurt, and it
might help, especially in Violent crimes.''
In Wisconsin, the children's code prohibits identification for the purpose Of publication of juvenile criminals under the
age of 18 except at the discretion of a juvenile judge. The restriction is sometimes
waived in major crimes.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1954

George M. Robertson, president of the First
National Bank , is one of about 50O bank executives attending a meeting in Memphis, Tenn.
Sheriff Geoxge Fort has been appointed an
area director of the safe driving day program
which will be observed Dec. 15,
Employment in Winona continued to drop
during November. This is the second consecutive month and is now down to 9,817,

How Gould Majo r
Sea Collision Happen?
EVERY TIME THERE is a major col-

Twenty-Five Years Ago .;. . . 1939

lision at sea, the question arises again as
to how such a thing is possible in an era
when ships ai;e equipped with radar and
other devices to prevent exactly such accidents. This was the case when the Andrea Doria sank off Nantucket in 1956 a fter colliding with the Stockholm. Eight
years later , the question must be asked
even more persistently in the wake of the
crash between the Shalom and the, tanker
Stolt Dagali.

The Board .of ' Education decided to increase
the personnel of its special education department by hiring another teacher for deaf children, an additional sight-saving, teacher and a
part-time physiotherapist for crippled children.
Registration for the second annual mixed
doubles sweepstakes bowling tou rnament has
reached: ir>!) cowp lcs. The entry list is the largest
recorded for a similar event in Winona.

Admittedly it is far easier to raise this
question after the fact than it was, to deal
with an emergency under the conditions
that faced the office rs ' of- the two vessels
—darkness , heavy fog, high seas. It is easy
to say that they should have been more
watchful , should have reacted more quickly to imminent danger.
.

Michael (Jo-ergcn was elected'.- president- and
John Ziegenfuss vice president of St. .loseph's
Benevolent So-doty.
The averag e tumperatiu'c in Winona during
November was 4;fl -degrees ' hi gher than the average. Total rainfall was only - .4H of an inch.
The State Normal School i.s beginning a new
term 's work with an enrollment of 4:12 stu'
dents,

Fifty Vears Ago ., . 1914

Lven when full acknowledgement of the
difficulties has been made, however , the
doubts remain. Here was a liner of the
most modern design/ which had had its
maiden voyage only last May, yet it
ploughed through the Norwegian tanker
without the officers even being aware of
what their ship had struck. The details of
the situation will be brought fully to light at
the forthcoming inquiry. At this stage, one
can only hope thai, whatever caused the
accident — failure of equipment, or human
laxity, or a combination of these—a further improvement in the sta ndard safeguards against such happenings will result.
IN THE MEANTIME, the U.S. Cemt
Guard deserves high praise for the swift'
ness and thoroughness of its rescue operation, Americans have good reason to ho
proud of how well its coastal rescue service functioned.
There 'll be more innjdc «p»c« in many
new car models, but little change in the
drivers ' heads — which will l;c as empty
as ever,
a
Technological progress is a great thing
All the same; we kind of wish the Rcd
Chinese had chosen something besides nuclear bombs to make progress In.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . . 1889

C. L. Stewart Jr., will open a school of
telegraphy in connection with R, A Lambert's
business college, This will be the only school of
its kind in the United States.
H. M. Kinney has returned from a trip to
tho Pacific Coast,

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1864

The river E R still rising and between here
and La Cross*, furnishing good navigation,
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Pop ulation Top
Indian Problem

Or TUB A SSOCIATED

. By MARQUIS CHILDS
NEW DELHI - Hiving driven hundred* of mile* through
the Indian cpuntryside this observer can attest WHDOUt benefit
l>rpble>n- . the; population ;
of: a eingle /ftaliatic to the

-
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^Se xitles and the villages wttm with chiWren pf ery
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offwith
three
tasks
their
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about
aee Mothers
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spring under cl*e years
It is
an
age trailing ' th^.
To Your:(jbod Health
extraprdlnary example of
fertility in a people who live
close to the line Of hunger
often in conditions;-.of squalor
' oyerr
aiid almost-incredible
¦
-. 'crowding; .-' .'. -:;".-'. ¦;.• ,
i The statiflticS; are; there to
roin.Prce the evidence of the
eye. As late as 19S6 Uie hopeful assumption of India 's
planners was that the popuBy JOSEPH ,;C'i MQLNER,
lation was growing at . thp
''
1,1
per<^nt
modest rate -oi
Y- :--Y-Y ^^YM. ;1).;;-fY-Y , :.Y
a year. That would have
beeri : a tolerable increase,, .
: Dear Dr. YJilplner: I
;have
been conetipated
censiip
Rut a careitii ;
-for about 40 years. DpcshovvPd that, Y the , -;:a t«
tprs tell me I have a
through the decade of ^he
spastic bewei. My ' :fa< Y
'fifties was 2.l percerit. it is
ther built the Y fpundar
now 2.3 percent and the gov*
tion ; for ;niy " , ttPubip Y
ernment recognizes that heyours ago. He; was| a
roic measures are necessary
': doctor 75 years ago and
if the fl ood is to be cbesckwas a firm beUeveir in
ed. The fourth liye-year plan
¦; regularity.Y So ' ha gave ;
calls for a large allocation
for the manufacture of-;conhie calomel. Today doctdrs are a diuerent ¦ ¦
traceptives , ', and , the teachY breed. If you can help ¦ - .
ing of birth-control ; methme, I shall be thankful.
ods; and • the - need for^' fam¦
JOHN M. '¦¦ ; ¦;': '' Y.Y: .
ily limitation. The goal ie to
—
start the downturn by;1966.
Maybe I can. F'irst stop
But extraordinary difficulblaming yourY fatherY He
ties stand in the way w ^h
did what he thought waa
a pooulatloh largely illiterright today we knoW betate; With the best of intenter. He - made an hPnest
tions in /New Delhi and in
mistake — but you've had
the capitals , of the various
40 years tp undo it. Y Y
states, getting the word and
Since doctors have diagthe means and the method
nosed' your ; trouble as a.
out to the villagers will respasic (or nervous) bpwel
quire the most intensive
or colon, they' must surely
and concentrated effort. •'/_ ",
have given you a prograrn,
¦ ¦:.; ¦ . '-.
to . fbllpW. ; V; '
.
concept
seems
THE very
letter
somehow
Your
lc^
p
to escape simple; people accustoihed to accepting child- ; tures you as aiman Witli atense personality. Spastic
bearing as an inevitable law
bowel usually implies the
of life. An Ainericao Volunsame thing;
teer working in ap Indian
; Spine "un • teiwiing" of
hospital discussed the quesyourself,
both nervously and
tion with a woman who said
physically
, j s indicated.
she had been practicing birth
(and
Podors
medication)
control for three years. How
can help you, but w|th this
many children had she had
sort of condition yiou must
in that : time? The answer
do for yourself some ; things ;
was three. She saw iootliing
that pobody else can do
at all unusual about this.
for-yoii ; ¦: [
It is hardly an exaggeraANTISPASMODIC medition to say that for India
this Is literally a matter of
cations can relieve the colon from some pf its tensurvival, Food production in
dency to tenseness. Bulfc:
the 'fifties;' wa'S increasing at
¦
producers can insure that
the rate ; of ';2%Y percent a
nature Will have Y a chance
year, hardly ehppgh; to keep
to perform regularly. ; 1
abreast of the .' "additional
For your part, you must
rnotiths to feed. The goal for
¦eat regularly. When there
agriculture is now being set
is an urge for bowel action ^
at a four-to-fiye percent; inyou must heed it, That is
creyjseYYYpt, even if this is
an important part of esachieved iti will mean little
tablishing regularity of the
real betterment in the scale
bowel; Getting adequate
of living unless the popularest is of value to people
tion flow is turned . down.
with your sort of problem.
IF INDIA had begun to
Details of diet and mediappjy in 1947 the same
cation will have to be demethods used by Japan becided by your doctor, on
ginning that year there
en individual basis to fit
would today be a food suryour needs, but you must
plus instead of a food defi'recognize--- . ' .the importance
cit. Japan's birth rate is toof doing your part. This
day around h< « «« that of Inwill take time, but not too
dia. But a major factor in
much if you stick to the
the Japanese success is
solution.
abortion and for the great
mass ipf Hindu that is proup to a hundred million
scribed. , ;
persons Contracted malaria
Reverence for : life is at
each year. Entire villages
the root of Hinduism, covwere laid low and life all
ering with varying degrees
but ceased. Malaria caused
of veneration even the lowas many as .2 ,000,000 deaths
liest of living forrnsi In the
annually.
effort to improve the diet
Today the disease h a s
with a wider use of egga as
one form of protein the Hinbeen virtually eliminated .
Thanks to DDT and an efdu taboo is tnpt by calling
ficient malaria-control operthem "vegetebie eg g s , "
ation , only scattered cases
They are guaranteed infertile, since the laying hens
are reported. One of the
few areas : in which India
ore confined In contrast to
and Pakistan can cooperate
the Indian practice of permltling a flock with a roosis in the joint spraying of
ter to scavenge at random.
border areas where responGradually innovations are
sibility is uncertain . In the
same way, by modern medbeing introduced to get
around other forms of the
icine applied wholesale, intaboo. Of the estimated
fant mortality h a s been
200 ,000,000 cattle in India at
greatly reduced since 1945,
least half arc worthless,
With 400,000,000 people it
roaming the streets at will
Is a race for survival in
and eating whatever they
which India Is engaged. If
find. Now old cows ' homes
with all possible hel p from
are being introduced into
every source food producwhich they will be . herded
tion can be increased nnd
and in due course will die,
the rising tide of population
The cynical suggest that en
pushed back that race may
route to the homes many
be won. Tho consequences ,
cov/s will die and this will
if it It ' lost, can be foreseen
mean more rapid progress
in breakdown and anarchy
in getting the worthless anion a scale rarely if ever
mals off the streets.
before in man's grim history.
WHILE BIRTH control Is
a dubious itruggle, death
control — thanks to modern
!
START YOUR DAY
;
scionco - is a huge suc'
|
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cess. Before World W*r II
wit h
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THE WASHINGTON MERRr-Gd-ROUNP

By DREW PEARSON
Yi.- -. There
WASHiNGTOhf
¦
¦is somethipg rather strange
about the willHi'-the-wisp
maneuverings of Don Reynolds, star witness in the
Bobby Baker .investigation.
Last week Sen. r Everett
J o r d a n ) thP ex-Sunday
school teacher from Saxapahsw, N,C., announced
that his rules committee
could not; locate Reynolds,
Twenty-four hours later Sen.
John WilliamB of Delaware,
the man to whom Reynolds
had been leaippg, practically led Don by the hand into
the Senate Rules Committee
to accept a subpoena.
Obviously it would have
blown Williams' Dick Tracy reputation out of the water if his star witness had
failed to show.
But previously there was
definite indication that Reynolds was reluctant. For
when President Johnson ordered an investigation of
Sen. Williams' charges that
Matt McCloskey, the ex-envoy tp Ireland, had made a
$25,000 contribution to Kennedy's campaign out of an
insurance policy for the D;G.
Stadium, Reynolds failed to
cooperate.
THE FBI sought out Reynolds without success. He
would not talk. Finally his
attorney, James F. Fitzgerald, told the FBI that Reynolds would make no statement. "I simply followed
Mr. Reynolds ' instructions ,"
Fitzgerald told Jack Anderson.
earlier, Reynolds had (old
his old friend Bill McCleod :
"Wait until you see what
we spring on them after
the Democratic convention . "
Obviously he was referring
to the Matt McCloskey headline.
Possibly Reynolds ' reluctance to testify was due to
tlie likelihood that the kindly senator frpm Saxapahaw
would now be more alert in
cross-examining him.
When Reynolds appeared
before the Senate Rules
Committee for the first
time, he war-let off with a
kiss and a pat on the back.
The senators did not do
what la standard practice in
any investigation of court of
law — examine the reliability and background of the
star witness.
SUBSEQUENTLY this column did publish part of this
background, Including hitherto confidential State Department eujd Air Force re-

OPINION WISE

ports regarding Don's interesting past! Y _; '. '
One State Department re>
port read in part i
Y- .- 'R"e y h o I d is' background 1ed to the conclusion
by an eKamioing panel at
the Department of State in
1952 that Reynolds was : unsuitable as a foreign service
officerYand unsuited to represent the United States' interest sbrpad in any official capacity. ¦ ¦ '. "/ ¦ ¦ ':; " :
"The Security Review
Board in the US, Air FPrca
concluded in 1953 that Reynolds' past led to a reasonable belief that he was a
security risk. This judgment
was basPd on his "' habits,
activities, attitudes,' associations ,: trustworthiness discretion and loyalty.' ^
"Wide serving as vice
consul in Berlin in 1946,
Reynolds had a'. > idespread
reputation for engaging in
black-market activities and
other illegal operations. He
was engaged in private business while serving as an
FSO (Foreign , service officer) in Berlin. Reynolds
trafficked in cigarettes, ilr
legal transportation of personal effects on military aircraft , and getting Germans
out of Germany through other than regular channels.,
"Reynolds had promiscuous and indiscreet relations
with women, enticed female
applicants for visas to have
sexual relations with him
by threatening to 'block'
their applications if they did

not submit , to his desires,
and sometimes used t h e
names of colleagues to hide
his own ; identity.
YY !
"IN ZURICH lie made
unauthorized use of his Berlin consulate's standing to
obtain an exit: visa for his
mistress. This action was
discovered ani an effort
made to stop The visa, but
congressional pressure on
the State Department was
too great V the girl's destination was Cong. McMillan^ home in South Carolina. '* ;:;, ;, -: . -^ YVY/- '¦ ¦¦¦ .
An Air Force report oh
Reynolds is equally illuminating. It stated in part:
"According to available
Air Force records, Reynolds was dropped by trie
U.S.- Military Academy in
1&8 and again in 1940 because of academic deficiencies. He Was commissioned
in the TJ,S. Army reserve in
1941. Later while pri duty
with the Air Force in the
directprate of Intelligence in
1952, he made a false report to the FBI which resulted in an extensive and expensive InvestigaU on.
"The investigation backfired on him and disclosed
that while serving Js an official of the State Department during 1946-49 in Germany and Austria, he had
committed adultery, promi«cuously, and had used his
official position to obtain
intimate relations with attractive visa applicants. "
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"My trouble is 1 always look as if wmelwdy 's in the
dress with me ,"

By Sakren
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to (he use fo* republication ol all the local
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"Something to
Live By" j
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J CHUS deliver* tlipin who (lii-tiugli fear of
death were all their lifetime bubjeel to bondage.
Hebrews 2.15.

WASHINGTON GALLING " "
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By DAVID LAWRENCE
' lt?s strange what a difWASHINGTON —.
ference just a fewYweeks make; -What was
'^trigger-happy ' ' in October is no longer "dan¦ ¦
gerous'' or "irresponsible" in November ' '—
now that the presidential election is over.
'.-: Gen. Maxwell Taylor; woo is the American
ambassador to Viet Nam, is one of the ablest
of our gpvfnment's military advisers. He has
served not only as chief of staff of the United
States Army but also as chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff .- So when he comes to certain
conclusions which sound a bit familiar because >
they were uttered : just a few weeks ago by '
Sen. Goldwater, this doesn't mean that they,
are not valid w that they should be brushed
aside now. For in their hearts high officials
here have knnxvn fpr some time , that the .policy in Viet. Najn cpukl not ;:be left to f|6urider
''
indefiniteiyYY ' ¦' ;:.:':. - '/ - '. \ ' Y; "- .- '
Gen: Taylor ,, in an interviewYpuL'.ished this ^
week in Life magazine , has stated that in Viet
Nam "the winner- will be the one that , has the
ultimate will t* win. '' He favors the bombing of
supply, bases ifi North Viet Nam ,; just as Sen,.
Goldwater urged. The general says :

Now conies an organization of Milwaukee area teenagers who wants to see the
nanies of all juvenile: criminals published
in the newspapers.
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SANTA HAS ARRIVED EARLY WITH THE BIGGEST

"TV SIGNAL" BARGAIN OF THE YEAR!
^

* # _____v ^^
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Up until Friday at 5 P.M.

^^.

>A— / N

______r

^
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well save you $24.01 on any

1^/*^^
"TV Signal ' installation. That means
^I^
^ M^

our regular $25 installation costs only

^^^^^^^^ |^

What * way to make Christmas merry a^
home of your parents or anybody else who does-ji't have

; "'
- Y '??'©^' .first ' 'thing' ' 't;bmbrr^W ::tfhd': forg'et:' Chiisfmas.>hoppingv ". :- .

'TV Signal". You'll be a hero to anybody receiving "TV

it's the answer to the "world of television" but right

l be a wise giver because you
Signal" as a gift and you'

now you couldn't do better if there really was a Santa

save $24.01 by ordering befo re 5:00 p.m. Friday, Decern-

Claus. Remember! This is a limited offer ... a delay

ber 4th. Don't delay — w/e know we'll be swamped Hwithi
orders — so if you want to give the perfect gift Phone:

means you lose $24.01 because this special -Christmas

.

completely. Regardless of when you give "TV Signal"
F/mnv lLIES
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offer definitely ends atJiOd p^m , Friday, December 4thi

10 Channels of Television, 24-Hour WeathersM^
^^
Radio, Background Music ... They're All a Part of "TV Signal"
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Isn't This the
Time lor You
To Join Them?

--
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The Phone Number To Call For This $24.01 Savings Is 3306!
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DEAR ABBY;

Income Tax
School Fund
Balance Seen

MINNEAPOLIS Ifl - State
Treasurer Val Bjornson said
Monday that there are good
prospects that the income tax
school fund will be in the black
at the close of the fiscal year
on June 30 , 1965.
His statement , in a talk to the
delegate assembly of the Minnesota" School Boards Association, continued his debate with
Gov. Karl Rolvaag over the
state's fina_ncial situation.
The governor ordered a 5 per
cent cutback in general state
spending and a 4> _ per cent cut
in school ai-ds. He said this was
necessary because money was
not coming in to provide in full
for spending authorized by the
1963 legislature.
Bjornson said the state had
been moving steadily toward a
situation in which the income
tax school fund and the general
revenue fund are lumped together in consideration of needs to be
met.
While he said he believes the
income tax school fund will be
"within shotting distance, " of
corning out in the black at the
end of the liennium, the treasurer said meeting rising school
needs will r>e a major problem
for the 1965 legislature.

Deaf Mu te Sues for
Loss of Fingers
MINNEAP OLIS (AP) - A
deaf mute, Joseph Kollar, 60,
lias brought ppit for $150,000,
claiming he cm ne longer use
sign language as the result of

New Operation
For Ed Murrow
NEW YORK (AP) — Edward
R. Murrow", the news broadcaster who has had one lung removed because of cancer, has
undergone surgery again , it was
learned Monday.
A spokesman at New York
Hospital , when asked about the
former U.S . Information Agency
director 's condition, said:
"The last report was last Friday that Mr. Murrow had undergone surgery a week ago and
was doing nicely. "
The spokesman said he did
rmt know the nature of the most
recent surgery.
Murrow , 56. entered the hospital Nov. S for a checkup.
He underwent lung surgery in
October 1963.

Board Wants to
Paddle Students
CHESTER , Pa. (AP ) - The
Chester Township School Board
is seeking the permission of
parents to paddle pupils for disobedience.
Robert F. Russell, acting
president of the board, said
Monday the board will send notices to parents this week requesting their consent. When
consent is not granted, he said,
pupils who are disciplinary
problems will be expelledThe action was taken after a
Chester teacher, Constance
Brown, appeared in court Saturday on a charge of assault and
battery .
She was accused of spanking
a fifth-grade pupil with a yardstick. The hearing was continued until Dec. 26.
having lost four fingers in an
industrial accident.
The suit was filed against two
companies connected with manufacture of a machine thftt
broke while Kollar was using it.
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ARE YOU GETTING
All tha Heal You Should From

YOUR FUEL?

News About
Cat-Lovers

By ABIGAIl, VAN WREN
DEAR ABBY: I received a clipping from your column
in this morning's mail . It was about a neighbor who h.jad
a houseful of cats. The house smelled to high heaven , there
were eat hairs all over the furniture and the place was
filthy, and for that reason nobody wanted to visit her .
Well, I must be that person because 1 do have a houseful
of cats , but I would like to say something.
Half of these cats are not mine! It
seems that when anyone in this town wants
to get rid of a cat , or some new-bom kittens, they drop them off in r»y yard because
they know I love cats and I will give them
a good home. I called the Humane Society
once to come and pick up some cats that
weren't mine . They came out, but were
unable to catch them . Now, if you c#n (ell
me how to get rid of the cats that are not
mine, I wil l be glad to do so. I will not
destroy them. CAT LOVER IN PHOENIX
DEAR ABBY : There are worse people than cat-}pvers ,
you know . I am referring to people who tear something out
of a newspaper and mail it to someone without signing their
name.
Someone mailed me your column. In it was a letter abput
a neighbor who lived alone except far a houseful of cats.
They said the house stanfa, the furniture was filthy, there
were cat hairs all over the place and that was the reason
nobody ever wanted to visit the woman. They went on to
say that the woman herself was a very nice person and
they didn 't want to hurt her feeling by telling her. Well ,
Abby, in the first place, I do not have a "houseful " of cats.
I have only 16. In the second place, if I wanted company
.1 would invite them. I do not miss people. My cats are
better friends to me than any of my neighbors .
IOVES CATS Itf CHARLOTTE, N.C.
DEAR A3BY : Somebody wanted to be sure I didn't
miss that . letter in your column about the lady who kept a
lot of cats, go they tore it out of the Chicago American and
mailed it to me. I wasn't fooled for a minute. I know who
sept it . She 's a neighbor of mine who loves birds. Tell her
to sweep her own doorstep first. At least my cats know
what a sandbox is for. She lets her birds out of their cages
and they fly all over her house ! Then she burns incense to
cover up the odor. Whew!
TO THE BIRD LADY FROM THE CAT T.ADV
DEAR ABBY: Please put this in your column for the
who complained about my pats, but didn't want
neighbor
r,
to hurt my feelings." My house is a* clean as any house
in this neighborhood, and my cats do not smell!
. Of ^1 the house pets, the cats is by far the cleanest.
If my neighbors were as clean as my cats, I'd be satisfied .
If you think you can get rue to move , you are sadly mistaken. I was here first , and if you don 't Hfce having me for
a neighbor, YOU can move!
MINDING MY QWN BUSINESS IN MADISON
DEAR ABBY: I read about that woman who collected
cats and the neighbors complained. She sounds like my mother. Did that letter come from Victoria , Texas?
WILLIE MAE IN CLEVELAND
DEAR WILLIE MAE. No. It came from Baltimore ,
Maryland.

*M**^^mW*MlAA t*0V**WN*) **'m*a^^

Does Your Burner Perform
PROPERLYand SATISFACTORILY?

DEAR ABBY: Four years ago my ipjcle became a priest.
Since then I have wondered what is the proper way to
address him. Should I call him "Uncle" or "Father"?
PATRICK S.
DEAR PATRICK Y A* him.

Let Us Help You With
All Your Heating Problems

Problems? Write to ABJY, $ax p$700, Los Angeles ,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

|—— BURN ——j

Inaugural Housing
Committee Meets

Tax Support
For Church
Colleges Hit

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) - A
lawyer for a group challenging
tax support of four chureh-ewnected colleges in Maryland
said Monday the decision in the
case "will affect the future of
public education in this country. "
Leo Pfeffer , lawyer for the
Horace Mann League, said if
state grants to the colleges are
upheld, "there will be a grave
threat to the continuance of the
American system of public education."

Cold Fails to
Frighten Bow,
Arrow Hunters

BRAItfERD, Miim. (AP) Cold weather over the weekend
failed to chill the zeal of Minnesota bow and arrow deer hunters.
A total of 984 archers turned
out Saturday to hunt the Camp
Ripley reservation where week'
end hunting is permitted, The
turnout Sunday when temperatures were around the zero
mark totaled 485 bowmen.
Thirty-three deer were bagged
Saturday and 14 on Sunday One
party of six Brainerd archers
brought home four deer, alj
bagged Saturday, The aucceisful
hunters were Ron, Ray and Les
Briton, and Joe Dobson.
Some of the hardier hunter?
camped on the reservation Saturday night. One group had to
seek refuge, however, when
their tent caught fire and was
destroyed.

pects the administration to ask
Congress next year to authorize
three large water projects! Oar.
riaon diversion in North Dakota ,
Aubyrn-Fplsom In California
and thi Uv«Witatt Pacific Souttiwest regional project.
Although the secretary did not
estimate their cost, the Reclamation Bureau Inter put it at
more th*n W wiWou - 1811
million tor QHTJMI I I ' 9*" ml»"
lion for Auburn-FoUwm and $1,.
0M,Q0Q,QOQ for tha Pacific Southwest pl»B———^_—*———
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Thanksgiving
Road Deaths
Set New Mark

four days — Jaji. 17 through
Jan. 20 — and visitors must pay
K ^_^_^_^_ W BB^^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^_^__W ______________
^
*ft
—
in advance by Jan. 1.
¦¦*
CHICAGO (AP) - The na- L _____ J%I3$
" " ' J_M____. Jit
—No reservations may be tion's 554 traffic
deaths during
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The canceled after Jan- «•
weekend
was
a
record
for the
¦
Inaugural Housing Committee
103-hour holiday period.
met with representatives of tha
The previous high since The
____
^ ^
Washington Hotel Association 'Her ' to Be Buried
Associated Press starred countMonday and set these ground
ing traffic fatalities for the
rules for President Johnson's On Johnson Ranch
four-day holiday in 1858 W«S 543
inauguration on Jan. 20:
WASHINGTON (AP) - The last year. —Hotel operators promised White House said Monday that
This year's total averaged" ISO
not to raise their rates for out- President Johnson 's pet beagle, deaths a day compared to an, -*, HB_M ....„ F^*__v$tf !$!l^^
of-town guests .
Her, will be cremated and the average of 126 daily during tha
—All requests for accomm- ashes buried on the LBJ Ranch first nine months of 1964. For
comparative purposes The AP
odations will be made to the near Johnson City, Tex.
mad e a survey for a 102-hour
Inaugural Housing Committee,
ff»9 lt
Her died last week after an non-holiday weekend and count- ^_________________________________ ______________________ i_
inaugural Headquarters , 6th St,
U__^____________P<_______________-^__________________
?^______________________^
' "V*m4f^LmJ______mi_______\ ______________
.f.l.r^B ft
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7
operation
to
remove
a
stone
she
:
________________-i
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ed
468
traffic
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»
deatlis,
and Independence Ave., SW,
^i
^^^^fflHP'IRRB. __________K ' ^T^fi
Washington , D.C. It will main- swallowed on the White House The all-time traffic death toll
tain a list of participating ho- lawn. Her brother Him sur- for any 102-hour holiday period
vives.
is 706, set in Christmas 1956.
tels.
—Requests must be made no
___
later than Jan. 1.
—All requests must be for
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JOSWICK 'S
East End Coal & Oil Co.

Call Us Far "PERSONAL AUTOMATIC CARE"
• BUDGET PLAN
• BURNER SERVICE

PHONE 3389
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100 STYLES, SHAPES AND COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM
yV p^Vk American
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King'» Optical History have we offered to
I \tJ L Never before
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little. Think of it, American made National
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th.u blizzard of January bills. Get the money
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a little each month.
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Chairs, Rockers, Rec liners,
Platform Rockers . . . . $29.50 , $49.50, $69.50
^
Card
Samson
Tables
$6.95
^
if Smoking Stand?
$$ 95
it 5-Pc. Daystrom Dinette Sets
$89.95
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| if Hassocks
Table Lamps
I *
Pole Lamps
I it
ir Desk Lamps
j
i * N00 ' Lamps
Walnut Desks
I
^
Decorator Pillows
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i ir Bedroom Chairs
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Udall Expects 3
Water Project?
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ALL GLASSES

WASHINGTON (A>P> - Prestf.
dent Johnson's oouain oriole
Bailey, who lives near his LBJ
Ranch in Johnson City, Tex., la
viaiUng tnt White douse.
Ihe flew here with Johnson
Swnday tight on ^fhat White
Hquse press secretary George
¦fltedy 0#lled "a purely privati,
personal visit."

IQ opening statements in Anna
Arundel County Circuit Court ,
Pfeffer and Maryland Atty.
den. Thorns* B. Pinsn both
stressed the national significance of the esse.
"This is a case which involves
every private Institution ol higher education in this nation,"
WASHINGTON (AP) - SecFinan said.
WMTQATI CHOPPING CENTER
retary cf the Interior Stewart
Brought against the State of L. Udall said Monday he exr
Maryland and four colleges, the
suit attacks bond issues totaling
$2.5 million. These would hel p
finance facilities at Western
Maryland College in Westminster, St. Joseph's College in
Emmitsburg, Hood CflUegt in
Frederick and the College of
Notre -Dame of Maryland in
Baltimore.
If upheld by the courts, the
suit could result in outlawing all
tax aid including fellowships,
research grants, construction
_ I---- ^^__&J___ Br*_AW^™______ Y$Hln ^
—Wim^^^^^^^^^^^^ K ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ L
funds and a host of related pro- W
grams in church-connected colI II v IIillli
_
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K
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>--. ^^_______________________________________ L
leges.
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The suit, filed by four Mary, u|
land residents and a nonprofit
_n___H___________K_______ -________n8&-________-!
organization , contends the bpnd S
____^V_M___H______r_________________r
^P^
issues are in violation of the '
% ^s^ff^^m9^_Sm^j m\h"BB_R______RpF J*^
_4W
_t?l_________________________B9
*
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*
First Amendment to the U.S. ft
f
'___ffi !!__&_______________________________i
^
$£v$_?&£3?St_______llf
A^^^^^
if
* J* ^t
vm. t<
Constitution, which prohibits the
establishment of a state religion.
The state and the colleges involved argue that a churih connection does not disqualify the
institutions from government
fii
vv 4 ?^^Wl?%-_?J^Yj-L
aid when it can be shown that I* iiyiisr
the aid is directed at secular
purposes.
Western Maryland College is
affiliated 'with the Methodist
church; HQ«J College has eon>
neetioifs with the ttoittfl Church
of Christ and both Notre Dame
and St. Joseph's art run by err
dera of Catholic nuns.
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• KEEP FULL SERVICE
• GUARANTEED PRICE
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Cousin Visits
The Johnsons
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$7.95
$9.95
$19.95
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$395
$14.9 5
$29.9 5

I

$1.50 and up

i

$24.50
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ir Walnut Step Tables
$12.95
if Kroehler Living Room Suites . . . $159.00 and up
ir 3-Pc. Ptcan Bed room Set
$188.00

if Simmons Mattresses and Hide-A-Beds . .
Bigelow Nylon Carpeting
. $8.95 sq. yd.
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SOMETHING TO LIVE BY '
Young Turks OUT-Of-TOWN COUEGE5
San Francisco
Gets Master Degree
In House Ask
Movies Hurt Best Th ings in
GOP Caucus
By Labor Row Life Still Free

WASHINGTON (AP) - Much
phone calling, letter writing and
huddling is going on among
younger House Republicans.
The subject: Can they and
should they try to change the
image of their party's congressional leadership?
The latest bubble to surface
front this inner ferment is a call
by a group of so-palled ""Young
Turk Republicans for a party
caucus in mid-December.
House Republican L-eader
Charles A. HallecK of Indiana
had set the meeting for the
morning of Jan, 4, the day Congress reopens. This presumably
would leave time for only the
usual routine party matters, not
for a major discussion of party
policy.
Halleck Is the main projector
In the House of the "Old
Guard"' image which some
younger Republicans object to
and want to change.
Halleck , vacationing in the
South, doesn't eppear fo be worried. Jfe relayed word through a
spokesman Monday that "if the
members want to meet earlier ,
Jt's all right with me."
Pushing the December meeting is a group led by Reps.
Charles E. Goodell pf New York
and Robert P. Griffin of Michigan. This is the same group that
Staged a minor revolt against
Halleck's wishes two years ago.

A Winonan received her master of science degree in.
education last week In commencement exercises at Iowa
State University, Ames.
She is MIS8 JOAN A. INGRAM , daughter of Mrs. Bernioft W. Ingram, 874 Center St.
The fall graduation ceremonies <ame at the end of the university's fall quarter.

DAVID f . HOLDEN. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harlen Holden,
323 W. Sanborn St., has been
selected for listing in the 19Q466 edition of "'Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges, " a
book published by "Who's Who
in America. "
Holden, a senior at Hamline
University, St. Paul, was one
qf 19 Hamline students chosen
fpr inclusion in the book . He
is a psychology and English
major at the university, and
he works as a departmental assistant in psychology.
•

*

•

CALEDONIA. Minn. (Special)
— Miss Anita Larson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs .
Harlle Larson
and a sophomore at Luther
College, Decorah, Iowa , will
be a soprano
soloist in the
college's performanoeof
Handel's "The
Messiah" Pec .
12 and 13, •
Miss Monica Miss Larson
Griffin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Earl Griffin, Nov Albin,
Iowa , and a senior in medical
technology at Viterbo College
and St . Francis School of Meuicgl Technology, both of Lp
Crosse, will be included in the
1964-65 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges. " Selections for inclusion were made
on the basis of participation in
and leadership of academic cocurricular activities.

A Winona girl, a sophomore at
Macalester College, St. Paul , is WABASHA , Minn. - A Wabaa member of the college band, sha student at Luther College
which will present concerts was also named to "Who 's Who
in American Universities and
Dec. u and 13, She is
SUSAN BUSPICKER. daughter Colleges. " He is John Boots,
of Mr. and Mrs. Roger H. B«s- son ol Mr- and Mrs. K. A .
Bqots, who is attending Luther
dicker, 310 Grand St.
on a scholarship, He is on the
staff of the college's news magaMISS ALBERTA M. FISCH- zine and i(s new literary
magaER, a junior at Augsburg Col- zine.
lege , M nneapoljs, was recently
awarded full membership In
Timia Society , an organization
for juniors and seniors who
have a cumulative honor point
average of 2.6 and have had
at least one semester at Augsburg.
At that time they slipped Rep. Tfifi daughter of Mr. and Mrs. PEPIN, Wis, (Special) Gerald R. Ford of Michigan A. E . Fischer, 359 W. Belleview Four juveniles, two 11. years
onto the House leadership lad- St.i she |s majoring ir) sociology old and the others 9 and 12,
der by ousting an Old 'Guards,, at Augsburg.
have been questioned by Robert
rnan, Rep. Charles B. Hoeven of
*
*
*
Brandtner, village marshal and
Iowa, from the chairmanship of
ALMA- Wis. — Miss Carman Pepin County deputy sheriff ,
the caucus.
Royd , a junior in the school of
Ford, 49, a trim and per_ona- nursing at the University of regarding two break-ins reportto the sheriff 's office at Dur|ble former football starY regards Wisconsin, has pledged Alpha ed
and
Saturday.
as
conservahimself as about
Tau Pelts sorority, a student Harley Varnum told the shertive as Halleck politically. But nurses' group, and has been iff 's
office that a lock was pried
some of the "Young Turks" be- elected as its vice president.
lieve he might furnish the new She is the daughter of Mr. and off his fishing shack near Lake
Pepin. A 12 gauge shotgun was
Mrs. Robert Boyd.
image they desire.
missing, plus a supply of shells
and abqut five pounds of lead
used on fishing pets.
THE OUTDOOR STORE IS YOUR
Pepin Lumber 4 Warehouse
reported five small rolls of
roofing paper, a sack of cement and an amount of plywood taken from its warehouse,
Brandtner said most of the
articles have been recovered.
Skate and Skating
Also recovered was a small
band axe which one of the hoys
Needs For The WHole Fipnily admitted had been taken from
the Farmers Union in an earl|W*SWMM¥MVWW¥W>4yMl<y^<V^
ier break-in, Brandtner said.
Investigation is continuing.
Lay-Away Now For Christmas
—Ws-s« ^___¦_¦___¦_
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Juveniles Admit
Pepin Break-ins
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Taylor's Oldest
% on Thursday

TAYLOR, Wis . (Special) Taylor's oldest citizen and believed to be Jackson County 's
C-4 4 q|^Ia\*nfim oldest resident, Sam Olson, will
be 96 Thursday.
He lives alone in a home he
^tfi?*! built for himself several years
ago. It's adjacent to his workC4 T AF
shop. We does all his own
)<9»I
$JM
housework, including washing
and preparing meals
ci^ oc. clothes
except he does eat one meal
**fc»FP
a day «t the local cafe.
co qir He is a man of enduring en^%I«DD
ergy and excellent health. He
walks over town several times
CC QC
a day.
^IvafiaA
A veteran carpenter and wood
craftsman , he still continues to
work a little jn his shop al$J.98-$2.98though his ability has decreased
in the past few years.
. . . . $5.95 to
He was born D«c. 3, 1868, in
Pete Coulee to Mr. and Mrs.
Thorvald Olson and was raised
40* on the present Lyness OJson
98? farm. He learned his carpenter
skill as a young boy from his
.......$1.98
father . Sam bujlt many of the
homes in Taylor ,
A sport he has always en
joyed and still does is fishing
He also enjoys going for automobile rides.
Those who have known Sam
Winona
for years say he hasn't changed
in appearance in 20 years.

Cfc ffttor SbwL

163 East 3rd St.

BAN FRANCISCO (AP) Downtown merchants art feeling the pinch of a labor dispute
that his kept two-thirds of San
?Francisco's movie houses closed
or nearly throe weeks.
Hwd hit by the theater ehutdown are restaurants and bookstores, cigar stands end taverns,
Merchant! who depend on
movie-goers for e healthy por«
tfon of their nooturnel tr»de report business dropoffs of up to
SO per cent.

The economic effects ef the
dispute can be seen most clearly on Market Street, the city's
garish main drag where hot-dog
stands and small shops nestle in
the shadows of darkened theater
marqu ees.
The throngs of people usually
present on the street until the
early hours have thinned visibly
since the shutdown took effect
Nov. U.
Clarence F. Delano, executive
vice president of the Golden
Gate Restaurant Association,
which numbers most of the
small Market Street restaurants
among its members, estimates
the strike has caused i W per
cent dropoff In business.
"Our people are hwrHng.
there's no doubt about it. When
people don't come downtown to
see the shows they just don't eat
out."
Several store owners who
used to stay opep after midnight
now are closing In mid-evening.

Natural Gas
Sought for
Iron Range

By BILL MERRILL
THE saying may be trite, but
the fact remains, and it's
true. Really it's true—"The
best things in life are free."
One of the very best is sitting
on your shoulders, and I'd like
to make some casual, observations about it.
I heard recently of a man
that developed tht habit of
greeting people by saying,
"Well, til, there, Bill, how's your
Old tomato?" He ran this one
in the ground, but for bur purpose, I'd like to
suggest it points
up that the old
tomato, meaning the head , is
a most important part of our
anatomy, and
for the most
part, we take
It for granted.
W h a t amazes
Merrill
m? is how well
it ia fortified
against serious damage.
Reach up right now and feel
of the "old noggin," as we often carelessly refer to the head
area. For all that it has soft
coverings in the form of hair,
more in some cases than in
others, and skin in each case ,
It's basically a hard structure ,
protecting the gray matter
which is, of course, the thinking mechanism and needs protection. As I announced , I wish
to make some casual observations, not a scientific analysis
of this bony, yet softly covered
stmcture that we all received,
In one form or another, at the
onset of life.
WHILE WE ARE prone to
protect these heads o( ours from

getting banged around, It
seams inevitable that in the
course of time, they take a
beating, to say the least, and
stand up under it relatively
well. And why? Because, at
no extra cost , the Creator provided reflexes, giving us the
ability to duck, turn, or throw
our arms up to protect the
head. But if we still fail to
save the head from a blowthat hard, bony structure will
take quite a trouncing without
permanent damage, and this is
pretty wonderful too, considering it didn't cost us anything
extra.
Now all of this had better be
true, as I am working under
the assumption that 3 am perfectly normal, and I can remember some horrible bumps
that generated stars, so to
speak, particularly during my
youth. I believe the first blow
I remember was when I was
thrown front the back of my
tricycle, and that one K.O. 'd
rne. I remember someone leading me across the street. Matter of fact , I think it was two
people, but I can't be sure. I
was put to bed, and I vaguely
remember my dad buying me
a little squirt gun that seemed
to make the whole thing worthwhile.
THEN THERE wag the time
as a teen-ager , while ice skating, I suddenly found myself
flat on the ice, haying fallen
backwards, and the only thing
I remember hitting the ice was
—you guessed it—ray head.
NQW I'm not going to try and
recall each and every blow I
tqok, or I may even begin to
question my equalibritim. Let
it suffice to say that I'm thankful for a "bean " that's well
fortified by nature, at no extra
cost, or I could well have
been a "has-bean," if I may
so jest.
And now a final observation.
The best things in life are
free , and in most cases, it begins with a well-organised anatomy, thanks to a wonderful
Creator.

Safe Entered
At Alma Office)
of

ST. PAUL (AP)-Tbe Stste
Minnesota threw its weight Monday behind a proposal to supply
natural gas to 17 Iron Range
communities.
Atty. Gen. Walter Mondalf,
acting for Gov . Karl Rolvaag,
filed a notice of intervention fn
favor of the gas plan before the
Federal Power Commission.
The application was filed last
April by Northern Natural Gas
Co. If approved, it wilTprpviqa
natural gas to the communities
and to taconite processing plants
now operating and planned fqr
the area.
Communities named in the application are Aurora, Piwabifc,
Bovey, Buhl , Calumet , Chisholm, Colpraine. Evelcth, Gilbert, Grand Rapids, Hoyt Lakes,
Keewatin, Marble, Mountain
Iron, Nashwauk , Hibbing and
Virginia.
The notice filed Monday urges
the FPC to make it possible to
initiate natural gas service in

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson presents the Distinguished Service Medal to
Gen. Thomas S. Power, retired
commander of the Strategic Air
Command , at a White House
ceremony late today.
Power, 59, retired Monday
after heading SAC for seven
years and was succeeded by
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PRESTON, Minn. — The Pillmore County Township Officers
Association will have its annual banquet Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. at Wykoff High
School. Women of Immanuel
Lutheran Church will servo.
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Fillmore Co. Township
Officers Set Banqu§t

ALMA, Wis. fSpepial The combination of a waHt-in
safe at the Farmers Union of^
fice here was broken Saturday
night or early Sunday mornBill Merrill's "Something
Copyright X964 by Tr\fl $^v*n-Up Company
ing. A little less than $100 was to Live By" may be heard
taken from the safe. The daily over KVVNO at 8:50
thieves also broke a soft drink p.m.
machine an,d took the money in
its cash box.
The break-in was reported
tp the sheriff's office by -falph
Pfllivka , wpo discovered the
damage Sunday at 11 a.m.
Deputy Sheriff Myron Hoch,
Traffic Officer Henry Zeichert
and Fred Gfonder Jr., Alma
Eoliceman, found prints in the
uilding and the tracks of three
men near the window to the
restrflom which they had broken to gain entry, The officers
traced the footsteps to Alma
Cenqetery, about a block up the
hill , where they apparently had
parked their car.
No arrests have been made
hut investigation is continuing.
Polivka said the damage to the
1965.
"The approval of this applica- safe is heavy. ¦
tion is a vital step in the
economic growth of northeast- Tri-Cownty Dentists
ern Minnesota, " said the goverT Q Meet at Blair
nor in a statement.
He added that natural gas BLAIR , Wis. (Special) —
would make Minnesota taconite The Tri-County Dental Society
plants better able to compete
hold its annual meeting
with other domestic and foreign will
SHOP ?/\RLY, SHOP EASY WHILE SELECTIONS ARE COMPLETE
Saturday
at Brigg's Cafe here t
i
iron ore sources.
from 2 to 2:30 p.m.
Cocktails will be served in
the Legion Club rooms following the business meeting.
Dinner will be served at 4
p.m, at the cafe. Dr. and Mrs. £
• N6XT T0 WOOLWORTH'S ON THIRD ST. J
/i?
(]
Goodwin Toraason will be host
and hostess. The society comMOSCOW (AP) - Czech prises Trempealeau, Jackson
___
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Communist leader Antonjn No- and Buffalo counties.
votny met with the Kremlin 's
new leaders today for talks reportedly covering Cjsech economic reforms, Germany, the
world Communist movement
and the multilateral nuclear
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Gen. John D. Ryan, Vi, After
the ceremony at Omaha, Neb.*
Power flew to Washington at the
controls of a KC135 tanker.

Johnson Honors
Retiring General
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That's a live One Under the hOOd. (Have you priced a tiger lately?)
It' s a Trophy V-0 . standard In Pontine GT Q. 380 cii. In. 33b hp, Also sUtmlanl : IHK M |u_ta, w«lnut dp» l> , floor flillrk UUIftn Tranlt Tin_r«
slultM , c,v(!i\ Kp*i< lul Uicis-iPilllneKl Wont sonmUiIno w||i)«i? Cot It: 37bh|, 300 hp, Sumqtlilnfj luiriflr? Ponllsc ""'*''* nwv IIHim ll||fi»
Lo Mans: 140-h|> six; 2WJ- , ?fiMip V-Bnun onlor, llflvp «\ "s potty " cm, thou « Wu!<i-Tf«ck. You 'll m» who 's n tlijor. PlHttlaC Lft MlMI & QTO

We 're building Wide-Track s aggin! See them all at your authorized Pontiac doaler now I

C, PAUL VENABLES, INC.
110 Main St. Whntm*

Nels Nybergs Note
25th Wedding Date

Bazaar, Supper
Carol Wiggins, Flower,Garden Club Set at Osseo
To Hear Art Talk
OSSEO, Wis. ( Special) —
David Olson
The
Women's Fellowship of
At Christmas Party
United Congregational Church
Exchange Vows Winona Flower and Garden will hold its annual fellowship
Mr. and Mrs. David Scott Olson were united In marriage
Saturday at the Methodist
Church, Watertown , Wis. The
Rev. Lowell Reykdal officiated.
The bride is the former Miss
Carol Lee Wiggins, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Wiggins,
477 Hia-watha Blvd. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. S.
P. Hendrickson, Watertowri.
Attendants were Mrs. Thomas Hendrickson, Oconomowoc,
Wis., and Jon Olson, the
groom's- twin brother, Larson
Air Force Base, Moses Lake,
Wash.
The bride was graduated from
Winona Senior High School and
attended Luther College, Decorah , Iowa, and Wisconsin State
University, La Crosse. The
groom is a graduate of Tomah
(Wis.) High School and attended WSU at . La Crosse. He is
now affiliated with the library
at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, where he and his
bride will make their home at
211 Lake Lawn Place.

NOW

ITS HEBE

Club will hold its December
meeting and Christmas party
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Lake
Park Lodge.
Miss Stella Halderson will
continue the holiday tradition of
interpreting a painting by a famous artist. This year she will
discuss Leonardo Da Vince's
"Virgin of the Rocks."
Mrs. Irwin Bittner will demonstrate arrangements and Christmas decorations.
Several club members will
have Christmas tables on display, featuring candle centerpieces. Mrs. W. W. Lowe is
in charge of the project.
¦

bazaar and supper Thursday.
The bazaar opens at 12:30 p.m.
and will feature a colorful and
practical array of gifts.
For the variety o( items
booths have been given such
names as Fairyland Christmas,
Attic Treasures, Ye Apron
Booth, Green Thumb, Kiddie
Kove, Candy Booth, Needle
Nook, Pirates' Den and a food
booth.
Baby sitting will be provided
in the nursery.
A tea will be served from
12:30 to 4 p.m. and supper
from 5 to 7:30 p.m.

Meyers ' Anniversa ry Retarded Children
Noted at Reception To Be Entertained
RUSHFORD, Minn. - Mr. At Harmony School
and Mrs. George Meyer were
s._rprised on their 20th wedding
anniversary Nov . 22, when
friends and relatives gave a reception for them at the VFW
Hall in Rushford.
Guests attended from Lewiston, Utica , Chatfield, Rochester,
St. Charles, Winona, Houston,
Peterson, Whalan and Lanesboro, Minn., and Waukon, Iowa.
Arnold Bartelson was master
of ceremonies for a program of
instrumental and vocal music.
Refreshments, including a fivetiered wedding cake, were served. Mmes. Leo Heiden and Palmer Hundorf poured.
Since their marriage Nov. 18,
1944 at Rushford L u t h e r a n
Church, the Meyers have lived
on a farm at Hart, Minn. They
have four children: Sharon
Gerald, Duane and Donald.
si

B_l!_H_____________B$______rl

Area Women
Plan Holiday Party

INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — American Legion Auxiliary will meet at the Legion
Club Rooms Wednesday. The
remembrance to hospitalized
veterans and the donation of
the M. Louise Wilson Educational Fund will be discussed.
After the short meeting, Mrs.
Tom Bautch, will take charge
of the annual Christmas party.
Everyone attending will bring
a gift valued from 75 cents to
$1 to be exchanged. After an
the hot cereal with evening
a Kensington lunch
the natural goodness will be served by the hostesses:
Mmes. Alan Hanson, Ray
of whole grains
Maule, Henry Helgeson, Archie
Dworschak, P e t e r Maule,
OeIitfithjllyrnuncfr|R(NmanMe«l
Cereal George Knudtson,
Ed Suchla,
k madewith hltft-ptotalii«hole*heat, Albert Heck, Eugene Sosalla,
Vhole rye, bran and flax. Because all and Ed Lyga.
the wheat genu and aye term is left
PEPIN BAZAAR
In, youfat moreof nature's own vita- PEPIN, Wis. (Special ) - The
mins, mineralsand protein than most annual bazaar of the women of
the Immanuel Lutheran Church
enrichedcereals.
will be held Saturday at the
Soman Meal Cereal h low in fat A parish hall. The sale opens at
%-cup serving with a %-cup of slum 10 a.m. Dinner will be served
at 11:30 a.m. and pie and coffee
milk has only 160 calories.Two kinds: will be served during the afterinstant coots in see- /$3fek noon. Committee chairmen inends; Regular cooks in MW_| clude Mmes. Percy Miner, William Mountain, Lynn Barber,
5 minutes.
\rsHy Leonard Olson, Lyle Kessler ,
C Homta >ftil Cofflw nr. Tttamt, Wtttil«cttfl Raymond Marcks, Robert Jahnke, Wayne Kosok, Leslie Sandberg and Paul lundberg.
$p_ >wwe_«JWJWjws«3Bj5nw»^

|
It f s Christinas Gift Time
\

HARMONY, Minn.—A Christmas party wflTBe held at the
Harmony Elementary School for
all the retarded children ol Fillmore County.
The holiday event will be at
2 p.m. Saturday and the GRA
girls will entertain the children.
The Fillmore County Association for Retarded Children will
also hold a business meeting
the same afternoon.
¦
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PERSONALIZED !
a Correspondence Stationery
• Thank You Note*
j • Holiday Napkins
T
•
Jjj .,,
# Matches
AI» comMnstioi. «W-bexes «
Napklni. Mitclw* end rMitwi.
I

~~
The magic of a perserialized gift has a
charm all its own.
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SAVE THE DATES
Dec- 3-4-5 ax-tt.
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MARKET'

Fur nituro — Antiques — Appliances — Furs
Old Jewelry — Store Fixtures—Toys

"BOOK FAIR"
Thousands of Books
'
Nearly-New Clothing for Men, Women, Children

WINONA ARMORY
Follow The Crowds!
Sponsored by the Pink Ladies of
Community Memorial Hospital
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that give* each item that profesatonal touch, come in and let ua

Christmas Bazaar & Supper
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GIFT

SPURCEON S
FAMILY
FUN NIGHT!
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Sacony Suo's own ti^tiLs . , , knit of gentle
.stretch Wv:< nylon yarn. You 'll love the fit of
Susie _on „ \ A> M for they're full fashioned
to hold their shape through eountlfws washings.
In the mos t complete range of colors , individuall> hoxed for sizes : Very Small < .1~l' , Small
t:,-(,i , Mwl-imn .Small uix-7' , Medium Ui-K) • and
Large < 12-M> .
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PEPIN YULE PROGRAM
PEPIN, Wis. ( Special) WSCS of the Methodist church
will meet at 2 p.m. Thursday
for a meeting and Christmas
program. Mrs. Claude Sumner
is in charge of the program,
"Birthday of the King in Scripture and Song." A potluck lunch
of sandwiches and Christmas
cookies will be served. Each
member is asked to invite a
friend;

Catering

I m^
_ar '^' \~''"'\

The Auxiliary of Winona Athletic Club will have its Christmas party at 7:30 p.m. Monday
in the club halL
Each member is asked, to
bring a dollar gift for exchange,
with her name written on the
package.
Reservations are to be made
by Friday by calling one of the
committee members, M m e s .
Harry Sraocke, Edward Kleinschmidt or Frances
Hamerski.
_¦

M.

j

day for the -nnml .Cbrtetmiii
party. Mrs. Rav Lasky will be
tne assisting hostess.
STRUM HOLIDAY FAIR
STRUM, Wis. (Special) Doors will open at the Strum
Grade Schoo l Monday at 8 p.m.
for the holiday fair sponsored
by the Women's Civic LC ub.
Handmade gift Items, baked
goods , candy and other items
will be on sale.
F°r a Oistinctive

,-M - ,r-^_
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Club Auxiliary
Sets Yule Party

STEAK
SHOP

¦p
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William Sheldon,
CaroJyn Sue Stiles
Wed at St. Mary's .

Miss Carolyn Sue Stiles,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenel Klein, 171 Gould St., and
William Sheldon, son of John
Sheldon, Witoka, Minn., were
married Nov. 21 at St. Mary's
Catholic Church.
The Rev. Donald J. Winkels
officiated and Mrs. William
Ettrick Homemakers Framea
was organist.
Announce Activities The "bride, given in marriage
by her step-father, wore a
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - floor-length gown of lace
over
Shake Hollow Homemakers taffeta, styled with long sleeves,
will hold their annual Christ- a sabrina neckline, embroidermas dinner party Sunday at ed with sequins and pearls.
the IOOF Hall in Melrose, Wis. The bouffant skirt featured
Each member will bring $1 tiers of ruffles, sweeping to a
gift to exchange.
chapel train at the back.
MISS SALLY MAE KLENMill Creek Homemakers will She carried a bouquet of red
SKI's engagement to David
not have a regular meeting in and white roses.
December. They will have a The matron of honor was R. Nelson , La Crosse, is anChristmas party at the Rose Mrs. Sihirley Dietrich, sister ol nounced by her parents, Mr.
Cafe in Melrose, Dec. 15 at 8 the bride. Miss Patty Eggert
p.m. Gifts will be exchanged and Miss Janet Stiles were and Mrs. Reinhold Klinski,
and secret pals will be revealed. bridesmaids. They were attir- Caledonia, Minn. A June
New secret friends names will ed in Door-length gowns of red wedding is planned. Miss
be drawn.
peau de soie, with matching Klinski is employed by NelThe club has given seven hats and veils.
rugs to the boys camp at The bride's mother wore a son Construction Co., CaleBlack River Falls. Mrs. Archie two-piece suit of green wool donia. Mr. Nelson, a gradHarper is the reporter.
and a corsage of pink and uate of the University of
¦
Wisconsin, works for the
white baby roses.
Best
man
was
Thomas
Mar- Trane Company, La Crosse.
Holy Land Slides
tin and groomsmen were Roger
Program Feature
Yeske and James Stiles. Richard Zenk was usher.
Call the
Mrs. Lester Stevens will be A reception and dinner was
the guest speaker at the Thurs- held at the Legion Memorial
day evening meeting of Paul Club. Assisting were the MissWatkins Memorial Methodist
Home Auxiliary. The group will es Loretta Wise, Carolyn and
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Great Elaine Anderson, Lois and Emma Kuthara.
Hall at the Home.
Mrs. Stevens will show slides The uewlyweds spent their
For
and talk on her trip through the honeymoon in Sioux Falls, S.D.
Holy Land. A fellowship hour They are now at home at 1025
with the serving of refreshments W. Mark St.
will be held after the program.
Friends of the auxiliary are in- CHRISTMAS SHOW
For Your
vited to attend.
HOUSTON, Minn. ( Special)"Reflections of Christmas," a
CORRECTION
Christmas show sponsored by
HOLIDAY
The name of one of the chair- the Iris Circle of the Houston
men of Kappa Pi, Winona State Garden Club, will be held SatPARTIES
College's art fraternity, was urday from 2 to 9 p.m. at the
not reported in the story in the Community kitchen. Lunch will j
Phone 3150
Winona Sunday News about be served. Displays may be I
election of officers. Karen Wan- brought in by any one.
drei was elected social chairman. Two additional initiates
are Mary Iten, St. Paul, and
Marjorie Johnson, Winona.
¦
PRENUPTIAL SHOWER
Sponsored by St. Martin's Women's Guild
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Approximately 40 attended a
ST. MARTIN'S SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
prenuptial shower on Sunday
at the George Simonson home
Thursday, Dec. 3 - 3:30 p.m.
for Miss Susan Mortenson and
Candy, baked goods, aprons, children's gift items, cards
Thomas Daffinson . Hostesses
were Mrs. Simonson and Mrs.
and a variety or items for sale.
Stanley Mortenson. The couple
HOT SUPPER SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO 7 P.M.
plans on being married Dec.
19 at Trempealeau.

j;

f_ "

Mr. and Mn. William Sheldon

(tdttrem Stu#lo)

MONDOVI, Wis (Special ) Mr. and Mrs. Nels Nyberg were
honored on their 25th wedding
anniversary Nov. 22 at an open
house at Central L u t h e r a n
Church. More than 100 relatives
and friends attended.
A program of vocal music was
presented by Howard Tjoflat
and Bonnie and Randy Larson ,
accompanied by Anita Haugland. The Rev. H. A. Haugland
gave a talk.
The anniversary cake was cut
by Mrs. LaVerne Larson and
Mist Lorraine Meath poured.
Others assisting were Mmes.
Clarence Olson, Albert Blager,
Clarence Ede, Charles Giese,
Peter Peterson, Glenn Hagness,
all of Mondovi, and Mr. and
Mrs. Julius Engelien, Ettrick.
Wis.
Mr. Nyberg and the former
Hazel EngeUen were married at
French Creek. They have one
daughter, Joan, a junior at Eau
Claire State University.
¦

CTRCU: YULE PARTY
Circle M , St. Martin's Lutheran Church, vn\\ no\6 its
Christmas party at the home
of Mrs. Richard Eichorst Jr.,
1071 W. Mark St., at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday.
STOCKTON HOMEMAKERS
STOCKTON , Minn. (Special )
—Stockton Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Claude Kratz at 8 p.m. Wednes-

fashion
requirements...
BASIC
claeelc
end mid heel
op-erae high
flatter
to
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so many
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clothes. Exciting in new colore
axiaj texture*. As seen In Vopue
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10% DISCOUNT
ON EVERYTHING
Yes , everything! A special Family Fun night discount of 10% off
on all merchandise in the whole store! Bring the whole family, start
your shopping early, have fun, save monoyl Christmas is the lima
for families to do things together.. . start today!

Catholics Pray Schools May Lose
Pope s Tiara
For Success Exc lusive Rights
U.S.
Reaches
Of Pope's Trip
Taxes

HONORED GUEST . . . Mrs. Treva
Marks, Minneapolis, state president of the
Auxiliary to United Spanish War Veterans , la
being greeted here by special members of
the local auxiliary. From left are Mrs. John

Fromm, charter member of Clarence Miller
Auxiliary, USWV, Mrs. Marks, and Mrs. Victor Miller , local auxiliary president. (Dally
News Photo)

State USWV Auxiliary Head
Visits Winona Headquarters
Mrs. Treya Marks, Minneapolis, state president of the Auxiliary to the United Spanish War
Veterans, was a guest of "the
Clarence M i l l e r Auxiliary,
USWV, at a dinner at Hotel Winona . Monday. For the special
occasion the tables were decorated with bronze and yellow
flowers and bittersweet candles.
Mrs. Victor Miller , local president, presided. Mrs - Gus Seeling gave the invocation. During
a business meeting, donations
were given to the National Hiker Monument in Washington,

D.C , and to the Winona Goodfellows. A gift was presented to
Mrs. Marks from the group.
Mrs. Ralph Kohner, who was
toastmistress, gave a brief patriotic talk. Mrs, Donald O'Deu,
secretary-treasurer, reported on
the payment of dues. Mrs. Kohner, who Is a past state president, was appointed state press
book chairman.
Names were drawn for the exchange ot gifts at the Christmas
party, which will be Dec. 21,
at the home of Mrs. Robert Nelson.
Mrs. John Fromm's gift was
won by Mrs. George Eggers Sr.

Junior Auxiliary
Strum ALCW Will
Initiated by Unit
Donate Clothing
Of Legion Auxiliary STRUM, Wis. (Special) -

Lutheran C h u r c h
LA CRESCENT, Minn. - PIN American
Women
are
teen Junior Auxiliary members ing for menasked to bring clothand women at the
were initiated into the Glttens
Leldel Unit 595, American Le- Trempealeau County Hospital to
Kgion Auxiliary, by Mrs. Duetts their meeting at the .Strum
'Bierbaum, Eyota, Minn., lit church Wednesday at 2 p.m.
should be delivered on
District president.
/ Clothing
hangers.
The event took place in the Hostesses at
Legion clubrooms during the be Mrs. Dale the meeting will
Olson, chairman,
regular Tuesday meeting of tho Mmes.
Kenneth
Westgaard,
unit. Mrs. Earl Gusa, Elgin,
Minn., 1st District secretary, al- Hans Jacobson, Lloyd AnderGordon Thronson, Jerre
so was a guest. Following tha son,
Hans Enger, Guilford
Initiation Mrs. Blerbaum spoke Olson,
Hanson,
Fredrick Back, Ernest
to the group on the programs
of the auxiliary and the pur- Severson , Helmer Hammerstad,
Erllng Johnson, Don ald Gilbertposes of its constitution.
son and Theodore GUbertson Jr.
MRS. RAYMOND Reisdorf ,
rehabilitation chairman, said
the gifts and money sent to the Trempealeau Yule
Veterans Hospital gift shop Party Set by VFW
from the Unit totaled $109,6$
this year. Mrs. Arthur Jensen, TREMPEALEAU, Wis. CSpeAmericanism chairman, report- dal) - A Christmas party will
ed that each school had recelv-. be held Saturday evening in the
ed cake and coffee for teachers, VFW Hall. The event la for all
and personnel from the auxili- veterans and their wives and
ary during American Education auxiliary members and their
Week. She said the librarians husbands of Towner Little Bear
of the schools had been notified Post 1915.
the auxiliary would purchase a A turkey supper will be servbook of the school's choice also ed at 7 p.m. Women are asked
to bring covered dishes and evin observance of this week.
Mrs. Dallas Ames and Mrs. eryone is to bring a 50-cent gift
Robert Johnson volunteered to for exchange, ¦
represent the unit at the first
meeting of the La Crescent
High School Booster Club Wed- South Beaver Creek
nesday. Mrs. Ames and Mrs. LCW Plans Party
Donald Pieper were named
alternates to the fall conference. ETTRICK, Wis. (Special ) Lunch was served by Mmes South Beaver Creek LCW will
George Kelly, Frank Wally and hold a Christmas party Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. Gifts will be
Howard Meisnor.¦
exchanged and an offering for
church benevolences will be t^ken, Gifts sre to be brought for
Beverly Meyer
residents ot the Trempealeau
Feted at Party
County Home at Whitehall.
stwdy will be preEITZKN , Minn. (Special) - The Bible
by Mrs. A. B. Wamr
Miss Beverly Meyer was honor- sented
devotions will be by Mrs.
ed at an open house shower at and
A , Olson. "A Journey to
the Ei'.zcn Community Center M.
mas" will be presented by
Friday evening. Hostesses were Chris!
Mrs.
Orvis
Anderson. Hostesses
Martin
Deters,
Mmes.
Edward will be Mmes.
David Witte.
Deters, Elmer Meiners , Alvin Ronald Larson, Howard
,
Meyer, Bcrclell Meiners Dale s"trom and Duane Johnson.NordMeiners , Dean Bulrnan, Dennis
¦
Lamport , Roland Deters , Dunne
Deters , Harold Pans , John Railway Women's
Fruechte , Clarence Bulrnan and
Club Entertains
George Dresselhaiis.
Miss Meyer nnd David Olson Husbands of members of the
will ho married I)e<\ 27 at St Chicago and North Wes'.crn
Luke 's United Church of Christ , Railway Women's Club were enEifzen
tertained at a potluck supper
¦
Monday evening at the home of
BAKU S/Vl.K .SUNDAY
Mrs. William Roth. Mrs. Ralph
INDEPENDENCE . Wis. (Spe- Bowers was co-hostess.
cial) — Women from Groups 7. Cards were played following
fl and 10, Ss. Peter nnd -Paul. tho supper with prizes in schnfCatholic Church , will sponsor n. skopf taken by Mrs. George
bake sale in the school dining O'Dell , George
nnd Wilroom Sunday, after tho ft and liam Roth , andKerkow
In
BOO
by Mrs .
10:30 a.m. Masses. A variety of Edwin Young. Fred Meshke
was
will
homemade bnkod foods
awarded a special prize.
be offered.
_ ^i i _rllfl_iuAllt

* DUFFY TWIN*

Fillmore Co. Breeders

PRESTON , Minn. - The annual Fillmore County meeting
of thi Consolidated Brooders
Cooperative will be Thursday
noon at Christ Lutheran Church
here. Oyster stow will be
served.
ST. MATTHKW S AID
St. Matthew 's L u t h e r a n
Church Ladies Aid will meet in
the church basement at 2:30
p.m. Thursday, Members are
asked to bring cookies.

WMATKVM »T 1., IH BBT WC
CM OCT tV tMaO«Kt» >HITU

® WINONA
INSURANCE
Co'nttr AGENCY
Phone 3366

Lutefisk & Lefts

DINNER
Family Style

THURS., DEC. 3
S«rv Ing Starts 5:30 P.M.
Rmrvatlont ApprtcUttd
Phont 31S0

STEAK SHOP

Bus Company
Criticized in
Illinois Crash

WASHINGTON (AP) - An
Interstate Commerce Commission report said Monday the
owner of a bus involved in a
fatal accident near Waukegan,
111., in' June was grossly negligent in operating the bus with
four smooth rear tires.
Three passengers were killed
and all 47 others in the bus, including the driver, were injured
when the bus skidded out of
control on a rain-soaked highway.
Jhe bus was owned by Wisconsin Coach Line, Inc., Waukesha, Wis.
In the accident, on June 2,
the bus struck the south end of
the Des Plaines River bridge
and overturned.
The report of an ICC investigation said the accident "resulted from the driver's loss of
control of a fully loaded bus on
wet p a v e m e n t at highway
speed . . . our investigation disclosed that the rear tires on the
bus were devoid of any effective tread grooving or other
configurations."
The report said the fact that
the bus had operated 2,000
miles beyond its scheduled inspection, "emphasizes this degree of neglect. "

VATICAN CITY (AP) - The
world's half-billion Roman
Catholics were asked today to
pray for the success of Pope
Paul VI's trip to India.
The Pope Leaves before dawn
Wednesday for the International
EuchaHstlo Congress in Bombay. Plans were made for a special program of prayers in the
Vatican and in Rome during the
four days of his absence.
It will be the longest absence
from Italy of any Pope since
Plus VII returned ln 1814 after
five years in France as a prisoner of Napoleon, -

To Income

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Members of the Minnesota School
Boards Association have been
warned that income tax revenues probably won't be considered primarily school monies
much longer.
The Idea that income tax
funds should go solely for
schools Is the root of the debate
over whether there is a deficit
in the income tax school fund,
said State Treasurer Val Bjornson.
The deficit does exitt , according to Gov. Karl Rolvaag, who
has ordered school aids trimmed 4V. per cent. Bjornson and
others have said there is enough
money in various places to
make ends meet.

The Vatican newspaper L'Osnervatort Romano said Catholics everywhere were asked to
pray that the Pope's mission to
India may be realized. , ,
The Eucharistic Congress is a
gathering of Roman Catholic
Church representatives from
around the world. The Pope's
trip is a personal gesture of
friendship by its spiritual ruler
to all the non-Christian peoples
of Asia.
As such it underlines the modernization and renewal occupying the Church since the start of
the Vatican Ecumenical Council
two years ago.
DULUTH, Minn. (AP ) -City
The papal visit continued to Bus drivers in Duluth and Sugenerate controversy in pre- perior, Wis., walked off their
dominantly Hindu India , where jobs early today in a dispute
militant Hindus viewed It AS the over a new work contract.
start ot new Catholic conversion Tho walkout, coming in early
morning hours, caught hundreds
efforts.
riders by surprise. Many
Prime Minister Lai Bahadur of
gathered
at street corner bus
Shastri was asked in Parliato learn from passing
only
stops
ment Monday if he was aware
that buses weren't
motorists
of reports that the Catholic
running/
Church would use the visit and
the Eucharistic Congress to in- Many gat lifts from motorists.
crease its Indian membership, Others walked in , snowy, but
now about 5J million,
calm <J above weather.
The prime minister said he The strike took, effect about 4
did not think the two events a.m. after drivers, members of
were Intended (6 increase con- the Teamster Union, rejected an
versions and he hoped- that employer offer made by representatives of Duluth • Superior
would not be the result.
Transit
Co.
The Pope, In announcing the The package
offer rejected is
trip, said he was going to India reported to have called for a
as a pilgrim who wanted to wage increase, pension benefits
meet the Indian people. Security and a shorter work week. Drivproblems presented by fanatic ers now get $2.39 an hour for 41
Hindus and their objections to hours. About 118 of 139 bus complans for the pontiff to distrib- pany
employes are involved in
ute gifts to the poor forced a the walkout.
revision of plans.
Normally about 16,000 persons
The latest official schedule for ride buses daily in Duluth, but
the Pope, issued Monday night during the Christmas season
in Bombay, drastically restric the load usually reaches about
ted his opportunities to rub 20,000, company officials said.
shoulderswith the Indian masses.

Duluth and
Superior Bus
Drivers Strike

Dick Anderson
To Serve Term
At Leavenworth Crime Burea u
ST. PAUL (AP) - Dick W.C.
Anderson, key figure in the sensational Thompson murder of
1063, reportedly heads for Leav- Expansion Asked

enworth federal prison In Kansas today /to serve out a life
term.
Anderson was the key state
witness against T. Eugene
Thompson and Norman Mastrian. both serving life terms in
Stillwater Stole Prison for the
slaying of Thompson's wife.
Anderson was brought to St.
Paul Monday from Sandstone
federal prison. He was sent
:here from Stillwater in September in an unusual move by state
and federal officials who said it
was needed to guard his life
Tne swi-fch of prisons was preceded by a letter in which Anderson recanted his testimony
about being hired by carry out
the Thompson slaying. Thh letter was used in unsuccessful
bio's for new trials by Thompson
and Mastrian.

fff

Outlook for the next four
NEW YORK (AP) — Pope years will be the topic of a
Paul VI has thanked Americans
for 20 years of generosity to the speech to college Republican
Those claiming a deficit are poor by sending them the three- groups this evening by Arthur
talking about "a bookkeeping tiered ceremonial tiara he do- Swan, Rochester, 1st District
deficit in a rigidly earmarked nated to the world's poor last chairman.
fund ," said Bjornson. "We were month.
speaking two different langu- Francis Cardinal Spellman, Swan, an attorney, will ad<
ages."
archbishop of New York, dis- dress the College of Saint T»>
played
the jewel-studded, gold resa-St, Mary 's College Young
Those who deal with state
funds are increasingly thinking and silver domed crown at a Republican Association at tha
of school monies and the gen- gathering Monday of Roman SMC Cardinal Room. The meeteral revenue fund as one, Catholic clergy.
ing, open to all college students
Bjornson said.
He said the pontiff entrusted in the area, begins at 7:30 p.m.
Even more explicit was Rep . him with the crown Nov. 18. Activities for the rest of tha
"He wanted to express his gra- school year also will be plan*
D. D. Wozniak of St. Paul.
"School people can no longer titude for the goodness of all the ned. These include a trip to tha
indulge in the thought that in- people of America," the cardi- state legislature and work on
the platform for the Minnesota
come tax collections are their nal said.
personal property," Wozniak U.S. Catholic relief services Federation of College Republihave distributed $1.3 billion in can Clubs convention, to be
said.
held March 5 and 6. Also planThe school board group was food, clothing and medicine in ned Is a Joint activity with GOP
the
last
20
years,
a
spokesman
expected today to endorse a resclubs at Winona State College
olution asking that state school for the cardinal said.
University,
aids be jacked up to pay 48 per The crown will be displayed and La Crosse State
St,
soon
at
Patrick's
Cathedral
cent of the local cost of educathere. Later it will be shown at
llllll ll'l'll||l|l||l"lj|!!!, "'!IH|l||[
ing pupils.
the Vatican Pavilion at the
Wozniak agreed, calling higher World's Fair and then sent on a
school aids a method of "tax re- nationwide tour. It is to be
form." Through such aids, he placed permanently in the Nasaid, school districts collect $200 tional Shrine of the Immaculate
million which they do not have Conception in Washington , D.C.
to raise by assessing local property.
Sen. Donald Wright, Minneapolis, said a sales tax was the
most widely supported method
of tax reform in hearings before
his Interim Tax Commission
this year. But Wright did not
specifically support a sales tax.
GALESVILLE, Wis. ( Special)
—Lloyd J. Severson, Galesville
Hunts Pheasants
native, has been appointed director-international raw materiFrom Freight Train
als investigations of United
States Steel Corp.
)
(AP
,
111.
James
DIXON
Listen, Lee County conservation Severson will be based in
hooch tlS.OO farrinfli $19.00/ plm **
offi cer, went into action when Pittsburgh, Pa., moving there
he got word that somebody was from Port C artier, quebec, Canhunting pheasants — from a ada, where he has been president of Quebec Cartier Mining
railroad train.
He was informed Saturday Co., a subsidiary of U.S. Steel.
that an unconventional hunts- In his new responsibility, Sev- 14 KT. OOlt D OV K W U A Y
- i. '
man shot a bird from a train erson will investigate raw maBlue enamel lor^et-me-noU,
near Araboy and the train terials sources throughout the
backed up so the nimrod could world, seeking new mineral dewith cultured pearls , . . in*
posits that warrant developretrieve his kill.
settings'of rich lasting 14 K_t.
Liston radioed ahead and had ment. His broad background in gold overlay.
the train — an engine and ca- this field, much of it in foreign
boose — stopped on the Burling- areas, extends to 1936, when he
From' our selection of fine
'ton Lines tracks at Rock Falls. was graduated from thp Univerquality jewelry by Kremcntz.
He said he found two dressed sity of Wisconsin after attendpheasants, a partly dressed ing Winona State College. He
pheasant and a loaded shotgun was associated with the government's foreign economic Adminin the caboose.
The conductor , Robert M. istration from 1942 through 1944
Watson , 39. of Oswego, was in connection wilh stratecic mincharged with hunting without a eral supplies for World War
license, shooting from a train , II
and having a loaded, assem- Mr. and Mrs. Severson have Full it. Service Jewelers -j r
six children.
bled, uncased shotgun.

Galesville Native
Gets New Post
With U.S. Steel
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ST. PAUL (AP ) - The Minnesota Crime Bureau served
notice Monday it will ask a 74
UJ U gU J gi mPftltl
l
per cent budget increase and
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backed its request with figures
{J"
showing the sharp rise of major
crime'in the state.
Major money requests will go
toward building its staff from 31
to 53 persons and returning to
full • time service, bureau
officials said.
The Crime Bureau assists local police and sheriff's departments , circulates lists of wanted
persons and details on crimes
and in general coordinates investigations for local officers .
Its requests to Gov. Karl Rolvaag and the legislature is for
$1,073,058 compared with the
$615,227 it is operating in for
the current biennium. In its reFOR A VERY
port , the Crime bureau said major crimes in Minnesota arc
IMPORTANT PERSON:
It was understood Anderson running 22.5 per cent higher
year
ago.
than
a
t
would be taken by train to the
\
Kansas prison by federal mar/ T
ROGERS TRIOS
shals.
¦

Wisconsin Man, 70,
Dead in Garage
BRISTON, Wis. Iffl - Ernest
Krueger , 70, was found dead in
his garage Mondny night by
Kenosha County deputies who
said he was nn apparent victim
of asphyxiation .
The ignition on his car was
turned on and the gasoline tank
was empty .
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FOR ALL
NYLONS, FOR SMART WEAR

YOU'LL HW E NO TROUBLE
EXPLAINING THE FAST
RESULTS YOU GET W ITH

BY DAY; BEAUTY FOR EVENING

FAMILY WMJT-ADS

AND COCKTAIL TIM E. IN "MERRY
WIDOW " (A SMOKY TONE)

OUR QOLDKN QIKT WRAP TOR TM« AS K I N*

OT HER VISION HOSIERY, 1. 35 TO 1.50
QUI) O O U D K N GIFT W H A T FOR THI A - K I M - 3

SHOP WEDNESDAY 9 TO 9
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District GOP
Head to Speak
To College Groups

SHOP WEDNESDAY 9 TO 9
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America's Number One Sugar-Free Cola Is
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STORE FIRE .. .One of the more spectacular fires in Winona around the turn of the
century was one that broke out in the White
Store building on East 3rd Street. Firemen are
seen here fighting the fire in the store which

was just east of The Continental One-Price
Clothing House, then in a building now occupied by St. Clairs, Inc., 65 E. 3rd St. The
photograph was furnished by Mrs. Ralph Peterson , 619 Huff St.
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EARLY INDUSTRY . . . The Winona Willow
Works was a thriving Winona industrial firm 75
years ago. Seen here as it looked in 1889, the plant
on 56-58 E. 2nd St., used willows cut along the
Wisconsin shoreline for weaving into lawn and
porch furniture. The picture , the prop erty of Irwin
Anderson , shows the exterior of the building where
some of the products were lined up on the sidewalk
for display. Weaving of willow and ratan ware was
done by hand and th e company also dealt in such
diverse items as baby carriages , express wagons and
sleds.
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LOGGING DAYS . . . Oxrn worn usor] to haul
logs out of tho woods durin g tho boo ming lumbe ring
days in the latter part of tho last century. This
photogr a ph taken in 1887 shows a logg ing camp
near Hay ward , Wis., whore loams of oxen wore lined
up prior to a day 's work . Two of the men on the
roof of (be loghouse were uncles of Irwin Ander son ,
177'/_ K. 3rd St., the owner of this phot ograp h .
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

ADMISSIONS
John rteftman, 1025 E. Wabasha St .
Mrs. Hussel Bublitz , Lamoille ,
Minn.
Joseph Palubicki , 874 E. 4th
St.
Herb Feller , Houston, Minn,
Mrs, Eli Dyreson, Canton,
M inn.
Alois Schwager , Altura , Minn .
DISCHARGES
Charles Rackow , La Crosse,
Wis.
Mrs . Noel Ehlenf eldt and
baby , 766 W. King St.
Miss Nancy Mulholland , Lewiston, Minn.
-Mrs. A r t h u r Scheidegger ,
Waumandee, Wis .
Robert McLean , 158 W. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Pan Eggen , Rushford ,
Minn.
M r s . Bernard Stockhausen
and baby, 572 E. Broadway.
Mrs. William Cierzan , 703% E.
Broadway .
Mrs , 'Willard Scott , Alexandria, Minn.

Mrs. Norman Henderson and

baby , Minnesota City, Minn.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Beeman,
430 63rd Ave., Goodview , a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Han-is Olson ,
Lewiston, Minn. , a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wiec_orek , Fountain City , Wis., a
son .
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Weiland , 477 Westdale, a daughter .
\

BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
PEPIN , Wis. (Special ) - Mr .

and Mrs. Donald Orne a son
Nov . 21 at St . Elizabeth 's Hospital, Wabasha .
Mr. and Mrs. J ack Fitzgerald ,
Goodhue , Minn., a daughter

Nov . 13. Mrs. Fitzgerald is the
forbier Kathy Mercer, Pepin,
daughter of Mr . and Mrs. Eldoii
Mercer.
HOUSTON , Minn. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Milton Inglett ,
Lanesboro, a son, IVt months,
by adoption. Mrs. Inglett is the
foftner Shirley Flatten of Houston. •
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special ) — Mr. and Mrs. James
Stevens, Chatfi eld, a son Nov.
9. Mr . and Mrs. James Stevens,
St . Charles, are great-grandparents of the child.
Mr. and Mrs. D, D. Sampson,
East Hartford, Conn., a son
Nov. 10. Mrs. Edna Mueller , St.
Charles , is the maternal grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. William P.
Heim, St . Charles, a daughter
Nov. 25. Mrs. Heim is the former Rojcine Fay.
WHITEHALL, Wis . (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. John Schaefer ,
Whitehall , a daughter Wednesday at Tri-County Memorial
Hospital.
Mr . and Mrs. Donald Guse ,
Minneapolis, a daughter Nov .
24 at St . Mary 's Hospital. Maternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Peterson ,
Northfield, Wis. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs . Henry
Guse. Whitehall.
FIRE CALLS
Monday
7:15 p.m. — 57,'i E. Belleview
St., motor scooter on fire , Eugene McLaughlin owner, put out
with dry chemical powder .
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 7,900 cubic feet per
second al 8 a.m. today.
Today
7:35 a.m. — Lady Marjorid ,
2 barges , down.
12:10 p.m. — C.R . Clements ,
4 barges , down.
12:30 p.m. - I. Wade Childress, light , up.
¦
DEPOSIT FOKFKITKD
Sheriff George Fort reported
that Malcolm Fish , 4230 8th St.,
Goodview , forfeited $30 bond
Monday in Goodview justice
court. Fish had been arrested
Sunday on a charge of careless driving by sheriff 's deputies.

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Robert Sowers

Mrs. Olena Granlund
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Mrs. Olena Granlund, 87, died
Monday at 3 a.m. at Jackson
County Nursing Home, Black
River Falls, where she had
lived two years. She had been
in failing health several months.
She was born Feb. 15, 1877,
in the Town of Preston. Trempealeau County, to Ole and
Kjestine Rissmoen Tormoen.
In April 1906 she was married
to Peter Granlund. They farmed in the Town of Springfield
many years , moving to Black
River Falls some 20 years ago.
Survivors are : One son, Orin ,
Ranier, Ore. ; one daughter ,
Mrs. William (Viola) Beltz ,
Camp Douglas ; seven grandchildren ; 14 great-grandchildren, and one niece, Mrs. Mathilda Thompson , Blair.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m at the Assembly of God Church, Black
River Falls , the Rev. Gordon
Johnson officiating. Burial will
be in Trump Coulee Cemetery,
near Taylor, Torgerson Funeral Home, Black Ri ver Falls, is
is charge ,

after an illness of three weeks.
Mrs, Sowers was the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John Malotke. She was the widow of Frank Miller, a Winona man, but was remarried
in 1961 to Robert Sowers. The
couple lived in Indianapolis.
Survi vors : Her husband ; one
son, Richa rd Mi l ler, Indianapolis; three granddaughters; one
brother, Carl M alotke , Winona
and one sister, Mrs. ' Mary
Cza plewski , Winona.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at Jordan Funeral
H ome, Indianapolis .

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Jennie M. Lange

Funeral services for Mrs,
Jennie M. Lange, M anchester
Rest Home, were held today at
Fawcett Funeral Home, the
Rev . Eugene Reynolds, Rochester, formerly of First Church
of Christ here, officiating. Burial was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were : Ray and
Ben Loucks, Harry McMillen ,
Herbert Lang, A. H, Wolfe and
M. F. W akeman.

Harry F. Ruehmann

Funeral service, for. Harry
1292 W. 3rd St.,
will be at 2 p.m. Friday at St,
Matthew 's Lutheran Church,
the Rev . A. L. Mennicke officiating. Burial will be in Wood'
lawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Breitlow Funeral Home Th ursday
from 7 to 9 p.m. and at the
church after 1 p.m. Friday.

F. Ruehmann,

W EATHER
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
31 17
Albany, clear
Albuquerque, clear . 54 27
44 18
Atlanta, clear
Bismarck , snow ... 12 10 .08
44 41 .45
Boise , rain
37 23
Boston , cloudy
. 2 2 19
Chicago, cloudy
27 4
Cincinnati , cloudy
Cleveland, snow . . . 27 15 .01
Denver , cloudy ... . 62 39
Des Moines, cloudy 12 10
27 13
Detroit , clear
-5 -19
Fairbanks, clear
28 ¦ .,
Fort Worth , clear . 4 1
Helena, cloudy .. . . 44 32
Honolulu, cloudy . 8 2 74 .01
Indianapolis, cloudy 21 6
67 30
J acksonville, clear
Kansas City, clear . 24 21
Los Angeles, clear . 8 8 55 ..
Louisville, cloudy . . 27 12 ..
Memphis, clear . . . . 31 20
77 50
Miami, clear
18 9
Milwaukee, cloudy
Mpls.-St. P., cloudy il V .01
New Orleans, clear . 56 32
New York, clear . . . 38 22
Okla. City, clear .. .. 34 26 ..
Omaha, cloudy . . . 17 12
Philadelphia, clear . 40 21
Phoenix, clear . . . . 79 45
. 54 45 .63
Ptlnd, Ore. , rain
Rapid City , cloudy . 38 26
St. Louis , cloudy .. 15 11
Salt Lk. City , rain . , 57 38 .01
T
San Fran., rain . . . . 55 53
56 50 1.50
Seattle , rain '
Washington , clear . 41 21 .05
4 -8 .Ofi
Winnipeg, snow . . . .
T-Trace
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations)
Max. temp. 20 at noon today,
min. temp. 18 at 8 a.m. today ,
overcast at 2,000 feet , visibility
is four miles with light snow ,
east wind at 5 m.p.h., barometer 20.97 and steady , humidity
71 percent.

NFO National
Meeting Opening
Without Staley

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
National Farmers Organization
convention opens Wednesday —
but NFO President Oren Lee
Staley will observe from a hospital bed .
Staley underwent an appendicitis operation Monday night ,
about 20 hours niter entering tho
hospital for what he thought was
the flu.

"lip 's in flue shape. " said Er.
hard Pfingsten , NFO vice president and one of Stnlcy 's top
Pj[ CHECK ED YOUR ^^ lieutenants. Staloy is from Rca ,
Mo. NFO headquarters are at
Corning, Iowa.
Pfingsten said a telephone
hookup might he Installed to
permit Stnley to address the delI Hospital couU hive gono u p l ,\
egates in the Minneapolis AudiMiVo mini ynur protni lion will
I provide I lie higher tiitily room| torium.
und iiirg iriil bi'iirlitn y<> » nat 'A u
Some 7,500 persons are expectI (otjiy. h'nr a fn>i> nrmlyii iii of I
ed for the sessions, which probyour h<-nltIi |irnr>rtic>n program | ably will deal mainly with the
I (without obli gation .! , w r i t e , «
finest ion of whether (o resume
I phone or vinit
I
the livestock holding notion
shelved Oct . I.

¦flATEl7? M

JAMES GARRY
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Winona Deaths

Visiting houri: Medical and lurglcal
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. - Mrs,
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 1:30 p.m . (No
Robert (M artha ) Sowers , 73,
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 3 to 3:30 and 7 to died of a stroke here Sunday
1:30 p.m, (Adults only.)

MONDAY

TUESDAY

„tuley bus nn opposition for
another term as president . He
1710 W. Wdb4«ha
lius bunded the NFO since It was
Phont 3281
organized a decade ago.
Minnesota is one of 23 states
in which the NFO claims mem_____ H__F__B__^____B'__r______F_Jr^i'\v^^_B bershi p. There wore some hesiH_f_________V(£\ <ia\ tant moves by Minnesota members against Staley 'a leadershi p
earlier this yenr but these have
__MH_HHI_rn_RlHln_____i largel
y died oul .
The convention
will
con
Muluil of Omiha Iniura nc« Compiny i
dude Thursday. Speakers will
Momi Office • Oniihi, NtbruKa
I
include Secretary of Agriculture
Orville Freeman.

Rebel Fire
Closes Field
In Congo

LEOPOLDVILLE, the Congo
(AP)—White mercenaries have
rescued from 155 to 160 rebel
hostages in a cotton-growing region about 260 miles north of
Stanleyville , a Belgian Embassy
spokesman said today.
The report came as the rebels
fought back in Stanleyville, the
fallen insurgent capital seized a
week ago. The airport was
closed by rebel fire and most of
the city was reported in rebel
hands.

Man Wins First
Round in Battle
To Retain Lion
WILLOW GROVE, Pa. (AP )
— Howard Sautter has won the
first round in his battle to keep
his pet lion , Leo.
But the war isn 't over.
The Department of Public
Safety in Abington Township, a
Philade lphia suburb, decided at
a meeting Monday night that
the 300-pound lion can stay in
Sautter 's backyard.
However , the board told the
township solicitor to work up an
ordinance forbidding the keeping of wild animals.
Sautter , a filling station owner, appeared at the board meeting and defended Leo as "the
most docile lion in the United
States, a harmless cripple that
never hurt anybody. "
Some 50 neighbors recently
signed a petition asking the
township supervisors to force
Sautter to find another home for
Leo. They complained its roar
was disturbing — and frightening.

I Mondovi Man
Bound Over on
Fraud Charge

A fourth American missionary
wa s reported slain by the rebels
28,
—William
McChesney,
Phoenix, Ariz. His parents in
Phoenix said they bad received
reports f rom his organization,
the World Wide Evangelical
Crusade, that he was killed at
W amba.
The report cf the latest rescue
operation said most of those
rescued were Belgian.
There was no word f ront a
fifth U.S. missionary who reTwo-Stat e Funerals mained in rebel territory at
Bopepe. She is M ary Baker of
Mrs. Louella Virgin
R ichmond, Va., whose unevanWABASH A, Minn. (Special)
TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Spe- gelized field mission is at Bala
—Edward
Schad, 37, South Troy,
cial)—Funeral services for Mrs. Cynwyd, Pa.
pleaded guilty in District Court
Louella Virgin , 89, will be WedThe hostages were freed at at Rochester Monday afternoon
nesday at 2 p.m. at the Federated Church, Trempealeau, the Dingila and Bambili in the to three counts of criminal negligence in the deaths of three
Rev . George Anderson officiat- northeastern Congo .
Rochester women near Potsdam
alSome
of
the
hostages
have
ing. Burial will be in the TremOct. 16.
Leopoldready
been
flown
to
pealeau Cemetery.
Judge Arnold Hatfield ordered
ville.
Friends may call at the Smith
Bambili and Dingila are in the a pre-sentence investigation and
Mortuary, Galesvile, t o d a y heart of a cotton-growing re- released Schad on $3,000 bond.
from 7 to 9 p.m. and after 12:30 gi on about 110 mil es northeast
The defendant admitted he
p.m. Wednesday at the church. of Buta, the mercenaries ' opera- had had three whi skeys and
one beer in Plainview before
Mrs. Virgin, the former Lou- ti onal base .
ella Nelson, was born Feb. 8,
The embassy spokesmen said starting home. He said his pick1895 , at Neillsville, Wis. She that the rescue reduced the up ' truck was weaving on the
was married to Robert Virgin in n umber of Belgi ans sti ll trapped road and he couldn 't control it.
According to the W abasha
1921 , and the couple lived in by the rebels to about-250 , alTrempealeau from 1930 on. Her though previous reports had said County sheriff's ^off ice , Schad
5O0 to 1,000 whites remained previously had paid a fine for
husband died in 1957.
roop driving over the center line of
Survivors : A son, Wynn , Ow- af ter the Belgian parat
the same highway, 247, where
ended
last
week.
mission
atonna , Minn. ; one brother , rescue
Most of these were said to be the accident happened, He also
Albert Nelson, Abbotsford , Wis.,
ha d been arrested for speeding
Belgians.
and two grandchildren,
Congolese government troops, on Highway 63 at Oak Center.
led by 30 white mercenaries, ; Schad operates a dairy f arm
Wesley R. Srarkj
captured the town of Bunia ! at the intersection *X Highways
CANTON, Minn. (S pecial) Monday, north of Stanleyville , I 247 and 63 in Olmsted County.
Funeral services for Wesley R. where several hundred white He was represented in court by
i
Starks will be held Wednesday hostages were believed held, i Fred Gerber, Plainview, Counat 2 p.m. at the First Presbyte- None was found. It was be- ty Attorney John McHardy,
rian Church, Canton , the Rev .
lieved they had been taken Plainview , prosecuted.
James Beatty officiating. Bur- farther north by the rebels.
.
ial will be in the Prosper CemeAbout 680 Belgian paratrooptery .
ers who jumped into StanPallbearers will be Robert leyville and Paulis last week :
McKay, N o r m a n Elbertson , and rescued between 1,500 and ,
Clair Rongley , P at Caldwell, 1,700 whites returned to Brus- j
Vernon Abrahamson and Hiram ! sels today. Their commander,
Danielson.
. Col. Charles Laurent, said the!
[ decision to terminate the rescue '
operation "appeared wise. "
APPLETON , Wis. — WisconLaurent and other officers of
sin Sen. William Proxmire achis force agreed that the misscused the Civil Aeronautics
ing whites were scattered over
Board Monday of "giving in to
! too large an area for them to
political pressure " in calling for
reach.
continued air service to Winona .
"The area held by the rebels
Sen. Proxmire attacked part
is so big. " said Laurent. "We of the CAB order which last
Another towboat was pushing
operated where there was the week ordered Oshkosh and Fox
upriver from Winona today,
largest number of whites. "
!
Cities passengers served by a
but with the milder weather
But Antoine Saintraint, a
the chances of it's getting member of the Belgian Parlia- single airport while allowing
stuck upstream for the winter ment who returned to Brussels Winona and La Crosse to be
served individually. Prior to the
were slight.
today from Leopoldville and ruling, the CAB's Bureau of
Three inches of ice were Stanleyville , accused the Uni ted Economic Regulation had supmeasured in the pool Monday. States of ordering a premature ported combined service at La
That's not too much of a bar- end to the rescue operation.
Crosse for both cities.
The Belgian government said
rier for the powerful towboats ,
Minnesota Sen. Hubert Humparticularly with a barge or there was absolutely no pres- phrey, now vice president-elect,
two out front: but in the sub- isure from the United States to had intervened in hearings when
zero cold of Sunday night ice end the operation. U.S. planes he was Senate majority leader,
was forming. Now , with milder ferried the Belgians to and from asking continuation of service
weather , it' s doubtful that ice Stanleyville. The Belgian gov- at Winona 's Max Conrad Field.
ernment said it and the U.S. The CAB ruling was defended
is forming very fast.
At any rate, the L. Wade government had agreed the res- by Bernard Sweet , North Cenex- tral Airlines vice president for
Childress locked through the cue operation could not be
pended effectively beyond Stan- finance. He said:
Winona dam at 12:30 p.m. toThe board definitely had
leyville and Paulis.
day. Running light , it's headIn Washington, a State De- said they expect us to serve
ed for St. Paul to pick up load- partment spokesman said he Oshkosh and Appleton through
ed barges.
considered it "a reasonable as- the Oshkosh airport and we
Also upstream to pick up sumption" that the continued feel we must abide by the orloaded grain barges is the ' presence of the paratroopers der. "
I
George W. Banta , which lock- could have led to additional loss
Sen. Proxmire said , "Obvied through at 11 a.m. and of life.
ously the CAB has given in to
moved along fairl y well.
political pressure . That's no
"The Americans In Leopold- way for a federal agency to
It passed Wabasha Monday
ville wanted the operation to be operate. We don't want special
afternoon.
The C. It. Clements, how- continued , " Saintrant told news- consideration for any area , but
"They made us under- to single out one area and deny
ever , didn 't do so well. Just be- men.
stand
that
they were prevented airline service to another is
low the interstate bridge at
from doing so by their superiors nothing but gross and unfair
Wabasha it became immobilin the United States. "
discrimination . "
ized in the ice field Monday
In London , 112 members of
night. The trew freed two bar- Britain 's opposition Conservages, took thein lo Alma , re- tive party signed a motion de- St. Charles Student
turned , tied onto Ihe two others manding immediate British acand headed downstream again tion to save 40 to 50 Britons be» Readmitted to Chorus
about 4 a.m.
ST. CHARLES , Minn. (Speliuved to be in rebel territory.
The Lady IMarjorie , with two
Walter Paclley, minister of cial ) — Following a conference
barges , also came downstream state for forei gn affairs, said : with the administration and atovernight , apparently withoul "Since the British nationals are torneys at St. Charles school
difficulty. II locked through scattered , it would be impracti- Monday
afternoon,
Patrick
Winona at 7:."15 a.m.
cable to mount u paratroop op- Slav in , senipr , was readmitted
Down in St. Louis, 1Y1«., to- eration like the one which de- to chorus class , directed by
Clyde Edgar.
day the Bull Durham was scended on Stanleyville. "
Mrs. George Slny irt, represcheduled to load three oil barAntl - American ilr-monstra- sented by Dnn Foley, Wabasha
ges for a trip to Winona . Whethtions protesting the U.S. -Belgian attorney, at the conference ,
er it will take off remained to
operation continued in Red Chi- snid this morning that she
bo seen.
na for the third day. The New hndn't refused to deal with the
China News Agency said about administration. She said she
,000 persons again mussed in had talked both to the teacher
700
Thefts Investigated
Peking 's main square.
and Superintendent Henry BarAl least 14 African delegations tei before asking for the board
Police Chief .James W . McCabe reported two minor theft s to the United Nations drew up a hearing.
In Ihe city Monday night . Rob- request lo the U.N. Security
The conference was over exert Spalding, HO!) E. Snnborn Council for an urgent meeting pulsion of Slav in from the class
St., reported last night that a on the Congo operation.
for disciplinary reasons. The
pair of rubber overshoes had
school's attorney, Dennis Chnlbeen solen from him while he told police eurl\ this morning loen , Winona , was present.
ice-skated at the East End Rec- (hat a transistor radio was stolreation Center between 7 and 9 en from his room last night
p.m . The boots were valued at while be was In Ln Crosse. The
$4.50. Fred Hay, 150 15. 4th St., radio 's value was not given.

Farmer Pleads
Guilty in Death
Of 3 Women

Independence Girl
Dismissed Alter
Treatment of Injuries

1

ALMA . Wis. (Special) — A
Mondovi man receiving aid to
the disabled, with his family on
aid to dependent children , was
bound over to the Circuit Court
branch of Buffalo County Court
Monday on a charge of fraud.
At the preliminary hearing
the Buffalo County welfare department charged that Cecil A.
Loomis had earned $791.84 from
other sources between Feb. 1,
1964 , and August without reporting it to the department.
Through his attorney, James
Blum , Mondov i , Loomis previously had pleaded not guilty.
UNDER PROTEST. Loomis
testified at the hearing that he
had received $2,156.56 in welfare aids between Feb. 1, 1964,
and the last of August.
The welfare department produced milk checks made out to
John Riley, Town of Canton
farmer, endorsed by Riley, allegedly by Loomis, and in different instances by Bill - Aase,
Mondovi Coast to Coast store
operator , and Mondovi Implement, where the checks had
been cashed.
The department also produced sales slips show ing purchase
by Loomis of chain l inks and
ot her small i tems for fa rm use
from Mondovi Farm Servi ce and
other business places , whic h
were paid for by welfa re department checks made out to
Loomis, the purchaser receiving the balance in cash.
The w e l f a r e department
claims Tom Riley said he had
rented hi s f arm on shares to
Loomis. For operating the farm
and taking care of the stock he
was to receive half the milk
checks , which were made out to
Tom 's son, John. Two milk
checks on exhibit , for April 18
and May 4 , ' were for $124.66 and
$129.06, respectively.

INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) — An Independence girl
was dismissed from Tri-County
Memorial Hospital , Whitehall ,
Monday after being treated for
many cuts and bruises about
her face and injuries to her
back and head received shortly after midnight Wednesday.
Julie Severson, da ughte r of
Mrs. Evelyn Severson, was a
passenger in the car driven by
David Waniorek . In Maule
Coulee about three miles northeast of Independence, his vehicle went out of control on
icy blacktop, hit a bridge on a
curve near the Ronald Kulig
farm and rolled down an embankment.
Jack Helgeson, also a passenger, had medical care. All
three are seniors at Independence High School.
Daniel Maule took Evelyn to
the hospital.

THE DEFENSE claims It was
not Cecil Loomis but his son ,
Larry, who operated the Riley
farm on shares.
.A motion by Blum for dismissal of the action was denied.
Loomis was released on property bond. The trial date will be
set.

Dike Proposed
Proxmire Says
Around Elba
Winona Airline

Another Boat
Heads Upriver

P A PE R B A C K S
Th* Ultimate in Chr|*fmai Giving

BOOK NOOK
151 Ea»t Third Street

Case 'Political'

ELBA., Minn. (Special) —
The Elba village board has called a public meeting for tonight
at the Sportsman 's hall to explain a new village dike.
It would run from the Siebenaler bridge on state land,
northeast of the business section of town, sout herly to the
old dam site where the North
and South branches of the
Whitewater River meet.
The height of the dike , designed to protect the village
from Whitewater River flooding, will be discussed. It would
be 20 feet wide on top.
The Siebenaler bridge, less
than a quarter-mile east from
the Catholic Church at the
north edge of town , went down
about two years ago under a
heavy load of soybean meal .
It was rebuilt temporarily.
Now a new bridge will be constructed as part of improvement of the county road to Altura, nearly completed this
year.
The dike would run about
one-fourth mile south of Elba.
With the dike , the county estimates it can shorten the
bridge from some 400 to 240
feet.
"Gordon Fay, Winona County
engineer , and Adolph Spitzer ,
St. Charles , county commissioner, will attend the meeting
to explain the proposal.

St. Charles Chamber
ST. CHARLES , Minn. (Special ) - The St. Charles Chamber of Commerce will observe
charier night at a dinner tonight
at 6:110 p.m. nt the Catholic
School hall to note the group 's
affiliation with the U. S. Chamber of Commerce. Bernie Lusk
of TV Channel 10 will be emcee
and Jerry Tupper will entertain
on the a c c o r d I o n. Harold
Knmm , of IBM , Rochester, will
be speaker.
Trad* in your old

ITEMS MENTIONED as most
in demand for men and women
include cigarettes, deodorants
and toothpaste. Suggestions for
men include pipe tobacco, cigars, electric shavers and shavbillfolds,
ing
preparations,
clothing (with the exception of
ties) and pipes.
All types of cosmetics, clothing, sewing materials, lingerie
and jewelry are among the gifts
woman and
suggested
for
games , musical instruments,
hobby articles , confections , ballpoint pens, newspaper subscriptions, framed wall pictures and
address books are included in
the list for both men and women.

The commission had proposed
a price of $2.91 a bushel , with
compensation to West German
farmers on falling scale beginning at $140 million for the first
year.
West Germany 's agriculture
minister,
Werner
Schwarz,
asked for the payment of $178
million a year for three years.

Frontenac Man
I Waives Hearing
RED WING, Minn. (AP) Earl Dutton, 32, Frontenac,
Minn., waived preliminary hearing in municipal court Monday
on a charge of aggravated assault in the stabbing of his wifeJudge
Gilbert
Terwilliger
bound Dutton over to district
court and set bond at $5,000
which was not immediately furnished .
Button's wife, 32, is recovering in a Red Wing hospital. Sh»
suffered several stab wounds in
her back in the Dutton home at
Frontenac last Saturday.
¦

Osseo Water Hearing
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special*
—The Public Service Commission will conduct a hearing at
the courthouse here Wednesday
at 9 a.m. on the application of
Osseo Country Club, Inc., to divert w ater f rom the South Fork
of the Buffalo (Beef) River for
irrigation.

About
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Question:

and

"I read that a woman was
paid $8,800 for injuries sustained in a fall on an icy walk.
I learned that owr ners of business properties or privato
residences — all may be b>
able for injuries on their
premises. Does personal or
public liability insurance cost
the owner only a few pennies
per day?"

Lefse Grills

far the aniwtr It your Iniuranta
qutitlon, fttl Uam \a call ui.

DADD BROS .
HUDD STORE

Clark & Clark, Inc.

Lefse
Rolling Pins

V & S HARDWARE
S76 E. 4th St. Phone 4007

117 Center St.
Phone .904

a reminder...

According to the National Safety Council 4
out of 5 automobile accidents happen within
25 miles of home. Always buckle your seat
belt-eve ry time you drive.

Pu-lishedtosaveliveslneooperationwIthTheAd - XjgL\§SKf
vertinngCouncil nnd the National SatetyCouncil, **** ^sTSZ*
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MRS . HICKS asked that gifts
be sent unwrapped but with gift
paper and ribbon included. Gifts
for children aren 't needed and
donations of money will be used
to purchase larger items such
as television sets, workshop
equipment , radios and other
items to be used in hospital
wards.
The Y Teens organization will
assist the gift committee in
wrapping the gifts prior to delivery to the state hospitals .
Suggested gift lists are available from Mrs. Hicks and include such items as cosmetics ,
handkerchiefs, games, toilet articles, stockings and other small
items .
Only new gifts should be sent
and used items are not being
solicited.
The suggested gift list obtainable from Mrs . Hicks and her
committee includes some 100
gifts categorized for men, women and both men and women.

Reaction was cool at a meet'
ing of the six-nation bloc, which
is trying to standardize grain
prices and farm policies among
the members. But Agriculture
Minister Edgar
Pisani
of
France , which has been forcing
the issue, said "we now can
start the discussions. "
The offer by the West Getman government, whose subsidized grain prices are tha
highest among the she, fell considerably short of meeting th*
terms of a suggestion by the
Common Market 's executive
commission.

before it's an antique!

0 a . m . tliroujh ft p.m.

AM )

An appeal to residents of the
Winona area to help make
Christmas happier for friendless
patients at state mental hospitals at Rochester and St. Peter
was made today by the Christmas gift committee of the Winona County Mental Health Association.
The committee i s heade d by
Mrs. Phillip Hicks, 119 W. King
St., who said that contribut ions
of gifts and money should be
sent to the Winona County Red
Cross chapter house, Lucas
Lodge, 276 W. 5th St., by Dec.
10.

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP IWest Germany offered today to
lower its wheat price from $3,20
to $2.09 a bushel, effective in
July 1967, if the Common Market will pay West German
farmers $523 million over •
three-year period to compen*
sate for their losses.

21-Inch Color TV
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Wisconsin Schools Continue to Plague Winona State
)

Warriors in
84-79 Loss to
River Falls

km- m T& .: .«• &m$0&f . -3L

ifilPSPORTS
AT THE EXPENSE OF GETTING in trouble with outdoorsman Lefty Hymes, we'd like to pass along some helpful
advice to those of you who participate in the sport of ice
fishing.
Watching Los Angeles Rams defensive end Lamar Lundy
dress before the game with the Vikings at
Metropolitan Stadium Sunday had to be one
of the most amazing things his teammates
had witnessed .
With temperatures hovering between zero
and five above, Lundy wasn't going to be
caught with cold toes. He solved his problem
this way :
He first smeared petroleum jelly on his
toes . Next he pulled on a pair of wool athletic
socks. Then he wrapped his feet in a plastic
wrap used by housewives to keep leftovers.
Then another pair of wool socks went on
Scarsetfa
before he stuffed his enlarged pinkies into his size 13 football
shoes.
Did any of his teammates laugh ?
"When a man is taking steps to preserve his life under
these conditions, who laughs?" said mate Roosevelt Grier.
The remedy worked. Lundy reported his toes warm as
toast.
o
•
•
OUR APOLOGIES TO GALE-ETTRICK S 160-pound defensive back John Scarseth .
John, a senior, was named to the allCoulee Conference team which was publicized
in the Sunday News. Everything was all
right, except we missed on our picture count
by one and someone bad to go.
Since John 's picture was one of the last
ones made, the composing room boys left
him out .
It wasn't an intentional mistake. But to
correct everything just glance to the left side
of this column and you 'll see John's smiling
Pomeroy
face.

•

•

•

SOMEONE ELSE OVERLOOKED is Winon a High's 147pound guard Larry Pomeroy .
Pomeroy , who will graduate this year , was named to the
Nov. 5 team-of-the-week by a Twin Cities radio station .
He was honored for his work in Winona High's 7-6 loss to
Austin six days previous.
It could be an all-star year for the stocky athlete as he
reached the Rochester Invitational Tournament finals in wrestling at 138 before losing
Saturday.

•

•

•

THE SWAMI IS BACK again after running his totals to 53 of 79 without handicaps
for a .671 percentage. With handicaps he has
hit 50 of 79 correctly for .633.
For tonight:
ST. MARY'S over Stout by 11. "Ken Wiltgen has a fine team."
Lake City over Zumbrota by 1; Cannon
Falls over Farmington by 3; Mankato over
Fairmont by 8; Elgin over Dover-Eyota by 12; LeRoy over
Wykoff by 4; Lanesboro over Peterson by 9; Chatfield over
Elkton by 6; Houston over Preston by 7; Spring Grove over
Harmony by 4; Spring Valley over Grand Meadow by 4;
Rochester Lourdes over Wabasha St . Felix by 10; Lewiston
over Caledonia Loretto by 9; Rose Creek over Canton by 2;
Onalaska over Onalaska Luther by 13; Alma Center over
Taylor by 6: Fairchild over Cadott by 3; Durand over Stanley
by 1; Mondovi over Osseo by 5; Eleva-Strum over Altoona
by 1; Fall Creek over Augusta by 8.
ST. PAUL WIN
WINNIPE G (AP) - The St.
Paul Rangers of the Central
Professional Hockey League
handed Canada 's national team
its fourth defeat in 15 starts
Monday night with a 4-2 victory
in an exhibition game.
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By ROLLIE WUSSOW
Daily Newt Sports Writer
Victory No. 1 once again
eluded the grasp of the Winona
State College basketball team
at Memorial Hall Monday
night.
River Falls State became the
third straight Wisconsin University Conference member ).o add
a victory over the Warriors.
The scrappy and gun happy
Falcons built up a huge first
half lead, then stayed even in
the second stanza to- win 8479.
Once again , it was those everpresent variables — lack of
height and one bad half — that
prevented the Warriors from
winning.
Winona State sputtered and
smoked (or the first half of
play, found itself trailing 4128 at the break and then came
out and manhandled the Falcons fn the second period, outscoring the visitors 51-43. But
to no avail.

ST. PA UL (AP I - Rich
Froehle , fullback for St. John 's
University, was named the most
• valuable player in the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Monday night.
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Wiltgen to Get Look at R edmen

Coach Ken Wiltgen gets an
overdue look at his St.
Mary 's College basketball
team tonight. The Redmen
travel to Menomome , Wis.,
to tackle Stout State University in a non-conference test.
"It's the same old story,"
said Wiltgen. "We need' a
game. We were ready to go
a week ago."
Wiltgen has his starting
lineup set to go for the clash
with the Blue Devils.
George Hoder, 6-4 sophomore, gets the nod at center
with George Valaika , 64
senior , and Roger Pytlew-
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THE MARGIN remained at
four to six points until, with
less than five minutes left, the
Winona bench was called for a
technical. Lee. acting as captain , calmly meshed in three
free tosses, one on the bench
call, another two on a foul byKeith Asleson. After getting the
ball out of bounds, Joe McAbee, one of eight freshmen on
Don Page's roster, scored from
underneath, pushing the lead
to ten points to quiet down the
nearly-filled Warrior gym.
Goede and crew went to work
right away, with Asleson scoring on a jumper. Goede on a
drive and Peterson from underneath. McAbee scored once
again before Goere hit a pair
of free throws, snipping the
lead to four points again.
Stallings and Kelly, after seeing the Warriors behind 80-73
with less than two minutes remaining, meshed a pair of foul
shots each , cutting the def ici t to
three. The Falcons then capitalized on more Warrior fouls ,
sinking four more points. That
proved enough. Aseleson sank
a jumper shortly before the
gun.
FOULS WEIRE the third nemisis to Campbell Monday. The
Warriors chopped their way
through the first half , getting
all four of the aforementioned
men in trouble. Stallings , Kelly.
(Continued on Page 15)
WISCONSIN

MADISON , Wis. .« - The
Wisconsin basketball team ,
which hit bottom in a rebuilding campaign in 1963.
launches Coach Johnny Erickson 's "year of progress " tonight in a meeting with Hie
Houston Cougars ,
Starting his sixtli season as
coach . Erickson hopes that the
t%4-t>!> campaign will signal
a return to court respectability for the Badgers, who dropped to an R-lfi record last year
and finished last in the Big
Ten with a 2-12 m a r k .
Although he prefers a last
break offense , Erickson hits
discarded race-ho>rse tactics
to tnk« full advantage of his
available talent . The Badgers
have added height and reserve
strength , but are slower than
last vear .
Wisconsin plans to start fi
foot-6 Mark Zuhor and 6-foot 5 Dave Roberts , both juniors ,
with 6-foot-l) sophomore Keilh
IN N r V U T R A L S P I R I T S I
Steller up front. Senior Jim
ION , Ntw V O R H . cirv I
Bohen will open in the back-
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"He ' s good enough to start
right now," said Wiltgen .
"But he is such a dam good
'fireman' that we'll keep
him on the bench at first.
He plays both guard and
forward and he '11 definitely
be in there somewhere."
Wiltgen also expects Dennis Ludden , 6-0) sophomore
guard, to see act ion.
"After that it gets pretty
thin ," summed up the
coach. "We 've got Murphy
(Jim. 6-4 sophomore forward ') and that' s about it. "
A year ago the Redmen
manhandled Stout 78-53, but

that score is giving Wiltgen
little cause for joy this campaign .
"I really don 't know anything about them ," he said .
"I do know they had mostly
freshmen last year. They
came along real well at the
end of the year , so I'm not
expecting an easy go of it
tonight. They go 6-6 at center , 6-4 and 6-3 at the forwards and 6-2 and 5-11 at
guards. "
St. Mary 's will go with
its' single-post form of attap ir

"We'll try and run ," said

Wiltgen. "We always try to
but we never are real successful with it. We probably
never will be until we get in
the new gym. "
The new gym oould be
ready by Feb. 1, the coach
said.
Following tonight's opener , the Redmen come home
for the season inaugural in
the Terrace Heights arena
Thursday. The opponent that
night will be Stevens Point
for an 8 p.m. game.
Friday night St . Mary 's
is home against Loras College.

Gophers Start Season
Of Top Hopes Tonight

'Bama Picked
College King

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A l a b a m a's all-conquering
Crimson Tide was named the
national
collegiate
football
champion today, edging out unbeaten Arkansas by a paperthin margin in the balloting by a
nationwide panel of sports writers and broadcasters ,
Mighty 'Bama , which was
supposed to be in a building
year , gained 34>,_ first-place
votes and 5151. points on the
basis of 10 points for a firstplace vote, nine for second ,
eight for third and so on.

Arkansas received HVz firstplace votes and 4864 points — it
was second on practically all
the other ballots—v/ith one selector splitting his first-place
vote between the two contenders
on this last of the weekly Associated Press polls .
Notre Dame, the leader for
the last few weeks and deprived
of a storybook finish by last
week' s 20-17 upset by Southern
California , was third with 442
points and six first-place votes ,
Big Ten champion and Rose
Bowl-bound Michigan got the
other three first-place votes and
finished in fourth place with 40(1
points.
Paul (B e a r ) Bryant , the Alabama coach , had maintained all

Badgers Open
With Houston

In Gift Whiskey. ..

ski, 6-5 junior , at forwards
and Jerry Sauser , 6-1 sophomore, and Mike Maloney,
6-4 senior, , at guards.
Maloney led the team in
scoring with a 1S.3 average
last year as the Redmen
swept through 17 of 26 tests
and finished 9-7 in the Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
Pytlewski also averaged
in double figures, hitting at
a 10.9 clip.
Wiltgen also has been
pleased with the play of 6-1
sophomore guard - forward
Jim Buffo.

C O A C H B O B Campbell's
team, now 0-3 on the year,
let ten minutes elapse in the
second period before putting on
a fast moving floor show, which
resulted in four players fouling
out in addition to putting points
on the scorepad (we'd say
scoreboard , but it was out of
order the entire game).
Shortly after the ten-minute
mark, captain Dave Goede,
Tom Stallings, Gary Peterson,
Jack Kelly and Tim Anderson
decided it was time to make
a move, after trailing at the
moment by ten points 59-49.
Stallings popped a quick jump
shot from the side on a fast
break, Kelly, filling in for the
injured Dave Meisner, who
WE'RE NO. 1 . . . Notre Dame football coach Ara Pardidn't suit up due to an infected blister on his foot, barrelled seghian shakes his finger as he told a rally of several thouin on the business end of a sand Notre Dame students that he didn't care what Alafast break , scoring, drawing bama thinks, Notre Dame is still number one in the nation.
and sinking a foul shot to make Notre Dame suffered their only football loss in California
the score 59-54.
i last Saturday. (AP Photofax )
Falcon playmaker Ken Lee,
a product of Durand High JIR1SH RANK 3RD
School, dropped a foul shot to
put the visitors up by six, and
Goede flipped in an underhand
scoop shot to cut the margin to
four .

NAMED Ml AC
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PLAY AT STOUT STATE TONIGHT

court with 6-foot-:? Ken Gustafson , who has been moved
back after, being voted the
team 's most valuable player
while playing a forward position in bis sophomore season.
The top reserves include 6(oot-!) Tom Sehoeneck , fi-foot-4
veteran Ken Roberts and Dennis Sweeney, a sophomore
who earned all-slate prep honors at Edgewood Hi gh School
in Madison
Houston has four starters
back from last season 's team
which had a l(i-l () record, including losses to Minnesota
and Ohio State in the Big Ten.
The Cougars depend on their
speed and pressing tactics.
Houston is expected to start
Jim Jones and Danny Newnwtnn , each B-foot-5 , with either (5-fot-S Rich Apolskis or fifuot-6 Leary Lent/ up front ,
with fi-fot-1 Jack IN I arg enthnl er and 5-foot-II Joe Hiimond
a I guard.
The tip -off is si't lor 7:30
p.m .

along that Bama deserved the
top spot.
"We've beat the best when
they were at their best ," Bryant
said when the Tide finished
their season Thanksgiving, completing a 10-0 season against
capable, upset-minded Auburn.
And then , last Saturday, after
then top-ranked Notre Dame
suffered the upset of the year at
the hands of Southern Cal and
No . 2 Alabama appeared to be
the heir apparent , he commented :
"Our kids have earned the
No. 1 ranking. It would be a
shame to lose out now. "
Alabama , which had 45 sophomores in its 76-man springtraining squad and was experimenting with the three-platoon
system for the first time , faced
the toughest Southeastern Conference schedule of any team in
a decade.
The Tide , with quarterback
Joe Namath doing the job when
he was available and a variety
of players picking up the slack
when he wasn 't, entrenched behind their usual rock-hard defense and stormed through a 10game season undefeated.
In order, they beat Georgia
31-3, Tidune :«>-« , Vanderbilt 240. North Carolina 21-0, Tennessee IM) . Florida 1 7-14, Mississippi State 23-6, Louisana State
17-9. Georgia Tech 24-7 and Auburn 21-M.
Arkansas, under Couch Frank
Broyles, meanwhile , also was
going through 10 games unblemished. The Porkers , who have
never won a national championship, got b y Oklahoma State,
Tulsa , Texas Christian and Baylor , then reached their peak
with a M-13 triumph over previously unbeaten , then topranked and defending national
champion Texas
Both Alab ama and Arkansas
have major bowl dates , 'Bama
meeting fifth-ranke d Texas in
the Ornnfie Bowl and the Ra_orbacks going against
sixthranked Nebraska in the Cotton
Bowl .
The final Top Ten with firstplace votes in parentheses, wonlost records and points;
\. Alabama (34V. ) 10-0
515' j
2. Arkansas < II* 3 ) |«-o
4H6' :,
3. Notre Damr (6) 9-1
442
4 . .Michigan (.1) K - I

5. Trias. 9-1

6.
7.
«.
9.
10.

Nebraska 8-1
La . State 7-1-1
Oregon Stale H-2
Ohio St atr 7-2
Southern Calif. 7-3

400

327
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202
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Northway , 6-8 senior , at center ,
and speedsters ' Archie Clark ,
Minnesota launches a season
6-1 junior , and Don Yates, 6-3
of high hopes tonight, heading
junior , at guards.
the first big night of the collegiate basketball season .
Also due extensive action are
Ten other games involving sophomore Paul Presthus, 6-5
state college teams are on tap, from Rugby, N.D., Wes Martins ,
with eight of the nine Minnesota 5-11 junior guard from MoorLatere o 11 e g i a t e Conference head , and Dave Nelson, 6-1 seschools in action for the first nior guard from Minneapolis.
time.
Probable South Dakota State
The Gophers take on South starters are Dave Fischer, 6-5
Dakota State at 8 p.m. in Wil- senior , and Bill Iverson , 6-3 juliams Arena in Minneapolis in nior, at forwards; Ron Otterwhat should provide Coach John ness; 6-7 sophomore, at center;
Kundla with an -opportunity to and Maurice White, 6-2 junior,
take a long look at his reserves. and Gary Smith, 6-1 junior , at
guards.
The visiting Jackrabbits are
Elsewhere t o n i g h t , MIA
faced with a rebuilding year aftteams making their debuts are
er reaching the pinnacle of small
Concordia at Moorhead State,
college basketball two years ago.
Wheaton at Augsburg, Gustavus
South Dakota 'State won the Adolphus
at Wartburg, Iowa ,
NCAA college division champValley City at Hamline, Macalionship in 1963, and made the ester at St. Olaf
, St. Mary 's at
NCAA tourney in 1961 as well. Stout , Wis., St. John's at CarleBut Coach Jim Iverson lost all ton and St. Thomas at Marof his starters of a year ago , quette. Duluth opens Wednesday
and doesn 't appear to have the
experience, speed or talent to
keep up with the Gophers—who
have hopes to challenging topranked Michigan for the Big Ten
championship.
Kundla plans to start 6-feet-6
junior Dennis Dvoracek at forward in place of scoring ace Lou
Hudson to give the Eau Clairer,
Wis., product some early seasoning.
Four other Gopher starters
will be veterans from last season when Minnesota was 17Tuesday, December 1, 19«4
7. They are Terry Kunze, 6-4 sePage 14
nior, at the other forward ; Mel
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night at Superior , Wis,
Other games tonight have Augustana , S.D., at Minnesota-Morris and Luther of Iowa versus
Bethel at St. Paul.
Big Ten openers tonight include South Dakota University
at Iowa , and Houston at Wisconsin.
In Monday night action , St.
Cloud State reelef off its fifth
straight victory of the young
season , belting Huron , ' S.D.,
College 82-67. River Falls, Wis.,
State trimmed Winona State 8479. Mike Forrest paced St. Cloud
with 28 points , while Gary Petersen was high for Winona with
23.

St. Norbert Lad
Only Badger Named
NEW YORK (AP) - Defensive end Dave Jauquet of St.
Norbert was the only Wisconsin
player named Monday to the
two platoon Little All-American
football team announced by The
Associated Press .
Eau Claire quarterback Jim
Van Gorden , who led NAIA colleges in total offense , received
honorable mention.
¦
ROCHESTER WINS
ROCHESTER , Minn. - Rochester of the Big Nine Conference scored a 75-61 triumph
over Minneapolis West h e r *
Monday night. The game was a
makeup of the postponed Friday game.
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Shoppers cash supplement for a total cost of only
$5.00! Repay $10.50 monthly for 10 months starting January 15.

Be a smart shopper this yea r . ,

1y

shop for the best bargains with cash from Minnesot a
Loan and Thrift . Call or stop in for your money . . .
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Wolverine 5' Will Open
Cierzan Smashes 679 Set
To Take Over Third Place

John Cierzan , shooting as
briskly as the temperatures,
soared into third place in the
top ten aeries standings in the
city Monday night.
Rolling for Ahrens-Plait Oil
Co. in the Monday League at
Winona Athletic Club, Cierzan
spanked 679 to roll into the
third spot.

THE ONLY two three-gam*
sets above turn are a 704 posted
by Dick Niemeyer Sept. 24 and
a 694 rapped by Walter Williams Nov, 23.
Thinking back this morning,
Cierzan recalled a balky 10 pin
that might have meant the difference between a 600 and a
national honor count.
"I started with a double In
my last game and then lost
JOHN CIERZA N
the 10 pin in the third frame,"
Cops Third Place
he said. "After that I had three
more strikes so I could have
started with six.
letlc Club, Clarence Rivers of
"All-in-all , it was a good Linahan 's rattled 234—«29 in the
night ," he mused. "I' m just City League at Hal-Rod .
JOE PAGE tied the single
happy to have the 679. "
game total to lead his Bunke 's
THE SERIES marked a ca- APCO team to 1, 045. KWNO
reer hi gh for Cierzan , a parts ripped 2,912 and Irv Praxel 528
man at Warner & Swasey, and errorless,
came on games of 246 , 209 and
In the VFW League at Hal224.
Rod, Chuck Hagedorn totaled
He went into league action 603 for Bub's and Ralph BamMonday carrying a 184 aver- benek 602 for Wason ' s Supper
age.
Club. Chris Wiefenbach's 5fi6 erThe individual effort carried rorless led Blanches Tavern to
his team to 2,806 with First 982—2.857 and D i c k Seeling
National Bank coming up with tri pped 245 for Bunke 's APCO.
I THE PIN TOPPLERS League
1,040.
While Cierzan was lacing his at Westgate saw Doris Bay of
third-place total at Winona Ath- 'Lincoln Insurance shove her

WO/MEN KEGLERS
MEET SA TURDAY
All Winnna Women ' s Bowling Association members
are asked U> attend a meetins at the Legion Club Saturday at 2 p.m.
Pnt Rrang. association
secretary , said that plans
for the 1IMS5 city tournament wilt be made.

WISCONSIN

(Continued From Page 14)
Goede and Dave Rosenau all
fouled out for Winona , which
wound up -with 31 fouls. River
Falls took advantage of the
whistle toots , sinking 28 of 50
attempts. Winona had 19 of .10,
but had the field goal advantage, 30 to 28.
Petersen finished with 23
points for Winona , most of
them methodical. Kelly had 16 ,
Asleson , one of the few bright
spots Monday, had 13, Stallings 14 and Goede ten.
Lee paced River Falls with
21 , while Jim Bloomquist got
17 . Bob Pritchard 14, Nate
Schilling 12 and Paul Kramer
11.

Kremer on 2nd
Defensive Team

Winona State 's LfiO-pound co-captain and linebacker was
named to the Associated Press Little College All-America
second defensive team as a halfback today.
Krem er, also named to the Northern Intercollegiate AllConference team , tad the Warriors to an
NIC championship and a 6-1 record this season.
Named to the second offensive team
were fullback Dave Heide of Concordia ,
Minn., and guard Robert Sundberg of Minot ,
N.D., State.
Jerry Jacobs of North Dakota is a tackle
on the second defensive team.
Given honorable mention were fullback
Rich Froehle of St. John 's, Minn.; halfback
Roger Heikigs of Yankton, S.D. ; quarterback
Jim Van Gorden of Eau Claire , Wis., State ;
ends Ken Hogenson of Morningside and Ed
Kremer
Maras of South Dakota State, and guard-linebacker Phil Minnick of St ate College of Iowa.

Butkus to NFL,
Namath +6 AFL?

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Illinois linebacker Dick Butkus apparently is leaning heavily toward the National Football
League but the rival American
League is leaning on Alabama
quarterback Joe Namath.
The lure for Namath may he
a salary-bonus package in the
neighborhood of $150 ,000 and the
possibility he might step in
SHOUT SHOTS . . , Peterson quicker as a first-siring quarseverly re- injured his left knee terback in the AFL.
Monday ni ght , the one which
Nnmutli was made the No. 1
had plagued him for the two
previous games . . . Paul Kulig, pick of the New York Jets in the
a freshman from Independence , AFL and the St. Louis Cardinals
played briefly for River Falls , in the NFL. The Cardinals , howhut didn 't score . . . Tom Vail , ever , have one of the best young
last years head freshman coach quarterbacks in the league ,
at Winona State , was in the Charley Johnson. The .lets have
crowd . . . lie i.s an assistant Dick Wood , an inconsistent peral Platteville now , the Warriors ' Monday opponent . . .

THERE WILL he no respite
for the Warriors as far as try
ing to gel away from Wisconsin college outfits is concerned. Campbell's crew will travel
to the univ ersity site at Platteville next Monday for their next
test. Loras of Iowa will play
at Memorial Hall next Wednesday.

Winona Slila (/•)
lo ll pi ip
PH'itiM * I 1 J]
M«l noi.l 1 4
) 14
ftat ' mj .c l i t !
Conl.,| 1 4
> 10
Warnar.a t » » »
Ditrcto.c 0 0 ) 1 )
Alr '^n.c
0 0 ) 0
Spanton .t I • • 0
rj
ll)
Ailcion . i l
Ka lly.f
i 4 I U
Morgan,¦ » I • »
¦urtton.c t i l t

Rlvir Fall! (14)
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INDOOR TILTS
SET THURSDA Y

The first round of Indoor
Snftbnll I,engne gnrnes will
be played lit Winmiu Senior
lll ^li School Gymnasium
Thursday,
Lang 'x will tnugle with
Oasis nt B:.n p.in ,; Sunshine with llof Rrnii Ml 7:.'!«>
and Watltins Products with
Warner & Swascv nt R: 'in .
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team to 947—2,657 with 226—567,
all the totals just a bit off the
top ten pacesetters.
Other keglers also had top
nights in the league. Marge Moravec belted 200-556, Isabella
Rozek 206—555, Leona Lubinski
553. Irene Bronk 551 , Vivian H.
Brown 529, Orlane Kittle 525,
Irene Gostomski 525. Louise Livingstone 503 and Betty Schoonover 501.
WESTGATE BOWL: Ladle*—
Esther Kelm ripped 207—544 to
trigger Grulkowski Beauty Shop
to 894-2,578. Eleanore LoKhek
registered 203—521.
Community — Bob Schossow
leveled 223-577 for Schmidt' s
and Oasis 1 ,000—2,883.
Alley Caters - Williams Hotel picked up 928—2.603 with
Nettie Haase dropping 214—504
for Wards and Janice Drazkowski 512 for Mohan 's. Fran Rivers bel!ed 205.
HAL-ROD LANES: Park-Re c
Junior Girls — Carol Lilla cf
All-Stars tripped 156—280 with
Roadsiders cruising to 744—
1,371.
RED MEN'S CLUB: Mondaynite — Sunbeam took team
honors with 906—2,637, but
Schmidt's also hooked 2,637.
Schmidt's got 181 from Richard
Shinnick and Steve Belisle recorded a like figure for Bub's.
Lloyd Fegre of Doerer 's slammed 474.
WINONA AC: Go-Getters —
Orvilla Cisewski ha mmered 205
—471 for E.B. 's Corner. Circle
G Ranch bagged 854 and Kramer Plumberettes 2.412.
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former.
Weeb Ewbank , coach of the
Jets , sad Monday that Namath
has "the potential of being another Johnny Unitas. "
Ewbank should know. He unveiled Unitas at Baltimore.
"We want this boy real bad, "
said Jets owner Sonny Werblin.
"And we plan to get him. "
Butkus , meanwhile , said '"I
think I'll go with the Bears. I'll
probably sign sometime during
the week. I am confident of
playing pro although I know I
will have trouble. I hope Bill
George tf icks around for a few
more years . I wouldn 't mind
playing behind him. "

Riitkii s Has the fco. t pick of
Chicago ;ind taken in the AFL
on the second round by the Denver Broncos.
The AFL defeated the NFL 8
1 in signings Mond ay with fhe
Buffalo Bills getting the big
jump hy signing five , including
their No. :i pick , Villanova tackle Al Atkinson.

Van Hoof Beaten
In Gloves Matc h
CHATFIE LD , Minn - Winona 's Tom Van Hoof wax decisional by Rochester ' s Rust y
Clark in a headline bout on a
Golden G loves card here Saturday night .
The act ion ciinic In a middleweight fight .
Four other Winonans were
beaten. They were : Tim WhorIdii , middleweight ; Tom BleSJHIZ , welterwei ght : Hob Pomeroy, lightweight who lost •
.split decision , and Tim Maloney, light weight.

Rose Bowl
Fever Is
Overcome

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Rose Bowl fever gives way to
hoop-la on the Michi gan and
Oregon State campuses tonight
when the Wolverines, early favorites to succeed UCLA as the
nation 's No. college basketball
team, entertain little Ball State
and the Beavers , under new
coach Paul Valenti , meet highly rated San Francisco in key
season openers.
More than 50 major games
are scheduled on the campaign 's formal opening date.
Michigan and Oregon State ,
whose football teams meet at
Pasadena , Calif., New Year 's
Day, share the spotlight with
Southern powers Duke and Davidson.
Michigan will field a veteran
team , led by Bill Buntin and
Cazzie Russell , which narrowly
outpointed UCLA' s defending
champions in The Associated
Press p re-season poll of sportswriters and broadcasters.
Following
their
opener
against Ball State , the Wolverines (ace a major test at Duke
Friday night. The Blue Devils ,
No. 5 in The AP poll , beat Michigan in the NCAA semifinals
last March.
San Francisco, No. 9 in the
pre-season balloting, meets an
Oregon State club rebuilding
after the loss of 7-foot Olympian
Mel Counts. Valenti replaces
Slats Gill as the Beavers ' pilot.
Fourth-ranked Davidson and
fifth-ranked Duke open tonight
against Wake Forest and Virginia Tech, respectively. Other
major powers in action include
Minnesota vs. South Dakota
State; North Carolina vs. Clemson; B r a d l e y vs. Northern
Michigan; Kansas vs. Arkansas ; St. Louis vs. North Dakota
and Notre Dame vs. Lewis.

¦

UCLA , which has lost AllAmerica Walt Hazzard but retains sharpshooting Gail Goodrich, puts its 30-game winning
streak on the line Friday night
at Illinois. Third-ranked Wichita
opens Saturday against Long
Beach , Calif., State.
Vanderbilt , No. 6 , breaks in
against Rice Thursday. Syracuse and Vanderbilt, Nos. 7 and
8 , have Wednesday dates with
and
University
American
Creighten . respectively, and St.
John 's. N.Y., No. 10, opens
against Temple Saturday.

The Winona State freshman
cage squad . opened its season
with an 86-74 loss to the La
Crosse State Univ ersity freshmen team in a preliminary to
the varsity tilt Monday night.
The Warrior yearlings , coached by Dick Papenfuss and Dick
Martzke , trailed 38-34 at the
half.
Jack Benedict , from Kenosha ,
Wis., netted 24 points for Winona, while Dwayne Davis had
20. Rick Auseth of Trempealeau , Wis ., got 11.
Lee Mitich had 16 for La
Crosse while Dick Martin and
Larry Thirion totaled 14 each.
Winona stata
tVMh (74)
Id It pi tp
Davis,t
4 1) 3 10
McO«r 'U I 0 « 3
Charl'rU I » 1 •
Kaitcn.f
1 • 1 I
AusetM 1 1 3 11
1 6
4 1
Jer 'ek.c
SptcrUc I O I 1
Ben'lct .g I t 4 14
As 'icn.o
1 * 4 1
Braun.a
1 3
1 1
Mll lch.g » t • a
Total

21 14 17 74

La Crosse
Frosh (»M
Id fl pi tp
Mitich,t
i 4 J 14
Lau 'rln.l 4 1 4 10
o i l]
Runic,t
Millar ,!
1 1 • i
RlBlty.c
1 0 1 1
Martin,c 4 3 ) 1 '
Hilto n, c
O i l :
Thirloivs. 4 1 I U
Kaatka.g 1 1 1 7
Hanun.g 0 I I e
Ne 'gar.g t i l l)
W»lman ,t » • 1 0

WINONA
LA CROSSB

Total
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Marquette to
Open Against
Toms Tonight

M I L W A U K E E * -Marquette's basketball Warriors,
hopeful of rebounding from a
disastrous 1963-64 season , launch
a 26-game schedule under new
coach Al McGuire tonight in a
meeting with St. Thomas of St.
Paul , Minn., at the Arena.
Lacking tremendous height
while facing a rugged schedule,
McGuire has installed a newstyle of play. He is trying to
slow down the Warriors , who
tried to out-run foes under former coach Eddie Hickey.

¦

¦

Junior (Tom) Flynn, who led
the Warriors in scoring and rebounding last season, will start
up front with 6-foot-6 Paul Carbins and either 6-foot-5 Marty
Holmes or 6-foot-5 Joel Plinska.
Sophomores Bob Wolf and Dane
Mathews are due to open in the
backcourt.
St. Thomas , which staggered
to a 9-16 record last season, has
eight lettermen back. However ,
the Tommies are counting heavily on a pair of sophomores ,
6-foot-9 Dan Hansard , a center ,
and Nick Lapentti, a 6-foot
guard.
Rounding out the St. Thomas
starting five will be Wayne Pier
and Tom Raih . both 6-feet4, and 5-foot-10 Fred Korba.

Smart
Shoppers
Always
Read
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ROBB BROS.

Before Going
Shopping

Motorcycli Shop

173 E . 4th St.

Phon» 4007
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Amar 4tt '$ UrqaH Sailing ClQtr

Then , on Monday, Philadelphia traded outfielder Danny
Cater to the Chicago White Sox
for veteran pitcher Ray Herbert.
In yet another deal , fhe Phils
sold journeyman first-baseman
Vic Power back to the Angels ,
from whom he was acquired
late last season . The price was
about $20 , 000.
Earlier in the day the Washington
Senators
purchased
catcher Doug Camilli from the
Los Angeles Dodgers for about
the same price.
The Senators then consum-

The 28-year-old HI nton, •
right-handed hitter , batted, . 274
in 136 games for Washington
this past season . He h«d U
homers and batted in 153 runs.
Chance, 24 , in his first full
season with the Indians, hit
.270 in 120 games. A southpaw
swinger , he had 14 homers ant}
drove in ,75 runs in 1964. Held, a
.'{2-vcar-old milityman , batted
.236 with 49 RBI in 118 games,
Herbert , who will be 35 D__.
15, had a 20-9 record in 1962 and
was the winning pitcher in the
second All-Star game that year.

HORNETS MEET
WEDNESDAY

The Winona Hornets have
switched their meeting day
from tonight to Wednesday
at 7 p.m. at fhe West End
Recreation ( enter .
All hockey fan* Interested
in playing — including college students — are invited.
Election of officers will
take place.

PROLD THANK YOL Y
WASHINGTON , (AP ) - President Johnson gave a proud tw«
lion ' s "thank you " at a White
House luncheon today to medal
winners on the Amer ican Olympic team that surprised ths
world at Tokyo.
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BUY NOW ! USE OUR

"iOO% O.K. CREDITV LAN !
MONTHS TO PAY !

QUICK STARTING

MONDAY'S RdS U L T I
No garnet tche ituled
T O D A Y ' S OAMIS
No |»m/!5 »cli«dultrj
WEDN E SDAY'S
-AMI
Chlct io al Naw York.

MONDAY'S RI SU L T S
No lima', icl\rd\ilnt
T O D A Y ' S OAMU
Dalroll vi. ClnclnnMI al Indianapnlla.
¦oilon al Naw York .
Lot Anajolai *l PMIaalalphla.
¦
alllmarr) al San Francnca.

mated a late-evening trans action by trading outfielder Chuck
Hinto to the Cleveland Indian!
for first-baseman Bob Chanea
and inftelder-outfielder Woody
Held.

nett.
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NEW YORK (AP ) - Floyd
Patterson still nurses an ambition to beat Sonny Liston in a
heavyweight title fight.
Patterson would have to cash
in a wild parlay to make it
come true since neither he nor
Liston is champion .
The former two-tirne heavywei ght ruler has it all figured
out.
All he has to do is beat Charlie Powell in San Juan , P.R. .
Dec. 12; beat Canadian George
Chuvalo in Madison Square
Garden , Jan. 29; then get a
figh( with Cassius Clay, if the
loud one still has some piece of
the championship, and win that
one. too.
Then, presto, in again with
Lision to gain vengeance for his
two first-round knockouts by
Sonny.

SPORTS SCORES
ivm,

HOUSTON (AP ) - The Philadelphia Phillies have become
the leading volume dealers at
the winter baseball meetings
but their manager says he 's still
not satisfied. He wants another
pitcher and he'd settle for Bo
Belinsky.
Belinsky 'g desire to get away
from the Los Angeles Angels is
exceeded only by their urge to
unload him. Angel General
Manager Fred Hancy says there
has been a lot of interest in the
controversial left-hander , but ,
not being a banker , Haney is not
particularly interested in interest.
"They haven 't com e up with
what we want ," he said.
"I haven 't been able to find
out what the Angels want for
Belinsky, " said Philadelphia
Manager Gene Mauch. "But I
want him. "
The Phillies , shaking off the
shock of their recent stretch
dive , pulled the first interleague trade of the year Sunday, acquiring first baseman
Dick Stuart from the Bo ;ton
Red Sox for pitcher Dennis Ben-

DURING
Take advantage of your General Tire
# GENERA L
¦I ¦
«Specialist's Winter Offer! SAVE BIG
THIS GIGANTIC
MONEY
^^^J|^^

The Warriors have five players back from last year 's team,
which posted a 5-21 record while
losing more games than any
other Marquette squad. Marquette also set a school mark
by losing 15 straight last season.
In addition , the Warriors will
be out to show home fans that
their stunning 70-66 upset by the
talented freshman team was a
fluke. Many of the varsity players still are smarting from the
defeat at the hands of freshmen
recruited by McGuire and his
aides.
"Our boys are straining at
the bit to go," McGuire said.
"They're anxious ..4* redeem
themselves for that iosg~to our
freshmen and I think we should
beat St. Thomas. "
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Phillies Leading Dealers,
Even Want Bo Belinsky

Esther Pozanc, who Is
handling entries for the Winona teami planning to attend the Women 's State
Bowling Tournament to h«
held In Rochester next year,
has openings for three teami
with 37 already algned.
All the team* w ill howl
March 27 with the opening*
left on the 1:30 p.rn . shift .
Anyone interested is akked
to call Esther bv D*< . 10.

State Frosh Patterson Seeks
Lose Opener Bout With Liston

MOTORCYCL E
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Group 24-12 Vol, . $16.95 .xcli.
. . . our Quick Starting Serve. . . .
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Vikings Base
Snow Hopes on
Twin Whammy

(AP)
MINNE APOLIS
_ T h e Minnesot a Vikings
were set to try a double whammy on Notre Dame end Jack
Snow today in an effort to get
his signature on a pro football
contract .
Both Viking Coach Norm Van
Brocklin and club general manager Jim Finks were to be in
South Bend . Ind., to negotiate
with Snow and his business adviser , Julius Tucker.
Van Brocklin and Finks are a

BRA VES PICK
TWO PLAYERS
HOUSTON" (Jpv-The Milwaukee Braves picked a
pair of first year players
for 58,000 each Monday In
the annual baseball draft.
Milwaukee drafted infielder Felix Mi I lan from Dallas
and catcher Joe Beck from
Atlanta. .Millan batted .291
for Daytona Beach last season, while Beck hit .222 at
Orlando.

Packers Won't
Get Info Price
War With AFL

persuasive pair. Van Brocklin
couldn 't quite get Oregon quarterback Bob Berry to sign
a week ago. But Finks took only
)
a couple of hours to convince GREEN BAY CAP - Green
Lombardi
Bay
Coach
Vince
the passing star that life with
says that the Packers will not
the Vikings was his best bet.
The pass-catching Irish star get into the price war between
was drafted by San Diego of the National Football League and
American Sootball League, but American Football League rivals for 1964 draft choices.
not until the seventh round.
The very fact the Vikings
"We 're not bidding for anydrafted him No. 1 indicates the one, " Lombardi said Monday.
\linnesota club is pretty certain "We 'll make an offer and that's
it can sign him. Snow will play it."
ir the North - South game
Christmas Day.
The Packers don 't have to
The Viking signing log stood worry now about opening purse
at eight this morning, including strings in a fight for their top
Saturday draftees Archie Sut- choice in the NFL draft, Don
ton of Illinois. Jerry Schweiger Anderson , a back who has anof Superior , Wis., State , Dave other year of eligibility left at
Osborn of North Dakota and Texas Tech.
Paul Labinski of St. John 's
CMinn) .
I However, many observers ex: pect Green Bay to encounter a
Also hiked are futures Berry stiff fight to sign flanker Larry
end Dick Schott of Louisville Elkins of Baylor , another choice
plus free agents Mel Boehland in the first round. The Houston
of North Dakota and Dick Roh- , Oilers picked Elkins in the AFL
loff of Gustavus Adolphus.
; draft and reportedly are deterTh at leaves Snow , end Jim . mined to land the classy pass
Whalen of Boston College and receiver .
defensive tackle Jim Harris of
Utah State as the big fish the j Anderson aiid Elkins were
Vikings are concentrating on ' named Monday to the 22-pIayer
getting signed in the next few . Look Magazine All-Star tea m
days. Their other top picks, Ok- selected by the Football Writers
lahoma backs Lgnce Rentzel and Association of America. Elkins ,
Jim Grisham and Minnesota who won the Southwest Conferquarterback John Hankinson , ence scoring championship with
50 points and led in receiving
cannot be signed yet.
with 851 yards on 50 catches,
was a repeater from the 1963
Look squad.

Pastrano Wins ,
Pads Bank Book

LONDON CAP) - With -weekly boxing knocked out of television in the United States, American fighters are journeying to
England for the big money
these days.
Light heavyweight champion
Willie Pastrano of Miami
cashed in about $65,000 for stopping Terry Downes in the 11th
round of a title defense at Manchester Monday night. Then he
promptly offered Britain's boxing bookmaker another shot at
the crown in London earl y next
year. Terrv may take it.
(First

Pub.

Tuesday,

Dec.

1,

1964)

Slate ol Minnesota
Counly of Winona

) ss.
) In Probate
Court
No . U.0&3
In t he Matter of Ihe Guardianship «(
Wi lliam E. Henw u rm , War«l.
The
guardian ot
the
above
named
Ward, v i z . : The First National Bank of
V\inona, having made and tiled
in this
Court its final account, together with its
p e t i ti o n representing t h a t said g u ar d i a n s h i p has terminated and p r a y i n g thai
s f l i d acco-jnt be examined, a d j us t e d and
allowed by t h i s
Court , and t h a t
said
guardian be d is c h a r g e d ;
IT
IS O R D E R E D . Thnt said
petition
be heard and said account e x a m i n e d
«n<i adjusted bv t h i s Court at t h e Pro
bate Court Room in the Courl Hou«,e in
the C i t y of Winona, Count y ol Winona.
Plate of Minnesota, on the 30lh dny of
December.
1964.
at
11
A M ;
o 'clock
nnrl that this order be served
by the
publication thereof in the Winona Daily
News and by mailed notice a c c o r d i n g
to law .

Dated NovemBer V, 1164
E.

D

tIRFRA
Probale Judge.

(Court Seal)
George M , R o b e r t s o n Jr .,
A t t o r n e y for Petitioner
(Pub .
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Twins Lose 11 ,
Select Seven

HOUSTON <AP)—The Minnesota Twins lost 11 players in
Monday 's baseball draft , but
selected seven players from
other clubs to compensate.
Taken from the Twins' Atlanta team were pitchers Gordon
Vogt. taken by the Cubs Fred
Sclierman, Tigers; Daryl Farnsworth , Indians; John French ,
Angels; Edward Hill , Reds; and
Gerald Lyseio, Colts. Also drafted from Atlanta 's roster were
shortstops Gary Cortopassi ,
Cubs , and Thomas Dix , White
Sox-. -and-catcher Joseph , Beck,
Braves. All came in the $8,000
category.
Minnesota drafted five players
for $8,000 each. They are shortstop James Jenkins, who hit .265
at Santa Barbara in the Dodger
chain last season ; second baseman Ron Theobold, who hit .277
at Wenatchie; second baseman
Louis Nelson , who hit .299 at
Modesto , Calif. ; shortstop Dennis Reeve, who hit .294 at Sarasota ; and second baseman Leonard Boryca , who hit .129 at
Statesville.
In addition , the Twins drafted
for their Atlanta roster two players from Albuquerque for the
$8,000 price . They are pitcher
Richard Sommer and infielder
Daniel DiPace.

Bohri's Valley
Farmer Injured
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PRODUCE

FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis. - : CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA1 —
A Bohri 's Valley farmer re- Live poultry : Wholesale buying
ceived a fractured kneecap and prices unchanged; roasters 23possible other injuri es about 26; special fed white rock fry12 :30 p.m. today when his car ers 18-19V_ ; heavy hens 17-17V2 .
ran off Buffalo County P at
CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
the foot of the Bohri's Valley
dugway and slammed into a Mercantile Exchange — Butter
tree trunk about four feet in steady ; wholesale buying prices
j unchanged; 93 score aa 62'/4; 92
diameter.
a
. 4; 90 b 61',4; 89 c 60; cars
Stanley Bond , 50, was en 9062'
b 62; 89 c 61.
route home in his 1962 car
Eggs steady; wholesale buywhen ice caused his car to slip ing prices unchanged ; 70 per
off the blacktop . It went off a cent or better grade a whites
four-foot bank and into the 31; mixed 31; mediums 231.-%;
tree, jamming the car door so standards 28; dirties unquoted ,
it took some time to release [ checks 22 1..
hirn.
(
Bond, eastbound and alone in ! NEW YORK (API - USDA)
Butter
offerings
adequate.
1—
the vehicle, was about oneThe Packers signed a seventh fourth mile away from his Demand good.
Cheese s t e a d y ; prices unround choice, flanker Jerry house.
changed.
Roberts of Baldwin-Wallace , Robert Ruben, living in the
Wholesale egg offerings fully
shortly after the 27-hour draft i area , who helped remove him amp le. Demand slightly imwas completed Sunday morn- from the car and into an am- proved today.
ing. Bill Curry , a 221-pound ! bulance , said the steering
Wholesale selling prices based
linebacker for Georgia Tech , wheel was broken , Bond had on exchange and other volume
said Monday he also .had sign- a black eye, and the windshield ; sales. New York spot quotations
ed with Green Bay.
was cracked. He was conscious. follow : mixed colors : standards
! He was taken to Community 31-32; checks 25-26.
Whites : extra fancy heavy
Memorial Hospital , Winona.
' The sheriff' s office at Alma weight 47 lbs min 35-37 1.; fancy
received a call at 12:33. Henry medium 41 lbs average 25M>Zeichert. Buffalo City, county 26V2 ; fancy heavy weight 47 lbs
MONDVY LEAGUE
traffic officer , went to the min 33-34'2; medium 40 lbs av!
Winona Athlctk Club
W
L
erage 25-26 ; smalls 36 lbs averscene.
2»\i 7V,
Ahrent-Plall Oil Co .
age 23-24' .; peewees 31 lbs avSchllti Beer
11
15
18'/j 17» _
Eas t End Coil Co
erage
19-20 'z.
H'/j 19' j
Poll y Meadow
Browns: extra fancy heavyCat 's Head Sent
Home Beverage Sarvlca
. 15' j 20' j
1st N a tional B a r k
I 51
weight 47 lbs min 37-38; fancy
W ESTGATE
LADIES LEA G U E
For
Rabid
Analysis
medium 41 lbs average 26-27V2 ;
W e s tgate
Bowl
W
L
fancy heavy weight 47 lbs min
G r ulkowskl Beaut y Shop
31
14
Sheriff
George
Fort
found
himSalranek's
JB'/i HVi
self dealing in cat's heads today 35-36; smalls 36 lbs average 24Ken 's Hardware
11 5 3
Wi nona Typewrllar
JO
55
after John Bell , 999 W. Mark 25; peewees 31 lbs average 19II
57
Haddad' t
St. , came in with the head of 20' 2.
Midland Co-op
. 15Vi Wh
GO G E T T E R S
a cat he said bit him Sunday.
CHICAGO (AP ) — (USDA) —
A t h l et ic C l u b
W
L
Bell was advised to go to a Potatoes: arrivals 34; on track
Gr a h a m A Mc Guire
. . . 55'i 10' _
E . B . 's Corner
53
13
doctor , and the sheriff sent the 188; total U.S shipments 342 ;
Circle G. Ranch
50'
15'i
catYs head to St. Paul for supplies light , demand good ,
Kramer Plumberetli
50
lt
an alysis to determine if the market slightly stronger; carlot
Winona Plumbing
II
55
F a r m & Garden
I
51
animal was rabid.
R E OM E N S MON. N I T E
j track sales: Minnesota North
R ed mans Allys
W
L
I Dakota Red River Valley round
Schmidts
50
U
reds 4.50.
Butis
la
11

Cattle Futures Stock Market
Market Active Dip in Sixth
Straight Day

DENNIS THE MENACE

CHICAGO (AP) — Trading in
cattle futures entered its second
day today on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Some 5
million pounds of live cattle I NEW YORK (AP ) - The
were contracted for Monday, ' stock market decline went into
with contracts promising deliv- i its sixth straight day in fairly
eries in April , June, August and ! active trading early this afternoon .
October of 1965.
The market opened yesterday : Some stocks , including steels
at $24 per hundredweight for and motors , showed some imApril 1965 delivery and quickly provement around midday.
dropped to $23.50 per hundred- I Brokers said the market still
weight. April deliveries closed was reacting to tighter_iDierest
at $23.67 at the end of the first rates which sent it into a noseday 's trading.
1 dive last week.
Officials said the volume of
191 cars traded exceed expecta- [ Comsat, the space age sateltions.
; lite communications i s s u e ,
June 1965 deliveries opened at reached another new high , gain$24.50 and closed at $24. August 1 ing more than a point ,
1965 contracts opened at $25 and i U.S. Steel erased an early
dropped to $24.40 at the close of loss and was unchanged. Bethtrading. Only four October 1965 1 lehem and Republic showed micontracts, at $24.75 each , were ; nor gains.
traded. The largest trade was Chrysler advanced nearly 2
117 units of 25,000 pounds for j points and Ford was up a half
April delivery .
a point.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials at noon -was off 1.06
CHICAGO
! to 874.37.
CHICAGO W — USDA — Hogs 10,000;
The Associated Press average
butchers weak
to 25
lower;
1-2
190220
lb.
IS.50-U.00;
mixed
1-3
190-230 of 60 stocks at noon had fallen
lbs. 14 .75-15.50 ; 230-250
lbs. 14.25-15.OC;
.6 to 325.0 with industrials off
2-3 250-280
lbs.
13.75-13.50;
1-3 350-400
lb. sows
12.00-12.50 ; 4[».4jo |(j
1.1, rails off .2 and utilities un^ 75.
12.25; 450-iOO lbs.
11.25-11.75;
2-3 500changed.
650 lbs. 10.75-1.25.
Cattle 3,500 ; cales 20 ; slau ghter steers
Most rails continued their
S tead y to 25 higher ; 2' i
loads prime
1,250- 1,340 l b. 25 . 75 ; hi gh choice a nd drop. The oils were mixed.
prime 1,1001,375 lbs. 25.25-25.50
choice
Prices were mixed in moder1,100-1,400
lbs.
24.00-25.00;
comparable
on the American
grade ?00-1,100 lbs. 23.75-24.50; good all ate trading
weights 2.0-23.25; good and choice 23.25Stock Exchange.
23 .75;
couple loads choice and prime
Treasury bonds declined and
,00-1,050 lb.
heifers
23.75-24.00; choice |
800-1,050 lbs. 23.00-23.50; good and choice corporates were mixed.

LIVESTOCK

i

BIG GEORGE

s

22.50-22.75; good 20.50-22.25.
Shee p 1,000; few early sales wooled
slaughter lam bs stea dy to strong but
trend
not
f ully
established;
slaughter
ewes ste a dy; seve r al small lots good
and choice wooled slaughler lambs 20.OO21.00;
good
19,00-20.00;
cull
to
good
wooled slaughter ewes 5.50-6.50.
ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL , Minn, if, — USDA
— Cattle 7,500 ; calves 2,500; trade slovi
early, later moderately
active; slaughter steers an d hei f e rs about stead y;
cows steady; bulls steady to 50 higher ; ve a le rs an d slau gh t er calves st ead y
to st rong
feeders steady; average to
high
choice
1,050-1.125
lb.
slaughler
steers 24.00; most choice 875-1,250 lbs,
23.25-23.75; mixed good and choice 22.7523.25 ; high choice and
prime 950 lb,
hei f ers 2 3.25 ; ave r a q e f o high choice
850-1,000
lbs . 22. 75-23.00;
most
choice
850-1,050
lbs.
22.00-22.50;
utility
and
comme rcial cows 11.00-12.50; canner and
cutter 9.00-11.50; utility and commercial
bulls
16 . 0017. 00;
canner
and
cutter
10.50-15.50;
choice
vealers
24.00-26.00 ;
high choice 27.00-28.00; good 18.00-24.00;

choice slaughter ca lves lel.OO-18.00; good
j 14.00-16.00; good and choice 600-850 lb.
f eeder stee r s 17.00-21.00;
standard and
good 13.50-18.00.
Hogs 14,000; trade f a i r l y active; barrows
and gilts steady
lo 25 higher;
sows fully stead y; f eeder pigs steady ;
1-2 220 lb. ba rrows and g i l t s 15.50; most
1-2 190-230 lbs. 15.00-15.25; mixed 1-3
180-240 lbs. 14.75-15.00; 240-260 lbs. 14.25i 15.0O;
medium
1-2
160-190 lbs.
14.00270-360
lb. sows
' 5.00; 1-3
12.50-13.00;
2-3 360-400 lbs. 12.00-12.75; 400-500 lbs.
11.50-12.50 ;
choice
120-160
lb.
feeder
pigs 13.50-14.00.
1

Sheep 5,500; all classes active, slaughler
lam bs
fully steady;
other
classes
stea dy; choice
and
prime
80-110 lb.
wooled slaughter lambs 20.50-21.25; good
and choice 75-85 lbs. 19.00-20.00; choice
and prime 88 lb. shorn . lambs No .
pelts 20.00; utility wooled slaughter ewes
5.00- 6.00;
choice
and fancy
60-80 lb.
wooled feeder
lambs 19.25-20.00; good
and choice 50- 60 lbs. 16. 00- 19 .00 ; good
and choice breeding ewes
8.0O-10.O0.
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By Alex Kotzky

By Dal Curtis
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W
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30
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. 5 5
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54
Hackbarth Feed Mill
54

L
1}
17
17
11
ll
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55

50

Schmidts Beer
50
55
11
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IJ
5t
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t
33
ALLEY CATERS
Westgate
Points
Ftsnsln- Body Shop
IJ
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Floor
Shop
33

Motions Window

Co

35

J e a n e t t e 's Beauty
Shop
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.
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.
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t l n m eM 11X
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l<M
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Co
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Ben

»' i
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34
75
34
53
L
5
4
I1 i
10
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10
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L
3
5
4

4i ,

t
7
7 1 , |i ,
7
t
7
t
f
J
3
11
W
74
It
30
30
It
It
1>
I'
II
U
I)
II
W
3
1
1
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

L
13
14
14
14
17
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lt
It
It
JO
71
74
I
0
0
0
6
0
4
1
1
1
1
1
J
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WMAT ' S N I :\ I STI -: I ".'
SAHNIA. On I I .M' I
Move
Mi'Kcnxic ol Toronto . World
Boxing A.ssiic iiition j iicMilcnt .
s.'iid Monday ni^lil the WBA
h«is not (lecidt'd what thf next
step will lie in si'ltTt m n Ihe
nt ixt world liciivywciuht IxixuiK
cluiiiijiion.

| $250,000 Loss in
Minneapolis Fire

I TV1INN5APOL1S (API - Fire
destroyed one of four buildings
of the Magnetics Control Co, in
suburban
St. Louis Park early
I
today. Loss was estimated at
|$2fil) ,'000.
! Firemen said the blaze started in the rear of the building
housing the firm 's packaging
!department. Portions of all four
walls of the cement block building collapsed and the roof caved
in.

North Sta r Hearing
MADISON , Wis . - A public
hearing on the application of
North Star Natural (!as Co. of
Wisconsin , Inc., for const ructing
facilities in t his area will be
he ld at the state office building
in Madison ,lan . 15. The hearin g
will consider app lication of the
company to construct facilities
an<l give service in Arcsidai ,
Augusta, Hlack River Falls ,
Independence , Mondovi . Osseo ,
l\k'\ a , HiMon , Pigeon Kails .
St ruin , Taylo r and St Croix
Falls .

NEW YORK (AP > - (USD.O
— Dressed poultry : grade A and
U.S. grade A , ready-to-cook ,
frozen ; trading, overall, limited
as buyers still trying to assay
needs for Christmas.
Offerings
reported : young
hens 8-16 Lbs ,'!4 ' 2-:ifi cents , mostly 35, young toms 14-22 lbs 33'i34' ., mostl y 34 , 22-26 lbs 31-32'. ..
26-28 lbs :i2 1 2-33 1 ..

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

WINONA MARKETS
Swift St Company
rinse q u o t a t i o n s apply ai to noon tr>
dny
Huying hours are trom b ».m
to p in. Monday/ through F r i d a y
All
livestock
arriving
closing
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By Saunderj . and Ernst
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choice I T:i I Ta; discounts , am
in. 1 I V"
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her :i- .r. cents; durum 7-l ( i rents .
( 'or II No :>. v'llow 1 I T , I in i hr inht colnr; good to choice I 112Oats NY :> \K hile ail 1 , liV i; No I mi; low lo Inteniiw lial e !Hi 1.2« ;
.'I whil e ..a 1 ! (.¦!' i ; No ;\ lica iy Iced <f .'-!iri.
whil e US Mill i; N<» :i heavy
H \ v No 2 1 ir. Y'- l. lil' j .
white (Kt ' -ctifi i ,
I'inx No 1 U.1V .
llarley, ears _ (l',l, \eiu ago .'(¦!('> ,
Sovlirans No 1 yrllow ..TfiU .
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MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd
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g

Want Ads
Start Here
'

..', _,_.,

i\

as

w onci

g

Thl» ntwtp tpar^ *f li e< r.tponiibie
for only one incorricl insertion o»
¦ny cl».slfl»o «dv«rtiitmin)
putllstied In the Willi *d HCdon Check
your id and call U1I II a corrtfr
tion mu»t W m»d»,

BLIND ADI UNCALLID FOR_ — IS, », X , «.

Card ef Thank*

~
~~
:
BfltR T Our linear* and #rifeful thanki art extended to all our friends, neighbor*
and relatives lor thtlr various acts of
klndnrts and mesiegis of evmpathy
shown us during our recent bereavement, the loss ol our beloved sister and
aunt, wa (specially thank the Rev.
Deye , organist, soloist , pallbearers and
thm* who tent floral offerings end donated tha usa pf thtlr ctri,
Mr. anil "Are. Wlltvd Selwey
Air. and Mri. Arnold Bergler
Mr. and Vra. Eldon tal way
PASZKI EW ICZ
I wl»h to thank avtryone who lent gift*,
cards and visited mt during my stay
at Community Mamorlil and alto those
who sympathized with us In tha Ion of
our infant ion. I eiptclelly wish to
thank Dr. Herb Htlst, th* nurtas and
Rav. Ernsttr end Wttkowskl Funeral
Home.
Mr. and Mn. Jtmes Pai.klewlcz
end Pater.

Lost and Found
(Flrit Pub. Monday, Nov . 30, 1964)
Slate of Minnesota I is.
)
County ef Winona
I, th* undersigned, hereby certif y that
I am ene of the persons who conduct
and transact a commercial business al
the City el Winona In the County of
Winona, State ol Minnesota, under th*
name and style of Royce & Sather
Construction Co.; that the lull and true
Individual
names of each and every
person whe Ii In my wey Interested In
tald business under said namt, together
with the pest office address of each ol
them il es fallow*, to-wlt: L. M. Sather,
41 Skyllpe Drlv* N.W., Rochester, Minncsote, end Russel W. Roycu, 412 Welnut,
Farmlnj lon, Minn«iol_; that said com.
rnerclal business was formerly conducted
under th* n»m* end ilyle ol Salher
Winona Homtl.
RU55EL W, R O Y C E
Russel W, Royce
Stale ol Minnesota ) ss.
ol
Winona
)
County
On this 24th day ol November, 19*4,
belore me, personally appeared Russel
W. Royce, to me known to be the person
who made and sfcjnod the 'orefiolng certificate , and acknowledged thai he executed th* same as his own free act end
deed.
GEORGE M. ROBBRTSON JR.
Notery Public,
Winona Counly, Mlnnesote
(My Commission Expires Feb. 57, 1970)
(First Pub. Tudtdny,

p«e. i, m i )

BOARD OF
FIRE AMD POLICE COMMISSIONERS
Winona, Minnesota
AOVIRTISC MEUT FOR BIDS
For a
MOTOR PROPILLID
PUMPINO ENGINE
For trie
WINONA PIRE DEPARTMENT
Sealed
Proposals marked "Pumping
Engine B id" will be received al Ihe
Office of the CHy Reeordor of the City
of Winona, Minnesota, until 4:90 P.M.
on the 2Jrd day of December, 1944.
The bids will then be publicly opened
and reed for the furnishing of a motor
propelled pumping engine for use by
the Winona Fire Department
In accordance with the specifications, prepared
by Ihe Fire Chief of the CHy of Winona,
Minnesota.
Specifications and Proposal may be
obtained at the office- of the Flr« chief.
All bids rnuit be submitted on the proposal form furnished.
The envelope containing the bid shall
be adddressed to the Secretary of the
Board of Fire and Police Commissioners
and dellv«red to Ihe City Recorder of
Winona, Minnesota.
A certified check or bidder 's bond
shall accompany each bid In an amount
equal to at least five (5) percent of
the bid, made payable to the Board of
Fire and Police Commissioners, which
shall be forfeited to the Board In the
event fhe successful bidder falls to enter
Into a contract.
The Beard of Fire and Police Commissioners reserves , 1ht right to re|ect
any and all bids arjd to waive Informalities.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
November I
, 1144.
JOHN S. CARTER,
Secretary, Board of
Fixe _ Police Commissioner!.
(First

Pub. Tuesday, Dec. 1, 1964)

State of Minnesota ) ss .
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,938
tn Ra Batata ef
Mirj erla M. Allen, Decedent.
Order for Hairing on Petition for Probate
?f Will, Limiting rime to Pile Claims
and for Muring Thereon.
. Edward M. Allen having filed a petition for th* probate of the Will of said
decedent end for Ihe appointment of Edward M. Allan and Frank J. Allen II
ai Executors, which Will Is on file In
this Cour* and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That th* hearing
thereof ba had on December 13, 1»64, at
11:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probata court room In th* court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
objection*, fo the allowance ol said Will,
If any, be filed before said time of
hearlngi
that the time within which
creditors of said decedent may fit* their
claims be limited to four months from
the dale hereof, and thet the claims so
filed be heard on April J, 1945, at 10:30
o'clock A.M., before this Court In th*
probate court room in Ihe court house
In Winon a, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In Ihe Wl none Dally News and
by mallet) notice es provided by law.
Dated November J7, 1964.
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probale Courl Seal) •
1
Strenter, Murphy It, Brosnahan,
Atrornoya fbr P-llllorinr.
(First

Pub. Tuesday,

Dec, 1, 1964)

Stata of Minnesota ) ss,
County of Winona
)' In Probala Court
Nn. 1 1,937
In R< Etfafit of
William E. Hinwurm, Diccdant ,
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probale
»f Will, lulmltlnn Time to Pile Clalme
and for Hearing Thereon.
The First National Bank ot Winona
havlnq filed a pnlltlon for th* probate
of Ihe Will of laid decedent and for
the appointment of The First National
ICank of Winona (is Executor, which
Will Is on (lie In this Court and open
to i mpaction)
IT IS ORDERED, Thnt Ihe hearlnn
theraof be had on Dncomber 30, 1944,
et 11 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In lh« court
house In Winona, Minnesota, nnrl thai
ohlrctiona to the allowance of said Will,
If any, be filed before said time of
lienrlnni
lhaf tlie time within which
creditors ol »eW
rtecedenl may file
their cla ims be llmllart to tour months
from Ihe dffle hereof, and lhal the claims
so filed he heard on April 2, 1965, et
in:in o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room tn the courl
home In Winona, Minnesota, nnrl that
notice hrreol be given by publication of
Hits order In the Winona Dally News
and hy mailed notice a-, provided hy law.
Dated November V, 19*4.
„. n. L I B E R A ,
Probata Judge.
Seal
I
(Probate Court
Georoe rVV Roberlinn Jr..
Attorney Inr Pntlllnnor
(Fi rst

Pub. Tuesday, Nov . 34, 1964)
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POUND—black and white dog. Owner
may have by Idenllfylng and paying for
ad. Tal. 1-2311.
L0S"T—male Bluetlck hound doo, reward
lor Inlormatlon and return. Carl Mandelko, Prtifon, Minn. Tel S05-3373.

Penonalt

_

7

-

IMPORTANT l llereiiT fer sale "at >lnk
Lady Flea Market, 100 hospital beds,
bedside cabinets, over bed tables, dormitory beds, easy chairs. All In excellent
condition,
Excellent
values.
Dec. 3, 4 and 5. Wlnoni Armory.
Sale start s at 9 i.m.
~
~
~
~
CHRISTMA$ alleralloni should not be
delayed) or they won 't be ready wh*n
Auld Lang Syn* Is played. Belslngt r.
BRACE yourself for a thrill the first time
you us* Slue Lustre tn clean rugs. Rent
electric ihampooer, ll, R. D. Con* Ce.
JEF THE NEW Inexpensive Craft Master
kits, |uit 69c, at our store. Numbered
glitter kill, mined glass and tile kits.
Everything yeu need to make an attractive picture. PAINT DEPOT , W
Cantor St.
MEMO TO Capt
Herb: Hope you are
feeling better. We need that fcl i hook
you throw on Friday night..Ray Meyer,
Innkeeper, WI LLIAMS HOTEL,
~
~
~
ARE VOU » PROBl EM O R I N K E R9
Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problem*. If vou need anrt
want help, contact Alcoholic* Anony
mcus. Plonetr Group e/o General D*
llwery, Winona, Minn. .
"The" Cook' s
«*»TFriend I
'RUTH'S RESTAURANT
126 C. 3rd. < Right downtown >
Open 74 hour* • day, except Mon.
'
mlsSe S-ABDOMINAI BEl TI
SACROIt lAf JIIPPORTJ

GOLTZ PHARMACY

JJ74 E. 3rd

Tal. «4,

Butinett Sarvleat

14

FOR RUGS es frti h as new fallen snow!
WINONA RUG CLEANING Is the place
to go. lie W. 3rd, Tal. 3731 for all your
floor covering needs.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRTTROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
Tel. 9509 or 6436
I year guerentca

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

KNEE-DEEP In water v/oest Well , our
plumbing *xotrts install nuelltv fixtures
right th* flril lime, so you 'll spend
lots money and time on future repairs.
Per perfect plumbing aerWce . . . c«ll
our numbtr now,

Frank O'Laughlin

CLUMBINS _ HEATING
Tel , 3703
-Pr E. 3rd

Jerry's Plumbing

__

tV E. 4th

e

M

I '?.
WE CARRY a compiel* line ot plumbing materials for the man who wants
1 or 100.

SANITARY

PLUMBING m HEATING
Td» E. 3rd St,
Tel. 3737

Held Wanted—Femala

26

RESPECTABLE LADY wonted"Serverk In
rest home. Apply In person, Menchester
Reel Home, 406 E. 4th .
Don't hunt work , Lei It find youl L«f
us talk to you In <he privacy of your
own home about opportunities In Tupperwart plastic houseware parties.
Commission. Car necessary, but not
txotrlene*. W* train. Earn as you
learn. Call your nearest distributor:
M & to SALES
10] S. Wabasha, St. Paul.
Tel. 2:7-2668
RAINBOW SALES
3306 Bloomington Ave., Mpli,
Tal. PA 1-3411

Help W.nted-Mal.

27

Men«y to loan

Loans - Insurance Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

Dogs, Pats, Suppliat

42

WANT ED-Ma le Alradale dog. Tat, PUS*.
'
AKC REGl sf ERED white French poodlea,
*I25. eldon Jhomas. Te|. Utai after
e p.m
~
"
PUPS FOR SA _ E-4wealst#red ftmal*
Coldtn Retrievers, 2 months old, 110.
Tel. 1-1365 or Cochrane 3290.

Linccasting and Prcsswork
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS

Technical School
for Catalog,

Rt.

J,

Houston,

Minn.

Tel.

HOMIMAKIR'I i«r)ANO«, C. Ihink,
SS. C 3.tf.

PIGS FOR SALE—37, weened and cev
tratnd . Kenneth Markegard,, Rushlord,
Minn. Tel. 864-71 U.
~"
HERBFOROSl
sTultabTa
REGISfERED
for club calves; registered Hereford
halfars, springing; choice ol 16 bulls.
3 to 4 years. Forrest E. Moen, Rt. 3,
Houston, Minn, Call evenings.
-"
" ~
WHITE
boa r, guaranteed
CHESTER
breeder. Jim Olson, Lewlslon, Minn.
Tel. 3!70.
_
_____
~
FEEDER piGS 30. RobeVt -IjTln, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 3831.
.
PUREBRED Poland China boars and
gills, meet type , Henry Holmen fc Son,
Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. 467-3167.
~
~" "
HEREFORD BU__ - puribTad. gentle.
Herb Heese, Rt. 1, Winona, Minn.
"
"
HOLSTEIN BULLS from d«m DHIA records UP to 23, 000 lbs. milk,. 4.2 test, in
lbi. fat in 365 days, from
Tr l-State
breeding.
Peterson,
Allen
Aarsvcld,
.
M.lnn. Tel. 875-520S. '
"
'
CHESTERYrVHlfE boaYTend fe e<ler pigs .
Wermager,
Rushlprd,
Grant
Minn ,
IBratsberg) .

~
~
SP 'oftSD P6TAHD"l:hrna boarir"bTua

rtboon 'Vin.iere at Stale Fair. John
Oyks tra, OeiesvllU, Wis, Tel. 12-F-22._
'
HOLSTEIN B ULLS - purebre.r serviceable age, dam records UP to fl4 lbs.,
herd average 506 Alfred Johnson &
Sons, Peterson, Minn. Tel . 673-5741 or
87J.je«)

Preferably on saddle type
mncblnea , heavy engine
lathes experience may be
finthifftctory , See
Henry Przybylski
Airport Plant

State of rWnnoaola I as.
) In Probate Court
Counly o* Wlnonn
No l_, 9'.l.
In Re Eslate of
Helmer Thompson, Deiedent.
Order for Hiartnq on Petition for Probale
•f Will. Limiting Tim* to Pile Claims
end for Hearing Thereon
Emms I Thompson having filed a pe
tltlon for tin probata of th* Will of said
decadent nnd lor 1h* appointment of
Emma L. thompion as ArlmlnMmtrlx
with W i l l Annexed, which Wi ll Ii on (II*
In this Courl anil ripen lo Inspection!
IT IS O R D E R E D . That th* hrarlno
thereof ha had nn Demniber 17, 1944, at
10:30 o'r lock A W , before this Court In
111* prnbaln court room In Ihe court
housa Ire Winona, /vllitn raot*, and lhaf H«lp—Mala or F«mal«
28
nhlectlon-s to 'ha allow a nce of ta ld W ill,
""
"
WANTED-state
ex perIf any, L-o fllari lirlorn salt! lime nt hear BEAUTICIAN
•nnce, school attended and references
Ing; that tlie lime within which creditors
Write -Ot Dally News.
of jalt l decedurt may III' their claims
months
trom
tha
be limited to lour
date hereof, anil that tha claims so Situation Wanf-d—MaU 30
filed ho htmrd nn March ?«, I96J, at 10:3O ACCOUNTANT will keep bonkn for smell
o'clock <4 , fW, bfllorti thi'- Cmirt In th*
business, Tex service Included, Tel ,
probate fimtt mom In !«<• courl ho«l»
••30»5,
In Winona. Mlnnesnln, nnil Hint notlc*
hereof On (ilvcn liy publication ol this Monay to Loan
40
order In the Winona Daily N«w» and
law,
n:
provided
hy
by mailed notic e
Dated Nnvamhar 30, \9t.l.
f;. |) I ihTNA,
I'rnuat* Judg*.
I
»I.AIH
N O t E .-A U l O - r M lR N H I I r V H
(f' rchal* "Tour I Seal I
tn E Jrfl
ttl. JflJ
0*oru« rM, Rpbr-rlinn Jr.,
Mrs. 1 a.m. to 5 >m„ Bat , v a.in, io noon
Attorney lor Petitioner.

War ner & Swasey Co.
Had|{er Division
"An equal opportunity
employer "

LOANS'So"1

"As a matter of fact , we DO have a giant economy size."
Furnaces, Parts
^87 Stovei,
~

Articles for SeiV

75

fUR_ ubTsI davenport and efielr, good
condition. Tel. Peterson 87S-J20O.

~rj ungers: faf 4334 . »ad
d7L 8WNERS
«4lh Ave. Call Tues. er Ttiurs. evenlna.

UPRIGHT PIANO, cheap; alio saxophone,
Remington
standard
sored condlllor;
typwerltcr. Tel. 5317 after 4 p.m.

Typewriters.

LLOYDS all transistor tape recorder, like
new; Kodk Poncy 35 m m camera with
flash and case. Tel. Rollingstone $6892104.
HANOMADE all wool hook rugs, reasonably pricod. Tel M43, »J_ 6. _7lh;
Glj LB^NSEnTplByer p'leno with benchi
I-room Quaker oil burner. Bolh in qood
condition. Tel. Alma 685-36J3 or write
Bex 173, Alma, Wis.

^_

77

"
TYPEWRITERS
and adding machlnen
fo; sale or reni. Reesonapia rate*,
tree delivery. See us tor all your u>f
flee . supplies, desks, uses or office
cnairs. r.und lypewriter Co. Tel. tf2V

YOUR ONE-STO P typewriter and Business Machine Haadquarteri, We service
ail types of machines, stock ribbons for
any make and size typewriter. WINON A
TY PEWRITER SERVICE, lei E. 3rd.
Tel 8 3300.

f EDROOM SET, dining selYdlshes, rnis- Wearing Apparel, Furs
80
caHaneous articles. Inquire 1(6 Sioux
"
"
. 'btftwefen 3 and » p.m.
YOU CAN'T AFFORDlo miss thTpinrk
'~
""
Lady Flea TAarket Sale. Nearly new
p_ATN OR~fRIEATE. sand for slIppeTy
clothing tor
men, women, children.
walks or eulonnbile balast.
ROB0
Formals,
cocktail
dresses,
lovely
B ROS. STORE, 674 E. 4th. Tel , 4007.
PUREBRED Duroc hoare, alia landrace
winter coals, all name brands and In
boars. Clifford Holf , Lansebero. Minn., WHECLCHAf R - aluminum frame, toff
excellent
condition,
lust
In
time
lor
(Pilot Mound )
cushions, adiustable back rast. Will sell
your holiday parties. Dec. 3, 4 end
'
a
National
far
$60.
Inquire
Merchint'
HOLSTEIN BULLSYpurebred, servleeabTe
i Open at ? a.m. Winona Armory .
Bank, Trust Dept.
age and younper, dams with records
up lo 773 lb), tal, 4.1 te$) , I Is a prov- USED TVs, oorfabfes ancf conasfes/ Wanted to Buy
81
en breeder. Price reasonable
Harry
B I B
refrigerators,
alio
used
Marks, Mondovi,_ WK, (Gilrnanton).
ELECTRIC CO.. 154 E. ire)
MUL TTU TH WANTED — Model 13M.
REDEEM'VALUABLE COUPONS
Give condition , prlc^, firsl latter. Write
TROPIC AIRE HUMIDIFIER
Box 446. Chatfield. Minn.
, Oct, Farm Journal
Special Price . . . J2«-?i
(In lde bsck ever)
SCHN EIDER SALES, 3930 6th St., Gdvw. CHILDREN'S snowsults, tacklta, coats

Gombiotic
Aqueous Suspension
.

25c
$1.99

TED -MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Centir

LEWISTON FARM

SALE

Thursday
Dec. 3-, 1:30

LESLIE GARRISON
& SON, INC.
Owners and Managers
Tel. Lewiston 2667

fop Q U A L I f Holsfoln helfera wanted.
Wis. Dnlry Replacement <"o-o!> ., Galesville, Wis. Tel. Cenlervllla .39-3131.

Farm Implemonti

48

S UP th» now 1? lb model XI IJ.
HO^AEllTci CHAIN JAWVS
A U T O El E CT R K SERVICB
2nd S. fohnson
tei. 14]>

'"' NEED PARTS
for a McCormick Deerlng
Model 64 combine equipped
with Continental engine? We
are stripping one for parts.
See us for your needs.
KOCHENDERFER & SONS
Fountain City, Wis.

Hay, Grain, FM_

^
Ok USED FURNrfURElSTORE
J73 E 3rd St
w» Buy
We tall
Furniiura- Antiques Tools
end other items

let. e-370 !

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Baby Merchandise

85—Top H e r e f o r d Steer
Calves . Approx , 450 lbs.
10—1st and 2nd calf Holstein
springers.
35—3rd and 4th c a l f Ho) steins, springing a n d
milking.
15—Holstein steers, approx.
800 lbs.
6—Black Angus calves, approx . 550 lbs.
12—Whitefaced H e r e f o r d
calves, approx . 500 lbs.
2—Registered Poland China boars.
1—Registered Hamps h i r e
buck .

SO

~
'
ST RAW ' FOR SALE-1000 bnles. Tal. »e»7.
4 77U
__

S2

WANT BIDS on 40 acres of tlrnbar near
Chatllald, Minn. Write BOK Mi. Chatfluid.

Wanted—Farm Produce

54

Articles for Sale

57

~
~ "
~
'
WA NTED ?7(Hio bnles orrnTiled"ha7Y'T al,
Wllokn 2016.

H U R R Y I H U R R Y I H U R R Y I to- the Pink
Lady Fl«a Merkel. PurnltdVe, eppllfnccti, dishes, houseware Hams, antiques, Excnllcnt buysl Bowllna ball
«nd case; 3 eltctrlc broiler rntlss erlesj
10 larue show
cases, In
exco llent
cnndltloni
S
large
llle ilia menne<iulni; store fixtures, all newt antique
(awelry.
Excellent buysl Dec. 3, 4
nnd 5. Open f a.m. Winona Armory.
'
r"
'
MEN'S AND LADIP.S Flgure tkate sY iaM
/it DAMllliNEK'S, flh l Mankato.
nAAERSON 17" TV ) 3 siiort waive radios ,
console anil Inhln mrxlelsj 2 4iinpllllers,
nubile nitdrosa. Tel. 478S .
~
"'
' "'
DOLL CLOTMES lor Harlt lo an d Ken
<lnlls. Prlceil very rnnsoniihle. 573 W,
eltt. _
'"
"
'
'
l niY T H A T A R T I S T on your Chrl stmes
(<lft IJ'.t choose Orumbfldior ' s Palnllno
Supplies, brush':V colors, papers nnd
books, easels, pnlettes , pans, sketching
pencils, palette and palntlnn knives.
PAINT DIIPOT, l«7 j :enter St .
C I 8 A R E TT P
vending
mjchlne ,
late
model, s;i5 , R g y 'a Trading Post, lie
E. 3rd, l«l. «H3.
_

~
asjflkl MOOIl" 'pUEf' _ ri end^nroy th»
comtori of automatic pertunel care,
lull service- complete
Keep
burner
|il»n and guaranteed
corn
Ruclgei
|r»loy trnm If lSWICK'S
prlr.e . Order
C A S I t: WI COAI & Oil CO., Wl e
tin . lei. :ijn»

SMOW
1IRI:S, ft )OnlA. like
n«wi tire
rli«lnii , MI10 K I4 I nulonintlc .\rnnm oil
lieolnr, Willi fan, lii ual. luv) oil lank,
lea l Hull l o i ml.

109 Uud Ctn

Uud Csrs

OLDSMOBILE-l»J» Holiday, wlnferlted.
S190. T«l. 3001. Tom Kauunatl, 460V>
B. »fh.
OLDSMOBIL_ -I»M, » cylinder, automatic. Ration far wlllnfl, can't obfiln
auto In.uranc*. RMMftsbla, Tat. L«wttlofl 433).
"
19M>W6 ^«^lry Sidafi
440W .
1«] PONTIAC, new tlrai,
ribullt meter .
T«l. HV33.
CHEVROLET - 1*5» B#I Air 4-daor, radie, haalir, V-t, Pewtrglldi trantmliileo- power ilMrlng , I. rym tr,
rum off like new, only I7M. Pre*
valuabla gift with each car purcliaied
from i>«w until chrl«tma».

DON'S AUTO SALES
1« t. 3nd

Tel. S-1471 or MIT

Specially
Tel. 284»
Priced
I C ^ \'
3
St.
1
»
Center
I
'59 Models
i
—
maamamaaamwawaam—ma—m—m——
•59 Ford 4-door . . . . $795.00
Economy Plus a
*59 Chevrolet 4-door $795.00
View

GILTS AND BOARS—tsurabred meat type
Durocs. M BakrVan t Son, Chatfield,
(3 milts N. of Pilot Mound) .

10 cc
100 cc

J-bedroom

CORNEK LOT, Beltrient addition. All lenprovemants In. Reiionabie.

FEEDER PIGS-200 head, « to 12 weeks
old; also 2 ye/irllng Ppjarid Chlno boars.
James Ell-itadT Hwy. 43," i miles N. ol
Mabel, Minn.

Approved tor Veteran Training
1104 Currl. «4ve., Minneapolis Log*, Poiti, Lumber

Experienced
Turret Lathe
Operator

WEST CSNTRAL. Modern
homt, larva lot. I10,SOC.

43

COUNTERMAN

•ft Hand,Composition

HOMBMAKBO'I SPECIALS
EAST location. Coiy 1-bedreont heme,
modern except heat, SJ.2H.

rtEDER~7TGS-77rffw;a«ki otif. Wetvln
Brltson,
19&.3917.

t<

HOMES—fARfAS-LOTS-ACRBAOBS
COIWrTORTrf REALTY
La CriKant, Minn,
Tel. WS-ane

PUPPIES - 3 Carman Shipherdt, I
months old. Jim Miller, Dover , Minn,
Te l, St, Charlet ffl-3M0,
.

Hortts, CattU. . Stock

for Sals

MODERATELY
P R IC _ D J-bedro»m
home, only 8 yean old, city loceflon,
wilh suburban etmoiphere. 1159 Oletv
•
view Road. Tel. 4W.
_
"
fHREE BEDROOfvrh(~»e, with new he»tdisposal
aytlevyaue
Ing lysttm, new
tem, ] acres of lend on Hwy. 11, between Winona and Oalesvllle. School
bus stops at front door. Tel. Centervllie
' 53MHI.

tal. nee
( Ntxt to Taiapnona ottica)

MARRIED MAN

Train for PRINTING

I Houses

ITS Lafayette It.

" ~ ~
MAN WANTED- ane 36 to 4?, «ocxf ediTca tion, character and experience In selling] or commercial work. II you qualify
there Is an opening with a guaranteed Poultry, Eggs, Suppllas
44
Income, olga advancement In a business
~6F breeding geese, IV. veare lod,
established lor 6S years. Writ* E-41 PAIR
Inquire Emll Medes Jr., Dakota, Minn.,
Dally Newi.
(Botyveen Rldgeway and Nodlne).
SALESMAN WANT ED fo take ordtn on _
~
~"
"
made-lo-ordcr and stock rubber stamps, DEKALB 30 weetY old pulieti, tuliy vacclnated, light controlled, relied on slat
suoplles, etc. Can be worked In partfloors Available year around S PE L T 2
time with your business or schooling.
CHICK HATCHERY , Rolllnj itone, Winn
Sample t lies kit furnished, tubstantlal
Greetings
Rubier
commlnlon. Writ*
_ Tel. «<S8fMII
Stamp Sales t, iurvlce, Rt. 1, Box J,
Wanted—Liveitock
46
Elgin, Minn, 5J93J.
~
HOL$TEIN '"'i3PRINOINO COWS artd half
ere wanted, also open and ered nelf
TO DISTHIttUTE literature and pick up
ere. E. B Gremelsbach, inc. lewiston,
ordara, 60 alona a day. Top pay plus JVInn, Tel mi
liberal fringe benetlts. Send resume to
LEWISTON SAI ES BARN
Box E < 0 Dally News,
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on nand all
week, hogs bough) every lay
Trucks
available, Sgla Thuri. tei. lit!

To sell farm implements
parts at established dealership. Prefer young married
man with some farm background. Write E-42 Dally
News .

STRICTLY BUSINESS

40

end
miscellaneous
winter
clothing
wanted, ages Infant' s to 12 yean. Ml
In good condition. Tel. J-3M1.
~
A/M MII 1 ER SC RAP IRON (, METM
CO. pays niches! priests for icrac
Iron, metals, hides, woo' and raw h>r
32? W. 2nd
,
Closed Saturdays

-

Sam Weisman & Sons

59

""
FOLDING trTTGiTCHAIRS,
»1J.»3,
STROLLERS $12.95.
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
303 Mankalo Ave.
Open evenings

Books, Periodicals

60

"

DOFTIMISS Pink Lady FleT Market and
3rd annual Book Fair Sala. Studanls,
teachers and parents, wonderfu l velues In books ot every description, ell
In good condition. Book collectors and
book lovers, begin and build your
library. Thousands ol books, this sale
Is too Important to miss. Dec. 3, 4
and S. Open at 9 a.m. Winona Armory.

INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd

fail. 5147

- ~
~
ATTENTION 3tore owneriT fp large
fchow cases fixtures. 5 llfe-slie models
for store windows and display, display
Hems of all kinds. You can't afford
to miss Ihls sale. Bargains galore.
Pink Lady
Flee Market
and Book
Fair Sale, Dec. 3, 4 end 3. Winona
Armory.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63
T'F f R E P L A C E wood ','~C(J| " to any
fT lPCl
length. For Information and price, Tel.
Winona 9305 or Witoka 80-2226.
'
SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak slobs,
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
& LUMBER YARD

Tel. S34-6316

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

SEE OUR
400
GROUP

-"
HAV E EXTRA bedrooms, would like
roomers who want board, room and
laundry. Close to downtown and churches. Gentlemen preferred. Lai our home
be your homa, Tel. Harmony H86-5012.
Wrlta Box 4M, Harmony, Minn.

""
ROOM FOR l male student , wlthTlTchen
privileges. Tel. 6-1389 for appointment.

90

BURKE'S

Good Things to Eet

65

FOUR-ROOM cabin, also 5-bedroom up¦
etalrs apt, T«l. 8639-2111.
"
HUFF ST. 514VJ—« roomTTfiot and coFd
yoter f urnished, Immediate possession
iTHMTH E.-small unfurnished aot -for
college or working girl. Tel. e-273.3 after
5 p.m.

Apartments, Furnished

_

91

«fvTRArLYlIoCATED^nio_ffrn iurnl sh
ed apt., Immcdlatr; possession. Tel. 7776
ask for Syd Johnstone.
"
DOWNTOWN lorqe furni .hed apt. Tel.
3738 or. 4870. 76 W. 3rd.

~
~
' "- Re
P R I ME DOWN TOWN "VOCATION
fall and office space -Av a llatie now

Stirncmnn-Sclover Co.
52 1* E 3rd
Tel 6066 or 2349

Houses for Rent

V I N E 4KI- 3 benroom mor_crn home, oil
hont, lull basement, rec room, rja rdgc
Tr-I. ;960.
_ U' FFAi.0'" cn''Y-" - rooms , larrje lot , o-nene. T.l. rJB89 ur 9912.
MARK E. 060— 2-bcdroom
at P73 E. M.irl-.

house . Inqu ire

A V A I L A B L E Immediately, unlurnlrhncl, 5
be- liot ii'ii. , 1 li.ilhv -1(7 Cr.inil, ller. I.
between 1 en<l 8 p.m. amd Dec . 2, 9 lo
6 o in.

WanledTcTRent

APPLES — Mcintosh, Corllands, Haralsons , Delicious, Prairie Spy. At reasonable prlcoj. F, A. Krause Co., "Bree/y
Acres ", S, on new Hwy. 14-41.

ROOM W A N T F D by Dec, Sill , wllhin
wnlklny rlli.lanie nt Court House , f. ,1 'holie lioni'; prrli-rri'd . Ruth Siehnialrr,
Tel. I ewlslon lt,1\ .

67 Bus. Property for

BE gentle, be kind, lo that expensive
carpel, clean It with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shnmpooer, II. H, Choate 8. Co.

Distinguish the enlerler ot this bfco
rambler, living room and recreation
room each have fireplaces, kitchen
has built-in range and oven, two-car
garage, In the city,

^

40 Years in Winona
Liacoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

You may purchasi thli almost ' ne-w
th>-ee-bedro©m rambler with two ceramic Baths and pine-panelled recreation roam, livliw room with (Iraplace, landscaped lot, and assume a
low Interest rate mortgage.
Will ,
with
age
bath.

$800 Down

purchase a sturdy brick heme
automatic heat, big yard, itor
garage, hardwood floors, full
Balance like rent,

DON'T WAIT

For Troubles to Attack j
Your Car .
I

AFTER HOURS CALL:
Leo Koll 4501
Laura Pls-fc 3118

W. L, IWIb) Hatter 8J1I1

TRADE NOW !

Sob Selnver 1617

,<_ a

iB0B
'\. Cj ^ .v~*
|
_-_i>>KrX-..
-.,.

n

¦ hi H I - I

i

1962 RAMBLE R
Classic Wagon

Tel 2349
120 Center St.
i r i il llMIIll

"mntjimmmmtmA\wa\\m\\mvmm

HI

-V8, standard transmission ,
radio, heater, a nice- car,
priced right.

i _ 11 i ¦11 ¦_____—¦—

Lots for Sala

100

$1198

_
~
*
"
CHOTCE LOT outsldB city limits, appraised at $15,000 with water furnished. Will help finance housa, Tel, 2788
after 7 p.m.

Wanted—ReafEstefe
-

102

Will. PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOB YOUR CI1TT P R O Pf c RIV

105 Johnson
Tel . 2398
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

"HANK"JEZEWSK I

PAIR OF
E. 5th.

ECONOMY
CAR
SALE

~ "
~
snow tiresY 4O0x15. »10.

1021
•
_
~
~
flRES FOR SALE^M" and U", Ilka
new, Ray 'i Tradlna Post, 214 E, 3rd.
Tel. 6333.
_

107

1959 RAMBLER
Station Wagon .
Standard transmission,
overdrive, 6 cylinder.
1959 RAMBLER
4-door Sedan.
Standard transmission,
6 cylinder.
1963 RAMBLER
2-door Sedan.
Standard transmission ,
fi cylinder.
1931 COMET
4-door .
6 cylinder , automatic
transmission.
J 963 VALIANT
2-door Sedan,
30,000 miles left
on new car warranty,
6 cylinder , standard
transmission.

~~
~
"
TELL MOM and Drjd that saddle bags
are the perfect qlft tor a -notorcycle
enthusiast. ROBB BROS. Motorcycle
Shop, 573 E. 4th.
^
USEDTfCYCLES^II sizes. KOLTCR filCYCLE SHOP, «) _Mankato. Tel. 56«5

SPECIAL BUYS
1%2-IHC, B174 heavy duty
dump truck.
1961—IHC ,
CA.
speed
tioned

INVt-STOR'S Sf 'fc 'ClAL-ciintrnlly lot afed, all mod em, 3-unll apt. hulldlnn.
12,940 nnniinl Income, on ly SI2 .500. T e l
7776, v.k for Syrl .lohnr. eone .

BC170 , 120-inch
308 engine , 2axle , recondiand repainted .

1951—Willys Jeep 4-wheel
drive , panel body and
snow plow.

HARMONY
TRUCK SERVICE

W INON A UTO

RAMBLED f~~\ DODGE

Harmony , Minn.
Tel . W-3371

ARE YOU THINKING
ABO UT
DRIVING A NEW
STATION WAGON
Slop
out and see the
new

ir SALES tx

O pen Mon. & Fri. Eve.
3rd k Mankato Tel. R-3649

<
:

JEEP WAGONEER

$795

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Frl . Evenings

STO P
and Shop in Comfort
ot Nystrom's
INDOOR
Show Room

42

USED CARS OF EVERY
AGE AND DESCRIPTION,
WINTERIZED
AND READY TO GO.

:

Chrysler • Plymouth
Open PYiday Nights

BE PREPARED

Buy A Winterized Car Now
and Be Pre pared (or
What' s Coming

196 1 BUICK
LeSa bre

•

4-door station wagon , power
steering, power brakes , power rear window, tinted glass,
whitewall tires, radio, heater , automatic transmission,
V8. tu-torie brown and whit«
with matching vinyl interior ,
snow tires , in exceptionally
good shape.

$1795

4-door , power steering, power brakes , automatic transmission, V-8, red in color.
This is as sharp as they
come.

$ 1195

W A LZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights
Mobile Homes, Trailers 111
~~

RED TOP Hwy <i~iuoblla Hom«
See us oetore you buy We sell
ity and price 20 years at trailer
ings. Hwy. (51 near Gnodwlew
Tower
lei. 8-3626.

Salea.
qualdealWater

HUNTERS, V A C A T I O N E R S - Heated
pickup Campert and travel trailers tor
renl or sale. l E A- H Y S Buffalo Cily.
Tel. Cochrane ?4t?532 .

Auction Sales
Al VIN KOHNER
A U C T I O N E E R , City and stata licensed
and bonded, 25? Liberty SI (Corner
E Sth and Liberty), let. 4*10.
"
AUCTIONS! f Household, Uvaitwk or
General I V L E l BO BO. RT 3, Houston, Minn. Tei Hokah IW.?103. Licensed & Bonded

Minnesota

Land & Auct ion So les
Everett i . Kohner
158 Walnut lei. 8 3711) after noun flM

DEC. 1- Wed. n.30 p.m. J mllti S of
Elk Mound on 'H". Steve Harrison,
owneri
F»ancls Werlein, auctioneer)
Northern Inv. Co,, clerk.
"
DEC 5/SntY 11 a.m. V,', mllii W- of
Manlorvllle Bridge. Paul Kautl Property; Loos (, Olson, autcltioneirs ; Chlppowa Valley Fin. Co., clerk.

bt'c'Y 5--s_ tr.~T.T_Q p .mYr"mJiaT"NTwr.f

Houston In Looney "Valley . Chris M i l l a r .
Bros., auctlonetrs;
owner ; Beckman
Houston Stale Bank, clerk.

DEC. 7-Mon., 1 p. -m. 11 mills E. of
Durend on County Trunk A. -Irene
Ableldlnger, owner; Jim Hclkc, auctioneer; Gflleway Credit Inc., clerk.

Auction Sale

Located l' _ miles west of Mantorville brid ,?P.
Lunch — Ruth Circle of St. John 's Lutheran Church.

SATURDAY , DECEMBER 5

Yi

lias everything you need in
n wagon uviiilj ible in either
.-wlicel drive or 4-wliecl
drive. Clcin Hue styling plus
all new comfort and driving
ease. The Waij oneer 's family
ear elegance unci work wagon know-how make good
sense to all wagon fanciers .
Take the key and see for
yourself. Also available in
4-wlieel drive with an automat io transmi ssion . A renl
exclusive feature .
ALSO
2 late model Wiigonoers .

4-door,, r a d i o ,
h « a t c r , automatic transmission,
Whitehall t i r a s ,
solid d a r k blua
finish. No miles on
V rebuilt 6 cylinder
engine.

'59 CHEVROLET
Station Wagon

\ii«f^nimm ^

(Winona's Only Real Estate Buyer)
Tel. 6388 end Ws
P O. Box Ui

&G

Sale 97

VV* »eivert|s* Our ?'ni.ai

1959 RAMBLER
SUPER

NYSTROM'S

Quality Home With
"GI" Financing

95

RUSSET potatoes , and a full line of
Christmas candy and nuts. Winona Potato Market, 118 Market,

Household Articles

Stone & Clapboard

^
FOUR ROOMSrprivate bath , large b»ck
porch, heat, water furnished. 175.
Trucks , Tracl's, Trailers 10S
Tel. 30&«, 69.0. Inquire 476 E. <lh.
!' __
"
_^^__
THREE FRONT ROOMS, screened porch, WE A R E E X P E R T S ^In our 'field. Truck
flr:t floor, private bath and entrance, I
bodies built, repaired, painted, lettered.
hot water. Tel .2700 or Inrtulre 1 101
BER&'S , 3?50 Vt. Cth. Tel. 4933.
E. 7th.

"

FURNITURE MART
East 3rd and Franklin Sts,
Free Parking Behind Store

and most Hveabli, a three-bedroom
home with two lavil living and dining
area.ipine-panelled kitchen with dish,washer
and dlspoial. bis family
room, ecraened porch. Near pvbll<
and parochial schools In town.

86 Motorcycles, Bi cycles

Rooms Without M-eals

Business Places for Rent 92

3 complete rooms of beautiful furntture , living room ,
be^oom , kitchen.
$40 Down
'
$4.15 Weekly

Decidedly Different

85 Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

Rooms Wit-h Meal*

62 Apartments, Flats

Business Equipment

Trempealeau, Wis.

~

" METALT"
I
»AP IRON .
WANTED S .
COW HIDES. WOO L
RAW =URS.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M & W IRON AND M ET A | CO .
207 W 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
•or your conven rence
Wa Are Now Again Op-en on Sals.
~~
"
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
nines,
tor scrap iron metals, rags,
raw fur* and tvoolt

'59 Plymouth W agon $495-00
'59 F^rd~4^oor-r.~- $795:00
*69 Ford Wagon .... $795.00
'59 Studebaker 4-dr. $495.00
'59 Mercury 4-door . $895.00
'59 Chevrolet Htp. .. $895.00
'59 Rambler Wagon . $795.00
'59 Studebaker 2-dr. $495.00

Wa cen offer you a three-bedroom
rambler wilh bio. yard, automatic
heat, bath with vanity. 115,500 m
S1»,500.
#

109

Startinp at 11:0(1 A .M .

Y

1(10 ACRK FARM FOR SALE - A lii , »h producin g
farm that Ims been furmed for 2 generations by owners .
Musical Merchandise
70
Y
BUILDINGS: Newly remodeled home , 4 bedrooms ,
99
PLAYER PIANOS, it Baby Ornnd plenoj Mouses for Sale
(lining room , livin g room , kitche n untl bnth wilh full
Y
upright pluno. Lowrcnce Furniture, 173
' "
S'; basement . Oil furntice ,
OWNER T R A N S ! D R U I D ¦ ^ .-bedroom
C. 3rd.
rambler, 4 yu.irs old, k i t c h e n has builtDAIRY BARN: SLmichions for nr> cows , I.adgcr barn
in stova end iwi-n, bciir- nicrtf hes l.trcie
We Service and Stock
cleaner -- milk house. Cement .Ntave silo 1-3x40 ft.
recre ntlon room wilh b. ir, sewing nnd
Needles for All
laundry ronrti , (urge 0->'<"Jc , full 'nt
.4
Quonsct machine shed , double garage , combination
completely fenced In. -IM0, 47lh A ue,,
granary - coi'n crib and machiiu ! shed , hen house , hog
RECORD PLAYERS
Goodview , eft er 5, or Srun.
^i| house and other building.s.
(
Hardt's Music Store OLDHR 5 room ho.i«r , pnrllnlly remnrtol.
106
Anyone intercsled in puiclimiin K farm puny inspect
1-4
ed, priced tor quick tale. Tel.
lit E 3rd St.
after 6.
anytime
before sale d.itc . These buildings arc in excellent
Redios, Television
71 YOU WILI. L I KE Ihls 3 bed room homo
repair and kept well painted .
"
"
must
sell
Hot
Owner
leaving
town,
HAVE VOU S l- C N the new 1?M phllco
This farm may be purchased one of two ways: I. The
Writer heat , beautiful oak floo rs and
TV sets at Hlreatone? It not , com* m
cupboards. 2 baths, lenrerl hark ya rd,
Kill acres may be purchased as one unit; or _ . The 150
mow lor Ihe best deal In town. No
Sea
anytime
«l
1150
overs
licd
ga
rnti
e,
money down, take mnnlhe to pay,
acres of bare ground may be purchased separately and
40lh Ave , or Tel. 90110.
FIRESTONE STORE, 200 VV. 3rd.
, .? buildings will be offered for sulci wilh 10 acres.
ZENITH COLORED TV , mnny sets on IP YOU WANT In buy. sell or trade
be sure to ice Shnnk , iiOMUMAKBrV'S
This property can be purchased on very reasonable!
cur lloor ready for delivery now or al
F. A. KRAUSE CO.
E X C H A N O E . W E. iro
Christmas tlrne, Come nnd see them.
IcTins. Anyone desiring terms may discuss them with
FRANK t l L I A * SONS, Jit t. Wh. SEVENTH E, 1061 Vroonn, 2 bedrooms.
"U ltKKXY A V I U M "
, osvncr on or before sale dute .
Opon evenings.
tile bath, h^l wntur heater, furnace ,
"'.
South on Now Hwy. 14-01
:il> ItK IJ ISTKRKl ) AND III-CHADK UOLSTKINS garage. Inqu ire 1054 f.. 7th.
'
Refrigerator*
72 JT GOOD CENTRAL loca tion, 11 rionns,
-H Kail freshened cows; 10 springers; I Holst ein hull , !'> _
7 bixlrooms. 6 bedroom s up, I ilovAin. Used Cars
ye -iirs old. This i.s an outstanding herd of young, (op
109
KELVIN ATOM & GIBSON
I nru" living room anrt dlnlno room.
R E F R I G E R A T O R S , all sl/ej In ilock
ij Mality cattle. Ran^s and T H , tested for Int erstat e Nhi pIVM XI. 3 door , 4 t.purd . :ivo
Plenty ol room, Good \l:o Mlrhcn. HA U Dt O I '
WINONA F I R E D. POWLR CO 54 E
3nd Tel Wi . (Across trnm thi new
sierklng lot, '.

Sewing Machines

73

FOR CIIRISTA AAS a linn je lrdlnn ot
<lne nsrrf sowlnri maclilnns . S20 and
sip. WINONAv S L W I N O CO ,, J51 Mull

SI. Tol. v;ue,

Specials at the Store

74

~ "
l.UND l liihootinn, MI..M, *!0 cushion
tree wilh purchase , HAMHf M nK'S, flh
i. Mankato.

Stoves, Furnaces, Perts

75

"
M«OUS A L A O D l N blue llnme kerosene
lienters , low rovt hunt for niany mr>s
no smoke , no stnell, 'ii hours on I unl
Intl. A pmlri l (I' ll house hr- . th l , (tr'ni
(mstrrtlfd nl out display rcn iin. Also uas
er nil healers, r.'.nut i, wnlcr henterti ,
teivini ami si ,<rts I'ANOI DU IUIUN

un to., m £. Jth

Adolph Mii ha lowskl.

JI.

ui. i4ii.

Open sl.ilrw .iy. Oil fn' rr- i| an ti- .st.
Good lot. Close to Winona Stole <incl
CalUrdi nt. '¦* block lo hua. Jusl rMint
lor a large Inmlly or r«nl rooms hi
college studrnh. Priced lo sail tji t al
»9 ,000 . AI1TS A Gf N C Y , INC., Realto r* ,
159 Wnlnul 51. Tel, B-424J or a'lar
hours: Ii. R . Clay ,.J73 ' . Bill Zltttell
4 ' H , F. A. Abts 2184 .
'
"
INCOME
P R O P U R T YT l-Voom, 2 opt.
home . In o r «l W, Broadway location ,
flnlne. Mill) Ui si ilio er.lale. Tel. 49«0 for
anpoliitnicnl.

f uttl: !- :- OK l :OUR bnlroitiii Inline , i (irk
and cnrpelocl , liulll Ins, new (urnnce.
gns wntur linnler, cnnlrol air ciinilll»nn
Ing, 1 car (jornuc , screened pnllo . 1
loi (or sale. loi . 60.19.
, UK ING your axt ii-r I a lonp, l.el' t Intk
on the r.onstiinllnii ol thin a bearo im ,
\ lluw IIWMB . 'l ye.us old, locetetl w ehj
In city limits. A » I S AOI- ' NCY , IN( ,
Realtiu s , ISv Walnut M . lei. I W " m
allnr hours; I.. H. < lnv >' VII , Hill
Zlcbell 4B.S4. C. A. Ahl s 318^.

i-nrjlni- , l<".i than V, II «I mllr',. will u-ll
lor wlink-'.nle or ro iv.ldt r Irndd , l.owall
I mhl«n, Mnlicl , W Inn ,

DAMIII I K
19S8 Jdpni i 6 cyllndei,
d«rd iranimlailon, 1*1. »<M.
CHIVHOLL I •traliiHI
-t l<:K

t-mi .

ilan

mi

4-dnor , » r/ lmHir ,
Opod l onillllnn
1* 1. 1

IMPAI A IMJ mpci ipoili . ai , Kiclillri
lan In rnlnr, Sdo o f hardlnii, cr|U»ppi"d
with i idfj ci , only I MM nillcv M 1 L
'.lirl afln r 4:40.
I'l.YMOUIII ¦ • IMi, motor overh«iil«l ,
^tralohf ntirtr . Tel. I J "i*4 ntfur s ii.m
Ml-RCUMY - l » 'i? I'arKlnii a J donr linrillop, radio, In .\lir, Mnioiiinlu Huh -,
hi>rn ' k
(Hivvur -,t * ii - 14 i« ^ |,
n
million,
Ixiaul y In nvci y ru' .nocl , only IfiCi
I ree vn l>i.it>ln old Willi a^ch rnr |>urcltBte-d luiiw now w\M C.lirMn-\«\ .

DON'S AU TO SALES
Tel.

IM I , I'nrl
II W 1 in AIM /

*f
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Model 770 power booster with wide front end ; lln",2 Oliver

i

':
AI ' l'ROMMATK LY :)S0 ONK YKAR -OLI ) IIKNS
MACHINERY
!»«:» Mus.sey Ferguson s»lf propelled
m
Y combine Model :i.r) with p ickup and cutter head; Owalonnn
'{: Ki ll , wlf propelled MWHthcr , ;i years old; HJ02 Oliver

'j
%
%
Y

K-Hl-ineh plow , hydraulic with Hniiex laths; New Holland f t
' ¦
Model fi7 super hay liner baler , I "TO , '.! y»s. old ; etc. ?
DAIRY KQUirMKNT - MUCH KKKU
%
TKRM S: ' 1 down and the balance in fi equal monthly $
i 1 islailments with a carrying charge, of ll' ,- .ulded, Items jy
of $l.r).()0 or less and Feed , Cash , All .sctlluinontH must </,
'*i
.-, he made day of sale ,

Y
%

%

'{ '¦>
^

' PAUL KADTZ l'KOPKHTY

Chippewa Valley Finance Company, Clerk
Morcy Loos , b'.lgiii IMK I LCS Olson , Rochester, Auctionee rs
Reprosenled by Ray Flt/. simoiiN , Pep in, Wis ,
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BUZZ SAWYER
By Ctoittr Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walkar

BEETLE BAILEY
By Hanna-Barbara

THE FLINTSTONES

f

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLA6G
By Chie Young

BLONDIE

i

.
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By Al Capp

U'L ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

' I
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in three different desi gns and
color, absolole B y FREE from
Haddad' s. This regular $1.00
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each
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so nice to com*: home to , . .
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so nice to come home to . . .

Rhapsody 's classic nylon duster
quilted with miracle-weight KodeP

Rhopsody " opulent satin pyramid
duster quilted with fluff y Kodel'

For those carefree leisure moments . , . our exquisite
ple.'il trimmed Nylon tricot duster with its fluffy Kodel "'
polyester fihorfill nnd malehinfi Kstroivf- acetnto liniiifi.
Worn vvilh or without hell . Washable . C'lioosp Ivory, I'ink ,
Blue or Ited in Small . Medium , Large or X I.acne

She 'll lip "pretty as a picture " in our IPIMIIT loving full'swoop pyramid of elegant arrhile .satin intiicitely quilled
with tvodelfl polyester fihrrhll nnd arr-latp lining. Wo rn
with or without matching licit Jewel tones ol Ivory. Pink ,
Blue <ic Ked in Small, Medium , l.ai'K** , X- I.IH' RP .

$12.98
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$17.98

OTIIKHS I'KOM $11.98
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